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Introduction
“It is further indicated that every effort is made to conserve the health of these
[Mexican] workers while in the United States, both for the welfare of the individual and
because it is to the interest of the employer that these men be maintained in the best of
health so that they can effectively perform the services for which they have been
employed.”
-U.S. Secretary of State, Adolf A. Berle Jr. October 24, 19441

During World War II the railroad bracero program generated a series of
transnational legal debates centered on the regulation of guest worker health rights.
Between 1943 and 1945, an estimated 135,000 Mexican men were recruited to participate
in the railroad bracero program, a guest worker program co-sponsored by the U.S. and
Mexican governments, as temporary track maintenance workers to assuage the labor
shortage and support war transportation. These Mexican guest workers, known as
braceros, moved back and forth across the U.S.-Mexico border and labored on an
expansive network of tracks across the United States. They performed track labor in an
unfamiliar industrial environment that was unpredictable and well-known for causing
injury, dismemberment and death among workers, passengers and by-standers alike.2
When railroad braceros experienced injury, illness or unsafe working conditions, they
engaged in a process of claim-making in which they requested railroad employers cover
medical costs and/or rectify workplace safety and health issues. Railroad braceros made
these claims on the force of a bracero labor contract that guaranteed them basic health
1

Adolf A. Berle Jr., memorandum, 24 October 1944, box 3886, File 811.504 Mexico/8-2144EG, General
Records of the Department of State, RG 59, National Archives, College Park.
2
Mark Aldrich, Death Rode the Rails: American Railroad Accidents and Safety, 1828-1965 (Baltimore:
Johns Hopkins University Press, 2006); John Fabian Witt, The Accidental Republic: Crippled Workingmen,
Destitute Widows, and the Remaking of American Law (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2004);
Barbara Young Welke, Recasting American Liberty: Gender, Race, Law, and the Railroad Revolution,
1865-1920 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001).
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rights, which included hygienic living conditions, food, access to health care, and the
right to injury compensation. The claims-making process sparked debates between the
U.S. state, the Mexican state, U.S. railroad employers and railroad braceros over how to
interpret the legal framework—based on three contracts—of the program that regulated
bracero health. This study examines how four sets of historical actors—the U.S. state,
the Mexican state, U.S. railroad employers, and railroad braceros—relied on the
relationship between work, health and citizenship to define, negotiate and contest guest
worker health. In doing so, it seeks to understand the forces that culminated in the
railroad bracero program to cause workplace health discrimination against guest workers.
I argue that the legal framework regulating bracero health preserved the
functionality of the program as a cost-effective labor recruitment program by
simultaneously guaranteeing health rights and creating a loophole to deny them. The
U.S. state’s capacity to extend health rights to guest workers allowed the program to
fulfill in its primary goal—to secure Mexican guest workers through diplomatic
agreements with Mexico. While the U.S. state had the capacity to extend health rights, it
was the railroad employer that retained the power to distribute guest worker health
benefits. The railroad industry’s well-developed legal system for minimizing costs paid
in injury compensation (injury culture) and protecting corporate autonomy made it
difficult for guest workers and the Mexican state to navigate the bracero contracts and
succeed in the process of claiming health rights. Railroad braceros were vulnerable in the
American workplace not only because of their deportability, but also because they were
unfamiliar with railroad injury culture.
2

The railroad bracero program, together with its well-known agricultural
counterpart, was the United States’ first large experiment with a binational guest worker
program that extended health rights to foreign workers in the American workplace.3 Out
of the 300,000 total Mexican guest workers that participated in the wartime railroad and
agricultural bracero programs, almost half worked on the railroads. And yet, the majority
of scholarship has been on the agricultural program. Scholars have examined in great
detail the exploitative nature of the agricultural bracero program and the poor treatment—
racial discrimination, unsanitary living conditions, unsafe working environments, and
inadequate medical care—endured by agricultural braceros.4 The health experiences of
railroad and agricultural braceros have been mistakenly conflated on the presumption that
the legal framework regulating bracero health in each program was identical. Although
the same on paper, it was the application of this legal framework in a specific industry

3

The United States allowed for Mexican workers to be contracted as laborers in agricultural and railroads
between 1917 and 1921. It was a bureaucratically disorganized effort, with an estimated 10,000 Mexican
nationals who worked for the Southern Pacific Railroad. Historians have loosely referred to this as “the
first bracero program.” See Fernando Saul Alanis Enciso, El primer programa bracero y el gobierno de
Mexico, 1917-1918 (San Luis Potosi: Colegio de San Luis, 1999); Barbara Driscoll de Alvarado, The
Tracks North: The Railroad Bracero Program of World War II (Austin: CMAS Books, Center for
Mexican American Studies, University of Texas at Austin, 1999), 6-8.
4
Ernesto Galarza, Merchants of Labor: The Mexican Bracero Story: An Account of the Managed
Migration of Mexican Farm Workers in California 1942-1960 (S.l.: s.n, 1964); Ernesto Galarza, Strangers
in Our Fields (Washington D.C.: Fund for the Republic, 1956); Peter N. Kirstein, Anglo over Bracero: A
History of the Mexican Worker in the United States from Roosevelt to Nixon (San Francisco: R and E
Research Associates, 1977); María Herrera-Sobek, The Bracero Experience: Elitelore versus Folklore
(Los Angeles: UCLA Latin American Center Publications, University of California, 1979); Rodolfo
Jacobo, Los Braceros: Memories of Bracero Workers, 1942-1964 (San Diego: Southern Border Press,
2003); Manuel Garcia y Griego, "The Importation of Mexican Contract Laborers to the United States,
1942-1964," in The Border that Joins: Mexican Migrants and U.S. Responsibility, ed. Peter G. Brown and
Henry Shue (Totowa, N.J.: Rowman and Littlefield, 1983); Otey M. Scruggs, Braceros, "Wetbacks" and
the Farm Labor Program: Mexican Agricultural Labor in the United States, 1942-1954 (New York:
Garland, 1988). Two notable studies on the bracero program as policy include Richard B. Craig, The
Bracero Program: Interest Groups and Foreign Policy (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1971); Kitty
Calavita, Inside the State: The Bracero Program, Immigration, and the I.N.S (New York: Routledge,
1992).
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that drastically altered how workplace health benefits were administered, and how
braceros experienced health in the American workplace.
Unlike agricultural braceros, railroad braceros entered a U.S. industry that had a
regulated workplace environment, a unionized labor force, a social security program
through the Railroad Retirement Board, an intimate relationship with the U.S. state, and
an actuarial approach to employee management. In other words, railroad braceros
entered an industry where U.S. citizen-workers received rights to workplace safety and
health through their status as railroad employees. From the onset, the railroad bracero
program held greater promises than the agricultural program for protecting the bodies and
health of Mexican guest workers. The stark difference in industries makes the underexamined railroad bracero program valuable for learning about: the nature of U.S. guest
worker programs, and their propensity for labor and human rights violations; and the role
citizenship status plays in workplace health discrimination.
World War II was a formative moment in both the United States and Mexico for
conceptions of work, citizenship and health.5 Total war required the mobilization of
resources, rapid transportation and communication, mass-conscripted armies, and the full

5

Ronald Takaki, Double Victory: A Multicultural History of America in World War II (New York: Little
Brown, 2000); Robert B. Westbrook, Why we Fought: Forging American Obligations in World War II
(Washington: Smithsonian Books, 2004); James T. Sparrow, Warfare State: World War II Americans and
the Age of Big Government (Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 2011); Nelson Lichtenstein,
Labor's War at Home: The CIO in World War II (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982); Graham
Smith, When Jim Crow Met John Bull: Black American Soldiers in World War II Britain (New York: St.
Martin's Press, 1987); Ruth Milkman, Gender at Work: The Dynamics of Job Segregation by Sex during
World War II (Champaign: University of Illinois Press, 1987); Maureen Honey, Creating Rosie the
Riveter: Class, Gender, and Propaganda During World War II (Amherst: University of Massachusetts
Press, 1984); Monica Rankin, Mexico, la patria!: Propaganda and Production during World War II
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2010).
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support of the civilian population on the home front.6 The railroad bracero program
embodied the United States and Mexican governments’ efforts to forge a Pan-American
home front composed of citizen-workers laboring in war industries for the Allied war
effort.7 When Mexican men crossed the border as guest workers, they entered an
American workplace that was inundated with war propaganda that recast the meaning of
work within the context of war production. Regardless of race, nationality, gender or
ability, citizen-workers laboring in the Pan-American home front were encouraged to
think about their work as war work. Every moment of work, even the minutest aspects,
was imbued with a deep significance for the war effort, because without the labor of
citizen-workers, U.S. propaganda proclaimed, the soldier on the battlefront could not
6

John J. Corson, Manpower for Victory: Total Mobilization for Total War (New York: Farrar & Rinehard,
1943); George Q. Flynn, The Mess in Washington: Manpower Mobilization in World War II (Westport,
Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1979); Cecil and Stanley Teele Fraser, Industry Goes to War: Readings on
American Industrial Rearmament (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1941); Daniel R. and Victor Jew Ernst, Total
War and the Law: The American Home Front in World War II (Westport: Praeger, 2002).
7
The literature on the U.S. homefront is silent on the Pan-American homefront. See Allan M. Winkler,
Home Front U.S.A.: American during World War II (Wheeling, Ill.: Harlan Davidson, 2000); John Jeffries,
Wartime America: The World War II Home Front (Chicago: Ivan R. Dee, 1996); Takaki, Double Victory:
A Multicultural History of America in World War II; Milkman, Gender at Work: The Dynamics of Job
Segregation by Sex during World War II; John Morton Blum, V Was for Victory: Politics and American
Culture during World War II (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1976); William O'Neill, A
Democracy at War: America's Fight at Home and Abroad in World War II (New York: Free Press, 1993);
Robert H. and Gilbert J. Gall Zieger, "Labor Goes to War, 1939-1945," in American Workers, American
Unions, The Twentieth Century, 3rd Edition (Baltimore University Press: 2002); Richard Polenberg,
America At War: America's Fight at Home and Abroad in World War II (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall,
1968). Several historians have critiqued the narrative that state actor’s hoped to stimulate structural change
in U.S. society through industrial mobilization. Rather, these historians argue that state actors retreated
from the new deal reforms during the war. See Daniel Kryder, Divided Arsenal: Race and the American
State During World War II (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000); Brian Waddell, The War
Against the New Deal, World War II and American Democracy (DeKalb: Northern Illinois University
Press, 2001); Gregory Hooks, Forging the Military-Industrial Complex: World War II's Battle of the
Potomac (Champaign: University of Illinois Press, 1991); Alan Brinkley, The End of Reform: New Deal
Liberalism and War (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1995). For scholarship that covers the period of World
War II and Mexican Americans, see Juan Gomez-Quinones, Chicano Politics: Reality and Promise, 19401990 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1990); Guadalupe San Miguel, Let All of Them Take
Heed: Mexican Americans and the Campaign for Educational Equality in Texas, 1910-1981 (Waco: Texas
A&M University Press, 2000); Mario Garcia, Mexican Americans: Leadership, Ideology, and Identity,
1930-1960 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1989); Raul Morín, Among the Valiant: MexicanAmericans in WWII and Korea (Los Angeles: Borden Publishing Company, 1963).
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fight the Axis. The formulation of work and citizenship catalyzed the transformation of
citizen-worker to war worker by emphasizing obligation—a key component of
citizenship—to country. As an intrinsically gendered component of citizenship, the
wartime obligations of citizenship for male citizens in the United States and Mexico
centered on military service and labor. American men who did not serve in the military
were expected to contribute to home front efforts through work. 8 Mexican men, on the
other hand, did not have the option of military service during World War II. Unlike the
United States, Mexico did not have the economic resources to organize and deploy a
military convoy for the Allied cause. Rather than military service, the Mexican
presidential administration of Manuel Ávila Camacho encouraged Mexican men to fulfill
their obligation to country by lending their labor to the Allied war effort in U.S. war
industries.9
The obligations of citizenship, however, are incomplete without its reciprocal
element—rights. In his famous “Four Freedoms” speech given on January 6, 1941,
President Franklin Roosevelt argued that the four freedoms—freedom of speech, freedom
of worship, freedom from want, and freedom from fear—were fundamental rights to be
enjoyed by all human beings. It was through democracy, President Roosevelt contended,
that the benefits of economic security, social security, employment and access to
8

Lewis A. Erenberg and Susan E. Hirsch, eds, The War in American Culture: Society and Consciousness
During World War II Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1996); James T. Sparrow, Warfare State:
World War II Americans and the Age of Big Government (Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press,
2011); Robert B. Westbrook, Why we Fought: Forging American Obligations in World War II
(Washington: Smithsonian Books, 2004).
9
Deborah Cohen, “Caught in the Middle: The Mexican State’s Relationship with the United States and Its
Own Citizen-Workers, 1942-1954,” Journal of American Ethnic History 20, no. 3 (Spring 2001): 110-32;
Emilio Zamora, “Mexico’s Wartime Intervention on Behalf of Mexicans in the United States: A Turning of
Tables,” in Mexican Americans and World War II, ed. Maggie Rivas-Rodriguez (Austin: University of
Texas Press, 2005).
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“adequate health care” could be extended to all people.10 Health, a vital aspect of
economic security, was (and continues to be) channeled in the United States through
employment. What President Roosevelt argued, however, was that in a postwar world
where the Allies (democracy) triumphed over the Axis, the extension of health rights
would not be a condition of citizenship status and employment; it would be a matter of
human rights. President Roosevelt’s vision for the postwar period was put to the test in
the railroad bracero program with the extension of health rights to braceros.
At its most fundamental level, the railroad bracero program was designed to
ensure a steady supply of cheap, temporary and able-bodied Mexican guest workers for
the U.S. railroad industry, and the U.S. economy more broadly. The United States’
decision to extend health rights to foreign workers in the American workplace was the
result of its political and economic reliance on Mexico for labor and raw materials.
Rather than initiate a labor recruitment program without the consent of the Mexican state,
the United States utilized the Good Neighbor Policy—a foreign policy established by
President Franklin Roosevelt in the early 1930s that championed mutual consultation and
nonintervention with Latin American countries—in its diplomacy with Mexico.11 A co-

10

John Bodnar, The "Good War" in American Memory (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 2010); David M.
Kennedy, Freedom From Fear: The American People in Depression and War, 1929-1945 (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1999). For scholarship on the creation of the welfare state, see Jennifer Klein, For All
These Rights: Business, Labor, and the Shaping of America's Public-Private Welfare State (Princeton,
N.J.: Princeton University Press, 2003); Marie Gottschalk, The Shadow Welfare State: Labor, Business,
and the Politics of Health-Care in the United States (Ithaca, N.Y.: ILR Press, 2000); William Ranulf
Brock, Welfare, Democracy, and the New Deal (Cambridge, England: Cambridge University Press, 1988);
David A. Moss, Socializing Security: Progressive-Era Economists and the Origins of American Social
Policy (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1996).
11
Bryce Wood, The Making of the Good Neighbor Policy (New York: Columbia University Press, 1961);
Frederick B. Pike, FDR's Good Neighbor Policy: Sixty Years of Generally Gentle Chaos (Austin:
University of Texas Press, 1995); Maria Emilia Paz, Strategy, Security, and Spies: Mexico and the U.S. as
Allies in World War II (University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1997). For more on U.S.Latin American relations, see Donald M. and Linda B. Hall Coerver, Tangled Destinies: Latin America and
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sponsored railroad bracero program made the Mexican state a seemingly equal partner in
the program’s creation and administration. The Mexican state used this political leverage
to demand that its citizen-workers receive protections to health and body while laboring
abroad in the American workplace. The result was a guest worker program—outlined in
three contracts—designed to meet the converging, and diverging, expectations of each
state and U.S. railroad employers in the regulation of guest worker health. Because the
program required the movement of Mexican men across the U.S.-Mexico border, the
three contracts structuring the railroad bracero program created a legal framework that
regulated the entry of foreign workers into the United States, based on U.S. immigration
policy; and safeguarded the rights of Mexican guest workers in the American workplace,
based on protections afforded to Mexican citizen-workers through the Mexican
Constitution. The inclusion of both Mexican and U.S. policies in the program meant that
the relationship between work, health and citizenship had multiple valences that often
operated simultaneously.
In the United States, this formulation had firm roots in immigration law. The
United States had many competing interests regarding foreign workers, including
immigration, health and business. The rapid industrialization of the U.S. economy in the
nineteenth century generated a need for cheap, unskilled labor. While business enterprise
thrived on the massive influx of immigrants arriving on America’s shores in the 1870s
and 1880s, the American public could not agree on how to deal with the flood of
immigrants. Business sought to manage this new labor force; social reformers wanted to

the United States (Albuquerque: The University of New Mexico Press, 1999); Henry Raymont, Troubled
Neighbors: The Story of U.S.-Latin American Relations from FDR to the Present (Westview Press, 2005).
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assimilate the immigrants; and nativists and the labor movement preferred unskilled
immigrants to be denied entry.12
These debates over immigration resulted in the passage of several immigration
restriction laws in the late nineteenth century that sought to draw lines between citizens,
non-citizens and those in-between the status of citizen and foreigner—lines based on
work, health and race. The Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882 barred skilled and unskilled
Chinese workers from immigrating, and barred people of Chinese heritage already living
in the United States from U.S. citizenship.13 The Alien Contract Labor Act of 1885,
known as the Foran Act, prohibited the importation and migration of foreigners for the
purpose of performing labor in the United States.14 The Foran Act codified a racialized
and skills-based criteria aimed at controlling the influx of cheap and unskilled labor that
had an “ignorant and servile” character. Immigrant officials applying the Foran Act on a
daily basis, historian Gunther Peck argues, had difficulty identifying with certainty the
immigrants who had these characteristics. Perhaps more importantly, these immigrants
had to satisfy two contradictory demands—they had to demonstrate they were not “likely
12

Catherine Collomp, "Unions, Civics, and National Identity: Organized Labor's Reaction to Immigration,
1881-1897," in In the Shadow of the Statue of Liberty: Immigrants, Workers, and Citizens in the American
Republic, 1880-1920, ed. Marianne Debouzy (Urbana: 1992); Kitty Calavita, U.S. Immigration Law and
the Control of Labor, 1820-1924 (Academic Press, 1984); David H. Bennett, The Party of Fear: From
Nativist Movements to the New Right in American History (New York: Vintage Books, 1990); John
Highman, Strangers in the Land: Patterns of American Nativism, 1850-1925 (New York: Atheneum,
1967).
13
Erika Lee, At America's Gates: Chinese Immigration during the Exclusion Era, 1882-1943 (Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 2003); Lucy E. Salyer, Law Harsh As Tigers: Chinese Immigrants and
the Shaping of Modern Immigration Law (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1995); Bill
Ong Hing, Making and Remaking Asian America through Immigration Policy, 1850-1990 (Stanford:
Stanford University Press, 1993).
14
In 1864, the United States passed a contract labor law that supported the importation of foreign workers
by U.S. companies through the creation of the United States Emigration Office. The primary duty of this
office was to mediate the contract labor process by “making contracts with the different railroads and
transportation companies” and protecting foreign workers from “imposition and fraud.” On the first alien
contract law, see U.S. congress, House, Congressional Record, 38th Congress, 1st session, Chapter 246,
July 4, 1864.
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to become a public charge” and that they did not have a job waiting for them in the
United States. An immigrant had to possess the ability to be a laborer and earn a wage,
but he or she could not arrive in possession of a contract for work, “expressed or
implied.”15
As an increasingly restrictive U.S. immigration regime developed, it relied on
medical examinations as a powerful tool for determining an immigrant’s admissibility
into the United States. Together with the Immigration Service, the U.S. Public Health
Service classified diseases in accordance with immigration law and industry
expectations.16 Medical conditions and diseases took on economic meanings, Fairchild
argues, “categorizing both inability and ability to perform in the workforce [and
elaborating] on the formulation of what made a good industrial citizen: one who would
remain healthy, be a useful worker, and not become dependent on the charity of the
nation.”17
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While Mexican men applying for the railroad bracero program had to pass the
immigrant medical examination, they were not immigrants on the path to U.S.
citizenship. Rather, they were non-immigrant, temporary workers valued by railroad
employers and the United States for their potential as laborers, not as citizens. The
bracero, literally translated as “arm-man”, represented the strong arm of Mexico aiding
the United States in a time of war. A bracero was valued for his ability to perform labor
(with his arms), and, perhaps more importantly, for his status as a temporary, deportable,
and replaceable source of unskilled wage labor. Yet the status of the Mexican guest
worker as simply an “arm-man” was in tension with the provisions of the bracero labor
contract that entitled guest workers to protections of body and health in the American
workplace.
The labor contract extended these protections to braceros on the force of their
Mexican citizenship. An important stipulation of the railroad bracero program was that
the bracero had to be a male Mexican citizen; if it was discovered than individual did not
hold Mexican citizenship, he was denied entry into the program. In Mexico, the
relationship between work, citizenship and health was embedded in the constitution of
1917 (Article 123) and the Federal Labor Law. Under these protections, Mexican
citizen-workers had the rights to hygienic living conditions, food, access to health care, a
safe working environment, and the right to injury compensation. Furthermore, Mexican
law held employers responsible for providing their employees with these protections.
tuberculosis, insane persons, idiots and the feeble-minded. Class B conditions, on the other hand, referred
to medical categories that would render an immigrant “likely to be a public charge,” or “which may affect
ability to earn a living. These conditions often included heart disease, pregnancy, eyesight, varicose veins,
and poor physique. The annotation of Class B conditions with “which may affect ability to earn a living”
was adopted in 1907.
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The bracero labor contract embodied these tenets of Mexican law, thereby extending
health rights to braceros in the American workplace vis-à-vis their Mexican citizenship.
It was legal status as a Mexican citizen and guest worker that entitled a railroad bracero
to health rights. Yet, the legal framework of the program limited guest worker health
rights because they could not exceed those given to U.S. railroaders. The entangled
debates over railroad bracero health stemmed from the diverse interpretations of how the
relationship between work, health and citizenship informed the legal framework
regulating guest worker health.
Health on the Line is a transnational U.S. history: it traces the movement of
workers, state actors, business enterprise, and conceptions of work, citizenship and health
across national boundaries. The objective of a transnational history, historian Ian Tyrell
argues, is “to focus on the relationship between nation and factors beyond the nation.”18
The interrogation of a nation-state’s interactions with global processes provides insight
into how the nation-state was produced through transnational forces and how the nation-
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state operates.19 A central concern in transnational history is that by focusing on global
forces, we lose sight of the local. A broad transnational perspective that considers the
global and the local, historian Leon Fink argues, “opens up new avenues for
understanding—over time and space—changes in the concepts, policies and practice of
states, their interactions with each other and their populations, and the ways in which the
popular classes resist, react, and use both the nation-state and the non-state entities to
advance their interests.”20
Although identified as a domestic U.S. immigration policy, the railroad bracero
program was shaped by a variety of transnational forces from the global to the local
levels.21 This study interrogates, from the three critical perspectives outlined by historian
Fink, the transnational debates generated by the railroad bracero program’s legal
framework regulating guest worker health. First, from a policy perspective (from
above), Health on the Line looks at how U.S. railroad employers, the Mexican state and
U.S. state debated, and ultimately administered, bracero health policy. Second, it
19
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investigates how Mexican and U.S. states interacted with, and governed, railroad bracero
health in the American workplace. Third, from a local perspective (from below), Health
on the Line examines how railroad braceros negotiated their health rights and resisted
workplace health discrimination. Railroad braceros were important transnational
historical agents, whose status as guest workers during wartime allowed them to possess
multiple social and legal identities. Because the health of railroad braceros was important
to railroad employers and both U.S. and Mexican states, albeit for different reasons, the
railroad bracero navigated the legal framework to his advantage, at times appealing to the
Mexican state, U.S. state, and/or non-state entities for support in their health-rights
claims. The railroad bracero was not, as historian Linda Kerber would describe, a
stateless individual.22 Rather, the interests of both states in guest worker health made the
railroad bracero an unstable legal category because he could makes claims through both
states. On the one hand, a railroad bracero could demand, on the basis of the bracero
labor contract, that the U.S. state fulfill its obligation to extend health benefits to those
who labor in its service. On the other, a railroad bracero could demand, on the force of
their citizenship, that the Mexican state fulfill its obligation to protect the body and health
of its citizen-worker laboring abroad.
Scholarship on the Bracero Program has recently taken a transnational turn. The
conceptual challenges posed by globalization have generated an interest among labor and
bracero scholars alike in understanding Mexican labor migration. Historian Deborah
Cohen’s Braceros traces how the movement of agricultural braceros across the U.S.-
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Mexico border transformed them into racialized foreigners, transnational subjects and
migrant citizens. The policies created in the agricultural bracero program, Cohen
contends, laid the ground for the current debates over U.S. immigration policy.23
Historian Michael Snodgrass, on the other hand, examines the bracero program from the
perspective of the Mexican state and argues that Mexico “perceived and promoted
migration to the United States as a means of achieving human and material progress at
home.”24 Much like the bracero scholarship prior to the transnational turn, these recent
transnational works are centered on the agricultural program in the postwar period (19451964). The interest in the agricultural program stems from the fact that the program
lasted twenty-two years, during which the farm labor movement emerged and was
consolidated with the creation of the National Farm Workers Association (later the UFW)
in 1962.
The overwhelming focus on the agricultural bracero program has all but silenced
the history of the railroad bracero program, engraining in our collective imagination an
image of the bracero stooped in a field, short-handled hoe in hand. The elision of the
railroad bracero program in bracero scholarship is symptomatic of the broader literature
on Chicano and Mexican American history, which has focused primarily on agricultural
workers.25. The recent posthumous publication of Jeffrey Garcilazo’s Traqueros is the
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first comprehensive study of Mexican track workers in the United States between 1880
and 1930. Health on the Line uncovers the largely forgotten history of the railroad
bracero program and significantly broadens our understanding of the bracero experience.
Scholar Barbara Driscoll’s The Tracks North stands as the only published
monograph on the railroad bracero program, and offers an overview of the program’s
administration.26 Driscoll argues that the railroad program “stands out as the only
successful binational immigration project implemented by the U.S. and Mexican
governments [because] it is the only instance in which the Mexican government was able
to stand up to the U.S. government in order to protect its workers, and it is the only
instance of a temporary contract labor program that was formally negotiated by both
governments and respected according to the conditions established through bilateral
discussions.”27 The measurement of the railroad bracero program’s success is dependent
on positionality and a specific set of interests. Driscoll privileges the perspective of
Cotton Culture (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1996); George C. Kiser and Martha Woody
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states and policy in her assertion that the railroad program stands as the only successful
immigration project. Rather than stake a claim for the success or failure of the railroad
program, Health on the Line examines how the program’s legal framework not only
created, but also helped to conceal, profound humanitarian concerns regarding guest
worker health that continue to be a central point of contention in debates over U.S.
immigration and healthcare reform. The railroad bracero program is fundamental to
understanding twentieth century U.S. history because it epitomizes the United States’
reliance on foreign workers to supply U.S. business enterprise with cheap, deportable
labor, and to support the growth of the U.S. economy. Perhaps most importantly, the
railroad bracero program reveals the roots of the modern U.S. state’s struggle to satisfy
the contradictory demands of global capitalism—the movement of capital and labor—and
humanitarian concerns for guest worker health rights.
I use health as both a methodological framework and a historical category. The
scholarship on health is vast and spans many fields of history, including immigration,
public health, workplace safety and disease, disability, and empire. Immigration
historians such as Amy Fairchild and Ann Pegler-Gordon have examined the centrality of
medical examinations as a tool of exclusion and inclusion. U.S. Public Health officers
used the power of science and medicine to “read bodies” and determine whether or not
immigrants would make “desirable” citizens and, perhaps more importantly, “useful”
workers.28 More broadly, the immigrant medical examination was meant to protect the
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national body from the contagion that immigrants may have been carrying with them.29
Alexandra Minna Stern and Erika Lee have also shown how the immigrant medical
examination differed at the ports and borders of entry based on race, gender and class.30
Scholarship on public health as a tool of racialization has also focused on regions in the
United States, and in sites of U.S. empire.31
Scholars writing about workplace safety have described the perils of work as a
threat to public health. David Rosner and Gerald Markowitz have examined the ways in
which definitions of occupational disease have changed over time, and how this discourse
took shape through the relationship between labor, business, government and public
health.32 In a similar vein, scholars have written about how the body itself becomes an
29
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important category of analysis in examining occupational health. The body, historians
Ava Baron and Eileen Boris argue, is both constituted by, and constitutive of, the
workplace.33 Embedded in the category of the body, disability scholars contend, are the
concepts of ability and disability.34
In addition, historians have begun to explore health as a right of citizenship.
Historian Beatrix Hoffman has traced the origins of the U.S. health care system against
the emerging discourse of health as a right.35 Alondra Nelson and Karen Thomas have
explored the struggles of African Americans to access health care as a right of
citizenship.36 The history of migrant and undocumented individuals seeking a safe and
healthy workplace environment, and provisions for medical care in the event of injury has
proved more difficult to study. Undocumented individuals often avoid interactions with
institutions and bureaucracies because it draws attention to their non-legal residency.
Even when offered access to health care, migrant workers do not report injuries or illness
to their employers because they fear losing their jobs.37 As a result, these groups leave
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few written records. Through an analysis of corporate railroad records, governmental
documents, and published oral histories, this dissertation uncovers the hidden histories of
Mexican railroad workers’ struggles for health rights in the American workplace.
Railroad braceros’ resistance to workplace discrimination offers insight into the reactions
and the inner-workings of railroad companies and the U.S. and Mexican states. Each
historical actor relied on the flexibility of health as a category to negotiate, define and
contest the health and health rights of Mexican railroad workers. The stakes involved in
bracero health included citizenship, business enterprise, war production and state
sovereignty.
The state has long been difficult to conceptualize and write about for historians,
political theorists and social scientists.38 As historian Margot Canaday notes, scholars
have "responded to the vastness and complexity of the state by sometimes treating 'the
state' as synonymous with 'government,'" or by not writing about the state at all.39 The
interest of political theorists and social scientists in "bringing the state back in" has made
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it necessary for historians to contend with the state as a "central actor in its own right."40
The relatively new focus on the historical development of the American state, Balogh
describes, has left historians searching for their own conceptions of the state, without
adopting the methodologies used by social scientists.41 An important objective of this
dissertation is to understand how the U.S. and Mexican states negotiated the health of
railroad braceros through various bureaucratic governmental agencies that I refer to as
“the state.” It is through the process of these negotiations and contestations that we gain
insight into the workings of the “state.” Rather than focusing on the question of “who
governs,” this study is concerned with understanding state formation and “how
governance is accomplished.”42
An examination of state formation is incomplete without a consideration of
sovereignty. Historians and political scientists have only recently begun to unravel the
intellectual traditions and quotidian practices of sovereignty.43 Political scientist Stephen
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Krasner’s Sovereignty outlines four types of sovereignty that a state can inhabit at any
given time. These four types include: territoriality, or the authority of a state to govern
physical territory; domestic, or the authority of a state to govern over its citizenry;
international, or the recognition of a state by other states; and interdependence, or the
authority of a state to regulate the movement across its borders.44 Health on the Line
examines how notions of sovereignty were challenged, and reinforced, through the
binational administration of the railroad bracero program.
My use of the term “state” requires clarification in a transnational context. A
central debate in the political history of Mexico is whether or not a Mexican state exists.
Several scholars argue that there are “many Mexicos” that remain distinctive social,
cultural, and political entities apart from the federal government that operates in Mexico
City. In addition, the political structure of the presidential office has resulted in political
and institutional idiosyncrasies that shift across presidencies, which some scholars argue
obscure attempts to trace state practices.45 Given that the United States and Mexico
engage in international relations during the bracero program, the language of “the state”
is necessary to discuss negotiations and correspondence between the two countries. By
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critically examining the interactions between and across state agencies, Health on the
Line makes clear the complexities of every day state interactions. The transnational
operation of state agencies often resulted in inter- and intra-state agency conflicts.
I locate the power of these states to create and administer federal policy-making
regarding Mexican health in four arenas—immigration, public health, labor, and
welfare—that often operated in tandem.46 For example, the U.S. Public Health Service
worked closely with immigration officials to ensure that immigrants granted entry to the
United States were able-bodied and thus, capable of being productive members of society
(laborers). By locating state action in four arenas, my dissertation shows the multifaceted
nature of the state. It demonstrates how state authority was located in different arenas
located within and across political borders. Throughout my dissertation, I highlight the
tensions involved in harnessing state power in a binationally administered guest worker
program. Health on the Line approaches the state as both an "administrative
organization" and a "membership organization."47 In this formulation, the state is seen as
both regulating and producing identity. This endeavor, scholar James Scott notes, is part
of the state's administrative struggle to make society legible, to be able to count and
assess its people and their environment. Undergirding this process is the state's project to
46
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define citizenship.48 The formulation of citizenship, however, is not unidirectional. It
required citizens to practice and negotiate the rights and obligations of citizenship.
Historians have demonstrated that citizenship is a multidimensional category.
Linda Kerber has described citizenship as a braided narrative that consists of “several
strands that twist around each other, and each strand (as in the braids we make of hair or
rope) may itself be composed of many threads gathered together.”49 These threads
represent different notions of citizenship, and often operate simultaneously. In general,
scholars agree that citizenship is a set of rights and obligations that are based on a
reciprocal relationship between an individual and a state. The citizen performs particular
duties and obligations in return for rights—a category to be protected by the state.50
Within this formulation, the definition of citizenship expands beyond the citizen-state
relationship to encompass notions of citizenship as practice, a social status, and an
identity.51 Notions of citizenship have been complicated and blurred based on categories
of gender, race, sex, class, age, and (dis)ability.52
Scholars like Alice Kessler-Harris and Judith Shklar have argued that citizenship
and work are co-constitutive, and compose an economic citizenship.53 Citizens are
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obligated to earn a wage for the purposes of being self-sustaining and of consumption.54
Access to economic citizenship rights, Kessler-Harris argues, includes the ability to
choose one’s occupation, and to receive the benefits of the workplace.55 It is through
employment, Jennifer Klein demonstrates, that a citizen-worker gains access to health
benefits such as unemployment insurance, health insurance, sickness benefits and social
security, to name a few.56
This dissertation is concerned with the dynamic relationship between work,
citizenship and health in a transnational context. While the legal forms of citizenship
differ in the two countries, they each share an understanding in the obligations of
citizenship—military service and work.57 It was this shared understanding of citizenship
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in a wartime environment that allowed U.S. railroads, the U.S. state, the Mexican state,
and railroad braceros to use conceptions of citizenship to define, manage and contest
bracero health and health rights. Thus, this study traces the specificities of citizenship as
a lived experience, as a practice. For railroad braceros, the practice of citizenship took
the form of rights-claiming.
Perhaps most importantly, this study reveals the limitations of citizenship as the
foundation for health rights in a context where tens of thousands of braceros labored
beyond their state borders.58 While railroad braceros made health claims on the force of
their status as Mexican guest workers, the health benefits were to be fulfilled by a U.S.
employer. Braceros often suffered from workplace health discrimination because of their
unfamiliarity with railroad injury culture and their vulnerability as temporary contractlaborers. Guest worker status failed to preserve the notion that health, as an important
aspect of economic citizenship, is protected through employment in the American
workplace.
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Literature on governmentality contends that citizenship is itself a form of
government used to monitor and regulate citizens within and across the nation’s borders.
The body and health, scholars have argued, are key sites through which a government
decides who can cross its borders, and who has access to social services. For instance,
the fears of immigrant intrusion and the spread of contagious disease have enabled the
U.S. government to create registries to track individuals.59 It is through the use of
policies, technologies, practices and discourses of citizenship that governments manage
their population.60 While Health on the Line speaks to this literature, it does not adapt a
major tenet of governmentality, which denies agency to the individual. Rather, Health on
the Line takes seriously the agency of Mexican guest workers in shaping the practices of
citizenship and state sovereignty.
As the instrument through which the state defined the relationship between health
and citizenship, law is central to my dissertation. Each chapter examines the legal
processes and institutions through which the meaning of health, and its relation to
citizenship, was negotiated. In seeking to understand the contested nature of railroad
bracero health, this dissertation investigates the operation of the binational administrative
law structuring the railroad bracero program of World War II.61 Created through an
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administrative fiat in 1943, the railroad bracero program was endorsed by the U.S.
Congress and sustained by executive agreements when the Mexican state threatened to
terminate the guest worker program. The railroad bracero program was binationally
operated through administrative powers in the United States and Mexico. In the United
States, the railroad bracero program was jointly operated by the State Department via the
War Manpower Commission, the Department of Labor and the Immigration and
Naturalization Service (INS) in the Department of Justice.62 The Mexican government
assisted in the administration of the railroad program through the Foreign Relations
Ministry, the Mexican Health Department and the Department of Labor and Social
Welfare.
Central to this analysis are the ways in which the U.S. railroad industry and U.S.
state’s need for a cheap and reliable labor source mediated the relationship between
health and citizenship, effectively shaping labor, immigration and health law in the
United States and Mexico. My dissertation tells a story of the informal lawmaking that
took place as state agencies and railroad companies not only interpreted and administered
the guest worker health policy framing the railroad bracero program, but also shaped
definitions of health and citizenship. It highlights how individuals—Mexican consuls,
U.S. immigration officers and U.S. War Manpower Commission representatives—
employed by state agencies harnessed the power of law in administering the railroad
program.
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My dissertation also captures the dual role of law—how it simultaneously
responds to and initiates social change. In this framework, individual Mexican workers
are revealed to be agents in shaping the practice of law, rather than just recipients of law's
force. As legal scholars Robert Kagan, Bryant Garth and Austin Sarat have
demonstrated, "law has become the hegemonic language of social struggles both [in the
United States] and abroad."63 At the same time, “United States hegemonic power,”
historian Daniel Margolies argues, “was built in the spaces of law, not simply attained by
war, trade, or imperial absentmindedness.”64 In order to understand how the U.S. nationstate developed through the railroad bracero program, it is important to examine the
entangled transnational legal debates over how to interpret, and ultimately administer,
guest worker health policy.
Health on the Line further highlights how law has been crucial to the creation and
legitimization of capitalist markets. At the turn of the twentieth century, the rise of
industrial accidents led to a shift in labor law legislation that required businesses to
"internalize" the previously "externalized" costs of production—to pay monetary
damages for harms caused by dangerous machines and substances, and to provide
compensation insurance for workplace injuries and install workplace safety measures.
Railroad companies consequently turned to corporate lawyers to reduce risk and
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encourage investment.65 Health on the Line shows that railroad companies also sought
the expertise of physicians, whose task was to create physical examinations that would
enable railroad companies to hire only able-bodied workers. In doing so, U.S. railroad
employers sought to externalize the costs of the railroad bracero program, rather than
internalize them. Industrial physicians, therefore, played a key role in legitimizing hiring
practices and regulating labor markets. The legal measures used to protect workers
against the dangers of industrial capitalism, Kagan et al. notes, were also necessary to
preserve and validate capitalism.66
The railroad bracero program is embedded in the history of capitalism. The
United States and Mexican governments co-sponsored the guest worker program in order
to stimulate their respective economies and support industrial warfare. Bringing together
histories of business, labor and economy, the scholarship on capitalism remains centered
on the question of economic change, while placing that account within the complexities
of the social, cultural and political landscape.67 Historians of capitalism, Sven Beckert
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contends, “study the particular ways in which the market and the state interact, how this
interaction is influenced by the shifting power relations of various social groups, and how
the rules of exchange are set politically.”68 The dynamics between these groups, in so far
as they affect economic change, are generally described as the political economy.
The histories of the United States and Mexico have been intertwined through
economic development. Historians such as John Hart have demonstrated how American
investors seeking to cultivate the natural resources of Mexico in the late nineteenth
century played a pivotal role in industrializing Mexico. While Mexico experienced vast
development in various industries, it was the construction of the railroads that facilitated
the emergence of a transnational economic network.69 The railroad bracero program was
a significant moment in the economic alliance between these two countries because it
created a permanent, state-sanctioned migrant labor stream into the United States. This
migrant labor stream, Cindy Hahamovitch shows us, was not exclusively from Mexico.
Jamaicans joined the bracero program during the war as agricultural workers and have
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continued to participate in the current guest worker program.70 More broadly,
scholarship on guest worker programs across the world has raised questions about
migrant rights, citizenship, the national welfare state, and the consequences of a
globalized economy.71 Health on the Line examines the complex and dynamic
relationship between business, the state, and labor in a transnational context.
My purpose in entitling this study Health on the Line is twofold. First, the term
“on the line” signifies the multiple sites—the railroad, the U.S.-Mexico border, and the
immigrant medical inspection—where migrant worker health was negotiated, produced
and contested. Each of these sites is colloquially referred to as a “line”—one worked
“on the railroad line,” one waited “on the line” for an immigrant medical inspection, and
the U.S.-Mexico border itself was “the line.” Second, I wish to emphasize the stakes
involved in guest worker health. The Mexican state, the U.S. state, U.S. railroad
companies and railroad braceros themselves all had interests, at times converging, and at
others diverging, in defining and regulating health. The debate over guest worker health
was a confluence of broader social, political and economic processes including:
citizenship, sovereignty, business enterprise, capitalism, and immigration.
Before laying out the chapter outline, a discussion of the archival sources that
proved to be the most valuable is necessary. While the transnational framework of this
70
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study required archival research in both the United States and Mexico, it was the archival
material in U.S. corporate railroad archives and oral history interviews in the bracero oral
history archive that opened a rare window into the railroad bracero health experiences.
Perhaps the most limiting factor in the production of scholarship on the railroad bracero
program, and Mexican railroad workers more broadly, has been the inaccessibility of
corporate railroad records. Scholar Barbara Driscoll—author of the only full-length
monograph on the railroad program—claimed that despite at least two attempts to contact
all participating railroads for information on the railroad program, she was unable to
obtain any data.72 Driscoll’s main source for insight into railroad company participation
is an internal report of the Southern Pacific Railroad that she received “anonymously,
mailed from the Southern Pacific’s headquarters in San Francisco.”73
Because U.S. railroad records tend to be private, researchers have been unable to
learn about how railroad companies managed braceros during the war. Health on the
Line makes use of the previously untapped records of the Pennsylvania Railroad
Company’s Mexican employment files, which include individual worker files, legal
documents, medical reports and correspondence. The Pennsylvania Railroad employed
braceros on its rail lines across the United States, but the only surviving records are at the
Hagley Library in the General Manager of the Western Region files. These records have
been invaluable in uncovering the vital role of railroad employers as political agents in
the administration of U.S. immigration policy. The audio-recorded oral history
interviews housed in the bracero oral history archive compliment the corporate railroad
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records by capturing the voices of railroad braceros. Together with the railroad records,
the oral history interviews reveal how workers responded to governance in the
workplace, and resisted workplace health discrimination.
Five chapters organize this dissertation into a topical and chronological
framework. While the complex and dynamic relationship existing between states,
business, and workers in the railroad bracero program provides the overarching narrative
of this study, each chapter illuminates the stakes historical actors had in guest worker
health and the extent to which each relied on the relationship between work, health and
citizenship to support their interests. The first chapter traces how transnational factors,
especially American railroads in Mexico, produced a migrant Mexican labor stream to
the United States in order to provide a rich context for the dynamics at play in the
railroad bracero program of World War II. Chapters 2 through 5 offer an in-depth
analysis of the transnational legal debates over how to regulate guest worker health.
These debates reveal that the program’s legal framework created loopholes that
institutionalized workplace health discrimination against railroad braceros.
Chapter 1 explores from a transnational perspective how the political economy in
Mexico shaped American business practices, Mexican labor migration, and practices of
Mexican citizenship. It begins by tracing how economic development in Mexico
between 1880 and 1910 created massive labor migration to the United States. It then
turns to the United States to explore how Mexican migrants affected U.S. immigration
policy and the U.S. labor market. Finally, it returns to postrevolutionary Mexico in 1920
and examines how anti-American sentiments in Mexico required American businesses to
infuse its employment practices with nationalistic policies. This meant offering Mexican
34

employees protections to body and health in the workplace. It uses the Pullman
Company—a Chicago, Illinois-based business—as a case study for examining these
dynamics. The transnational nature of the Pullman Company—it operated passenger car
lines across the U.S.-Mexico border—raised questions about jurisdiction when litigating
personal injury claims. I argue that the Mexican state and its citizen-workers practiced
citizenship, exercised sovereignty, and challenged corporate autonomy when they made
retroactive health claims against the Pullman. The questions that arose in the Pullman
case were similar to those faced by individuals who participated in the railroad bracero
program. Unlike in the Pullman case, U.S. railroad employers in the bracero program
had the power of U.S. legal jurisdiction in the American workplace on its side.
In chapter 2, I trace the transnational forces that influenced the United States and
Mexico to co-sponsor the railroad bracero program, and critically examine the impulses
of the health provisions outlined in the three bracero contracts. The main cause driving
these two countries together was war transportation. Both countries needed rail transport
to support their economies, but the transnational rail network that had been built nearly
half a century before required repair. Each country took advantage of transnational
forces to create a state-sanctioned contract labor program that would benefit their own
self-interests. The three contracts framing the program created a guest worker health
policy regulating the health of a bracero as he crossed the U.S.-Mexico border and
labored in the American workplace. The binational nature of the program meant that
these contracts embodied the converging, yet diverging, expectations of both
governments. The broad language of the contracts would allow for a certain amount of
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flexibility in how individuals perceived, negotiated and regulated bracero health
throughout the program.
Chapter 3 investigates how, and to what end, railroad companies constructed the
health status of Mexican workers in the railroad bracero program. The employer contract
required individual railroad companies to provide braceros with protections in the
workplace, including access to accident compensation. Moreover, the intent of the
employer contract was to limit a railroad employer’s authority to cancel labor contracts at
will. Railroad companies used the power of medical diagnosis, and their experience with
the law, to support their requests to terminate labor contracts. It was through the process
of navigating the contractual limits of their autonomy, I argue, that railroad companies
made and unmade the health status of Mexican workers in the American workplace. In
doing so, railroad companies mediated the health rights of braceros.
Chapter 4 illustrates how the political culture of World War II appealed to two
important masculine attributes of citizenship—military service and labor. The United
States imbued the workplace with martial rhetoric in an effort to mobilize the home front
and transform the war worker into a soldier of capital. U.S. workers, however, were not
the only ones subjected to this rhetoric. U.S. propaganda geared toward Mexican railroad
workers similarly hoped to transform them into railroad soldiers. The main difference in
this rhetoric was that it emphasized a Pan American alliance. In this sense, the United
States home front extended beyond its geopolitical borders and incorporated the entire
western hemisphere. I argue that, while the railroad soldier motif privileged obligation
and physical sacrifice, railroad braceros selectively appropriated themes from this martial
rhetoric, such as sacrifice and obligation, to make sense of their experiences. Railroad
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braceros identified the separation from loved ones to be an even greater sacrifice than
working on the tracks in extreme heat or cold. It was obligation to family, of improving
quality of life, that made railroad braceros endure the hardship of laboring abroad on el
traque (the railroad).
Chapter 5 examines the overlapping interests of the Mexican state and railroad
braceros to participate in the process of health rights-claiming. Braceros frequently wrote
letters to their employer (railroad company) to request a reimbursement in time lost and
compensation for injury and/or illness. When railroad companies failed to acquiesce,
braceros asked their consuls to intervene on their behalf. Mexican consuls made their
arguments for braceros’ health rights based on the moral responsibility of railroads to
fulfill their obligations to workers, the principles of the Good Neighbor Policy and the
protections of Mexican citizenship. The intervention of Mexican consuls elucidates how
the Mexican state used the railroad program as a space where it could practice health
citizenship. Braceros’ efforts to garner assistance from community groups and other
sources, on the other hand, also reveal the limits of state sovereignty. I argue that it was
through the process of rights-claiming that railroad braceros and the Mexican state
resisted U.S. hegemony in the railroad program’s legal framework that institutionalized
workplace health discrimination against railroad braceros.
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Chapter 1
Forging Mexican Citizenship: Transnational Railroads, Mexican Labor Migration
and the Political Economy of Mexico, 1876-1934
On December 24, 1925, Pullman porter Ramon Guerra stepped out for a breath of
fresh air at the rear of the sleeping car, when it suddenly jerked, causing him to be thrown
off. Several hours later, a track repair gang found Guerra’s mangled body lying
motionless on the side of the tracks near the outskirts of Querétaro, Mexico. They placed
Guerra on a train into Querértaro, where doctors at the Civil Hospital treated him for a
fractured skull, vision impairment, a severely bruised back, and an injured leg. Guerra
filed a compensation claim through a Mexican state agency and received $82.19 (U.S.)
through the Illinois State Workmen’s Compensation Act.1
The case of Ramon Guerra brings attention to the questions of jurisdiction and
employer liability in Mexico. Ramon Guerra was a Mexican national who experienced a
work-related injury in Mexico and received accident compensation through a U.S. state
labor law. When the Pullman Company’s Pension Board reviewed his claim, they
discovered that Mexico City, Guerra’s place of employment, did not have a
comprehensive labor law through which Guerra could receive compensation. Since the
Pullman Company was based in Chicago, Illinois, the Pension Board decided to channel
his claim through the Illinois labor law.2

1

The $82.19 (U.S.) is the amount paid in 1926. F.L. Simmons to J.F. Seguin, 28 June 1933, box 5,
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2
Salvador Cancion to J.F. Seguin, 6 October 1933, box 5, Employee and Labor Relations Department, RG
06, Labor Relations Department, subgroup 01, Pullman Company, Newberry Library.
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This chapter explores how the history of American railroads in Mexico prior to
World War II shaped Mexican labor migration to the United States, Mexican citizenship
and Mexican perceptions of American business. Between 1876 and 1910, Mexico
experienced rapid economic development with the financial support of foreign investors
and the presidential administration of Porfirio Díaz. The creation of a transnational
railroad network facilitated the rapid movement of goods, people and capital between
Mexico and the United States. The industrialization of Mexico, however, came at a high
cost to the largest sector of Mexico’s population, the rural class. 3 While foreign
investment had made Porfirio Díaz and foreign investors rich, the rural classes found
themselves without land, jobs, and a living wage. The railroads served as both a catalyst
and a vehicle for mass migration northward to the United States. The reliance of
American businesses on the migrant labor stream from Mexico resulted in a U.S.
immigration policy that favored Mexican immigration, at least until the Great
Depression.
The influx of Mexican laborers into the United States increased dramatically in
the decade between 1910 and 1920, as Mexico experienced a massive social and political
upheaval known as the Mexican Revolution. The revolution was a reaction against the
policies of Porfirio Díaz that privileged foreign investment at the expense of middle-class
3
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growth. As Mexico began to rebuild itself as a nation, it established nationalistic
principles predicated on reconciling the injustices faced by the Mexican people under
Díaz. The result was a firm policy against foreign business in Mexico. Following the
military phase of its revolution in 1917, the Mexican government proclaimed eminent
domain and seized foreign capital of exportation industries such as agricultural lands, oil,
coffee and coal mining. In addition, the revolution produced a constitution that promised
the Mexican people socioeconomic reforms, including land reform and the protection of
workers’ rights. The Mexican state took on the paternalistic role of enacting these
reforms and protecting its citizenry’s constitutional rights.
For these reasons, foreign business viewed Mexico as a risky investment in the
1920s and 1930s.4 The Pullman Company—ranked the fourth largest industrial
corporation in the world in 1912—was one of the few foreign businesses that chose to
remain in Mexico.5 If foreign business wanted to make a profit in Mexico, historian Julio
Moreno contends, they had to adopt business practices that embodied revolutionary
ideals.6 For the Pullman Company, this meant appeasing the demands of labor and
cooperating with state agencies in the prosecution of compensation claims. The
transnational nature of the Pullman workplace, however, raised the central question of

4
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Mission: American Enterprise in Latin America, 1900-1945 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1996). There is no scholarship on the Pullman Company’s operations in Mexico. I located untapped
records on the Pullman in Mexico at the Newberry Library.
5
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(1995).
6
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jurisdiction. Embedded in this question of jurisdiction were the issues of citizenship,
sovereignty, legality and spatiality. 7
These dynamics, I argue, provided a venue for the Mexican state and its citizenworkers to forge citizenship, exercise sovereignty and define jurisidction. The political
and economic instability in Mexico during the 1920s and 1930s made citizenship a
murky category.8 Both citizen-workers and the state gave shape to citizenship through
the process of rights-claiming, where state agencies mediated the health claims filed
against employers. When Mexico enacted a Federal Labor Law in 1931, it caused an
influx in retroactive health claims by Pullman employees who sought to take advantage
of the state-sponsored legal mechanism. The litigation that ensued between the Pullman
Company, Mexican labor and Mexican state agencies maps the approaches they each
employed to make sense of confused jurisdictional spaces and determine where the
transnational Mexican worker, who labored on Pullman cars that crossed the U.S.Mexico border, fit within those spaces.
The Pullman Company’s value as a case study extends beyond the fact that it was
one of the few foreign businesses in Mexico after the Revolution. It is also significant for
its employment of Mexican porters. The luxury and comfort of traveling on Pullman
7
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sleeping cars, the Pullman Company advertised, was made possible through its great
service provided by African Americans. The African American porter’s centrality to the
Pullman image was made evident, historian Sarah-Jane Mathieu argues, when owner
George Pullman “exported African American railwaymen to Canada along with his
palace cars.”9 When the Pullman Company finally received permission in 1934 to recruit
temporary foreign laborers to work on its Mexican passenger lines, the Mexican
government barred “crews of the negro race” from entrance.10 That the Pullman
Company hired Mexicans like Ramon Guerra as porters for its operations in Mexico
demonstrates the power of Mexican companies and Mexican labor unions to protect
Mexican labor and rupture the racialized image of the Pullman porter as African
American.11

9
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I. Porfirian Mexico: Modern Industrial Capitalism, the Railroads and Labor
Migration, 1876-1910
When Porfirio Díaz took presidential office in 1876, he ushered in an
unprecedented era of national economic development for Mexico.12 Much like his
predecessors, Díaz linked social progress and economic development to material wealth.
In contrast to early nineteenth-century liberals, however, Díaz believed that welcoming
foreign investors and mobilizing national capital through the landed elite would result in
Mexico’s economic and social prosperity. It was through modern industrial capitalism,
Díaz and his supporters (known as Porfirians) argued, that Mexico would finally break
free from its colonial past and progress into modernity.13 Under the banner of “order and
progress,” the Porfirians aimed to modernize Mexico through reforms in public health,

12
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science and technology, urban landscapes, transportation, education and economy.14 For
Díaz, the construction of a railroad network financed by foreign investors was central to
Mexico’s industrial development and modernization. Foreign investors did not need
much convincing.
The myth of Mexico as a land rich with gold, jewels and other natural resources
had roots in the colonial period, when Spain conquered Mexico in the pursuit of God,
glory and gold.15 Following Mexico’s independence in 1821, travel journals captured
European and American fascinations with the myth of Mexico. In his travel accounts to
Mexico in 1861 and 1862, Charles Lempriere wrote,
The merciful hand of Providence has bestowed on the Mexicans a
magnificent land, abounding in resources of all kinds—a land where none
ought to be poor, and where misery ' ought to be unknown—a land whose
products and riches of every kind are abundant, and as varied as they are
rich. It is a country endowed to profusion with every gift that man can
desire or envy; all the metals from gold to lead; every sort of climate from
perpetual snow to tropical heat, and inconceivable fertility.16
14
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Foreign investors shared Lempriere’s vision of Mexico, and hoped to capitalize from its
abundant resources that remained undeveloped. None were more eager than American
railroad investors seeking to expand their trunk lines, or main rail line routes, into
Mexico.17
American investors imagined the establishment of a railroad system to be the
foundation for developing a modern, multidimensional infrastructure in Mexico.18 In
fact, American proposals and charters for a railroad network in Mexico had been
circulating since the 1860s, a decade before Porfirio Díaz assumed the presidency.
Mexican leaders remained conflicted about the construction of railroads at the hands of
American investors.19 While some Mexican elites saw the railroad as an opportunity for
modernization, other Mexican leaders feared that American-financed railroad expansion
in Mexico was, as historian Richard White describes it, “American expansion in a
different form and under another name.”20 When Mexico lost more than half of its
territory to the United States in 1848, it left an indelible mark on U.S.-Mexico relations.
Many Mexicans viewed the Mexican American War (1846-1848), and its outcome, as an
experience of conquest and subordination. Mexico had been forced to accept
$18,250,000 for its land—less than the country’s annual budget—and the decision of its
former citizens to remain in the annexed territory and receive U.S. citizenship. The
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possibility of foreign-owned businesses operating in Mexico seemed to be another
method by which the Americans sought to subordinate Mexican sovereignty and its
people.21 The division between Mexican leaders, combined with the conflicts between
Mexico and foreign investors over the route of the rail lines, made the progress of
railroad construction slow during the presidencies of Benito Juárez (1867-1872) and
Sebastián Lerdo de Tejada (1872-1876).22 By 1876, only 400 miles of track had been
laid in Mexico.23
During the Porfiriato, the mileage of track in Mexico grew exponentially. In
1885, approximately 3,665 miles of track had been laid; in 1900, 9,055 miles; and in
1910, 15,000 miles. One mile of track cost between $11,200 and $14,400 U.S. dollars to
build. The Mexican railroad system in 1910 had been financed by American investors,
who had 80% of their stock and bonds in Mexican railroads, and by Mexican government
subsidies.24 The railroad lines were laid on former Spanish and Mexican trade routes that
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criss-crossed Northern Mexico and the U.S. Southwest. For instance, El Paso, Texas had
long been a commercial stop on the Spanish Trail.25 American investors and Mexican
leaders strongly supported the creation of a rail line between El Paso and Mexico City in
order to take advantage of the pre-existing community and economic networks along the
old Spanish Trail. Known as the Mexican Central, this 1,224-mile rail line was financed
by the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad, and allowed for the first rail-crossing
between Mexico and the United States in August 1882.26 Another important Spanish trail
transformed into a rail line was the 723-mile route between Nogales, Arizona and
Mazatlán, financed by the Southern Pacific Railroad.27 Finally, an 800-mile rail line
between Laredo, Texas and Mexico City—the shortest distance between the Mexican
capital and the U.S.-Mexico border—by the Mexican International, also known as the
National Railways of Mexico, was in use by 1903 [Figure 1.1].28
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Figure 1.1 Mexican railroads with connections to the United States by 1910. Note that the
most popular Pullman lines operated on the Mexican Central and the Mexican International.
Source Lawrence A. Cardoso, Mexican Emigration to the United States, 17.

The construction of Mexican railroads accomplished what both American
investors and the Porfirians had desired—it created a transnational transportation network
and facilitated industrial development in Mexico and the U.S.-Mexico borderlands.29 The
railways allowed for the rapid transport of goods back and forth across the border, and
the Mexican exportation of luxury goods, cattle, coffee, oil, henequen and precious
metals to the United States. The ability to transport goods further encouraged foreign
investors to cultivate Mexico’s natural resources, and to modernize the labor and land
29
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systems of rural Mexico. By the turn of the twentieth century, the Mexican national
economy experienced a surplus for the first time since its independence in 1821. Foreign
investments had increased ten-fold, from 110 million pesos in 1884 to 3 billion pesos in
1910.30 By these accounts, Mexico had made great strides in its march for “order and
progress.” But modernization came at a high cost to its largest population—the lower
rural classes.
More than 10 million Mexican people, roughly 80 % of the total population, in the
late nineteenth century belonged to the lower rural classes, known as campesinos. The
most populous area in Mexico was the central plateau region, which included the states of
Guanajuato, Querétaro, San Luis Potosí, Jalisco, Aguascalientes, and Hidalgo.
Mountains flank this region on the east, south and west, with the north opening up into a
flat desert. Two states bordering the central plateau region with dense populations are
Michoacán and Oaxaca. Two-thirds of the labor migrant population came out of these
eight states, which suffered greatly during the Porfiriato. The majority of campesinos
lived on communally owned ejidos or on privately owned haciendas. Ejidos were areas
of communal land owned by individual families that supported nearby urban centers.
Haciendas, the most prevalent form of land tenure, subjected a landless peasantry to
forms of debt peonage. Díaz and the Porfirians hoped to modernize the countryside by
destroying the ejidos and creating new haciendas, financed by private colonizing
companies, that would grow mass quantities of export items. With a focus on growing
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export items, the hacienda system caused a decline in agricultural production, which in
turn caused a food shortage for the rural Mexican population. A severe drought in 1905
and 1906 also caused a loss in crops for export and domestic consumption.31
New legislation in the 1880s provided private colonizing companies with the
incentive of receiving up to one-third of the land they surveyed and subdivided. Unable
to provide land titles to companies, ejido dwellers (ejidatarios) lost possession of the land
their families had worked for centuries.32 The railways had also shifted the urban
centers’ dependence away from ejidos and toward the railways that facilitated the
importation of goods.33 Inflation added to the difficulties faced by campesinos—the cost
of corn, a staple in the Mexican diet, nearly doubled. The new landless ejidatarios and
campesinos found themselves in search of work to provide for their families in a surplus
labor market. Some were forced to join new haciendas, which continued the hacienda
tradition of debt peonage.34 Some found work in the central region of Mexico only to
face lowered wages at the hands of the Díaz government. Many were forced to join the
growing migratory labor stream al norte (to the north) caused by the land and labor
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reform, inflation, lowered wages, the decline in agricultural production, the construction
of the railroads, and the demand for labor in the north.
The railroads served as both catalysis and an important vehicle for the mass
migration northward that began taking shape in the 1880s. The Mexican government had
long hoped to promote settlement in the Mexico-U.S. borderlands. The Mexican
American War had disrupted economic trade in the area and created a new 2,000 mile
shared geopolitical border with the United States. Díaz believed that building Mexican
railroads with connections into the United States would establish a strong economic trade
network that would benefit the Mexican national economy and stimulate settlement in the
borderlands area.35 The construction of these railroads required not only the financial
backing of foreign investors and government subsidies, but also thousands of workers.
Operating primarily out of Mexico City, labor recruiters, known as enganchanistas
(literally “those that hook”), travelled to the countryside in search of workers for the
railroads, as well as other industries such as agriculture and mining. Enganchanistas used
the allure of higher wages, better standards of living and schooling to “hook” peasants
and workers. For instance, an individual earning an agricultural wage of $0.12-0.15 a
day in central Mexico could earn four times as much in northern Mexico. Railroad
workers could earn $0.50 a day, and miners could earn upwards of $0.75 a day.36 These
wage differentials spurred migration north, and the railroad served as the vehicle. The
engine of modernity had created a modern subject—the migrant worker.
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II. Mexican (Im)migrant Labor, U.S. Railroads, and U.S. Immigration
Policy, 1880-1910
At the same time that Porfiriato created a strong national economy and large class
of migrant workers, the United States experienced an increased demand for cheap,
unskilled labor. Nowhere was this most true than in the U.S. railroad industry. U.S.
immigration over the course of the nineteenth century profoundly shaped the
demographics of the railroad labor force by region. Prior to the 1880s, white native-born
workers built the railroads in the East. In the Central Plains and the South, railroad
companies employed mostly African Americans. Chinese laborers performed the
building of the transcontinental railroad line in the U.S. Northwest and Southwest.37 By
the 1880s, the influx of immigrants from Eastern and Southern Europe, China and
Mexico transformed the U.S. immigration policy and the demographics of the railroad
labor force.38
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Torn between satisfying the interests of business and labor, the United States
passed a series of immigration laws targeted at controlling the admission of undesirable
workers, along the lines of race, class and gender. The Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882
banned further immigration from China and barred any Chinese immigrant from U.S.
citizenship.39 The Alien Contract Labor Law of 1885, known as the Foran Act,
prohibited the migration and importation of foreigners, particularly of the “ignorant and
servile” class, to the United States for the purpose of work. The enforcement of the
Foran Act, however, varied based on the port of entry used by immigrants. The Foran
Act, historian Gunther Peck argues, was nearly non-existent at the U.S.-Mexico border
because of its geography.40 At the turn of the twentieth century, the 2,000-mile
geopolitical boundary was largely imaginary, and lacked surveillance.41 Mexican
contract laborers who were denied entry would simply walk a few miles away from the
immigration station and cross into the United States. The imaginary boundary facilitated
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the increase of the Mexican immigrant population in the U.S. Southwest from 66,312 in
1880 to 99,969 in 1900.42
U.S. railroad companies, and the labor contractors (enganchanistas) they
employed, were well aware of the border’s permeability and used it to their advantage for
recruiting the growing class of Mexican migrant workers en route to the United States.
Mexican migrants “hooked” by the enganchanistas travelled to major hubs in Texas such
as El Paso, Laredo, San Antonio, or Fort Worth, where railroad representatives recruited
them to work on various rail lines.43 Mexican migrants often preferred to work on the
tracks in the United States rather than in Mexico because of the wage differential between
Mexico and the United States. While track workers in northern Mexico earned up to
$0.50 a day, Mexican track workers in the United States were paid up to $1.00 a day in
the years between 1880 and 1910. Yet Mexican track workers, referred to as traqueros,
were often paid substantially less than other immigrant groups, such as the Irish who
earned $3.00 a day building the transcontinental railroad.44 These job inequalities often
resulted in traqueros seeking work in other U.S industries, such as foundries, agriculture,
meat-packing plants, mining, steel manufacturing, and the auto industry.45
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Figure 1.2 Mexican and Western U.S. Railroad Network, 1920. Source Jeffrey Garcilazo,
Traqueros: Mexican Railroad Workers in the United States 1870-1930, 19.
Despite the working conditions faced by traqueros, Mexican migrants desperate to
earn a wage for their families continued to work on U.S. railroads.46 Between 1880 and
1930, traqueros composed two-thirds of the track labor force in the Midwest, the
Southwest and the Central Plains [Figure 1.2]. U.S. railroad companies viewed Mexican
migrants as the ideal worker for several reasons. First, Mexican migrants were an
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abundant and accessible source of labor that could easily replace Chinese workers and
appease the anti-Chinese labor movement. Second, Americans saw the Mexican migrant
as a temporary worker who would return to Mexico and not seek U.S. citizenship.
Finally, U.S. railroads interpreted Mexican migrants’ willingness to work for a low wage
and apparent satisfaction with “owning very little” to be an inherent racial attribute of all
Mexicans. In reality, of course, Mexican migrants had been forced to leave their homes
in desperation to earn a living wage. Companies used this racialized vision of Mexicans
to rationalize low wages and poor labor camp conditions. It was for these reasons that
railroad companies preferred to hire inexperienced Mexican migrants rather than
experienced traqueros who had developed a sense of entitlement.47 U.S. railroads
succeeded in this endeavor because of growing labor migration flows from Mexico
between 1880 and 1910. And then, the revolution came.
The Mexican Revolution (1910-1920) was a massive social upheaval against
Porfirian policies to privilege an alliance with the Mexican elite and foreign companies at
the expense of the middle-class and an impoverished peasant and working class.48
During the Revolution, an estimated 1.5 million Mexican people, or 10% of the total
population, fled to the United States. The massive influx of Mexican refugees provided
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U.S. railroads with an even greater pool of Mexican laborers to recruit without having to
use enganchanistas in Mexico.49
At the same time, the emergence of new U.S. immigration laws made Mexican
migrants—who had historically experienced relatively unhindered migration across the
border—subject to restrictions, inspections and fees. The Immigration Law of 1917,
passed against the veto of U.S. President Woodrow Wilson, required immigrants to pass a
literacy test and pay an eight-dollar tax, and reinforced the Contract Alien Labor Act.50
In addition, rumors of epidemics in Mexico, in conjunction with an outbreak of typhus in
1916, resulted in a new form of health inspection that differed greatly from the medical
examinations used at Angel Island and Ellis Island. U.S. Public Health officials forced
Mexican immigrants to strip naked for an intensive inspection and a delousing.51 In the
mean time, health officials sterilized migrants’ clothes. Following this procedure,
Mexican immigrants still had to face the standardized immigrant medical examination,
where they could be excluded on the basis of their physical and mental fitness.
Americans used the epidemic outbreaks at the border and in Mexico to bolster the
racialized conception of Mexicans as “vermin-infested,” unclean, and unfit for U.S.
citizenship.52
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Economic mobilization for the war in 1917, and the conscription of 1 million
American men, highlighted the tension between a restrictive U.S immigration policy and
America’s dependence on cheap, unskilled labor. Even though the 1917 law reinforced
the prohibition of foreign contract laborers, it also included a proviso (section 3,
provision 9) that allowed for the temporary admission of foreign workers in the case of
“urgent necessity.”53 Between 1917 and 1921 the United States relied on this proviso to
allow Mexican nationals to work in U.S. industries, such as the railroads and agriculture,
as part of the war effort and recovery. Bracero scholars have referred to this recruitment
as “the first bracero program;” however, it was a bureaucratically disorganized effort that
lacked the transnational administration of its successor. An estimated 10,000 Mexican
men worked for the Southern Pacific Railroad during this period.54 Following the
suspension of the proviso, the poorly administrated “first bracero program” failed to
repatriate Mexican contract laborers to Mexico. As a result, many contract laborers were
left stranded in the United States, while a steady flow of Mexican migrants continued to
arrive in the United States during the 1920s.55
The mass migration of Mexicans, however, made Americans reconsider how they
viewed the Mexican migrant. In 1911 the Dillingham Commission, a United States
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Immigration Commission, identified Mexican immigration as benign to the United
States.56 The benign nature of Mexican immigration was rooted in Americans’
understanding of Mexicans as a temporary migrant labor force, destined to return to
Mexico. When 1.5 million Mexican people fled to the United States with no intention of
returning during the Revolution, Americans began to take notice of Mexican immigrants’
geographical dispersion across the country. For the first time, historian Mark Riesler
contends, Americans began to “ponder seriously the nature of the Mexican immigrant, his
relationship to American society, and his possible place within it.”57 While Americans
became increasingly concerned with Mexican immigration, the United States government
acted on the suggestions of the Dillingham commission with the passage of the
Immigration Act of 1924. Identifying Eastern and Southern Europeans as a threat to the
nation, the Immigration Act of 1924 instituted a quota on the basis of national origin.
Perhaps more importantly, the Immigration Act exempted immigrants from Mexico and
Latin American countries, thereby satisfying American businesses’ desire for access to
Mexican labor.58 At the same time, the creation of the U.S. Border Patrol in 1924
represented the United States government’s recognition that the 2,000-mile geopolitical
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boundary required greater federal regulation. It was not until the 1940s, however, that
the U.S. Border Patrol became an effective law enforcement agency.59
U.S. immigration policy kept a relatively open door for Mexican immigration
until the onset of the Great Depression in October 1929. Industrial and agricultural
production experienced a sharp decline, and unemployment rates soared, with an
estimated 6 million American workers jobless at the end of 1930. Desperate to regain
economic security, Americans at the local, state and federal levels found their scapegoat
in the Mexican worker. Americans believed that if the Mexican worker returned to
Mexico, then there would be more jobs for Americans and the United States would
emerge out of the depression. Mexicans and Mexican-Americans alike were forced out
of the American workplace on the basis that they were undeserving of jobs that rightly
belonged to (white) American citizens. For instance, local and state governments passed
laws that required all employees to hold U.S. citizenship. Although these laws were not
enforced on a regular basis, they did, historian Francisco Balderrama argues, “make it
difficult for any Mexican, whether American citizens or foreign born, to get hired.” In
fact unemployment among Mexicans ranged from 15 percent to 85 percent throughout
the 1930s.60 Meanwhile, U.S. immigration officials launched raids in the Southwest in
search of Mexican immigrants to forcibly remove from the United States. It is estimated
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that 500,000 Mexican and Mexican Americans between 1929 and 1939 were repatriated
to Mexico.61 The door that had remained open was now closed.
III. The Mexican Constitution of 1917, Mexican Nationalism, and the
Contingencies of Revolutionary Citizenship
At the same time that the United States was dealing with an influx in Mexican
immigration, Mexico emerged from its revolution to face the task of rebuilding itself as a
unified nation capable of realizing the ideals of the revolution. The Mexican Revolution
had mobilized a mass of campesinos and workers who had gained a sense of political
awareness that shaped the inclusion of citizenship rights in the constitution of 1917.62 An
embodiment of revolutionary ideals, the constitution resolved to eliminate social
inequality through land reform, establish economic sovereignty through eminent domain,
and protect workers from the dangers of the workplace. Perhaps more importantly, the
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redistributive reforms in the constitution endorsed the role of an active state in
socioeconomic affairs.63
Article 27 and Article 123 of the constitution were significant for the collective
character of the political and social rights given to the working class and the campesino
class. Article 123 abolished debt peonage and structured the relationship between
employers and their workers, including but not limited to, regulating labor contracts,
setting standards for working conditions, establishing a minimum wage and eight-hour
work day, outlining protections in the event of professional illnesses and labor accidents,
protecting the right to strike and structuring arbitration in the disputes between capital
and labor.64 Article 27 granted Mexico eminent domain over land and natural resources,
which resulted in the expropriation of private property owned by foreign investors.65 An
important process in the nationalization of Mexican land was its redistribution to the
campesinos. Taken together, these two articles aimed to establish national sovereignty,
mobilize a national economy, and protect workers from the dangers of industrial
capitalism.
Constitutional principles, however, did not translate into real world practices. The
gap between written law and practice in 1917 was largely the result of a nascent
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postrevolutionary state that did not have the resources, financially or bureaucratically, to
enforce the broad strokes of social reform outlined in the constitution.66
Postrevolutionary regimes infused political, social and economic initiatives with the
revolutionary rhetoric as a means by which to legitimate their political control, enable
state formation and forge nationalism.
The diversity of Mexico along ethnic, racial and class lines created what scholars
have referred to as “many Mexicos.”67 Individuals often identified with la patria chica
(small country) rather than la patria grande (large country) because of their intimate ties
to the local.68 Postrevolutionary regimes hoped to cultivate a sense of national unity
across the many Mexicos through a political discourse that championed the revolutionary
citizen. The primary characteristics of a revolutionary citizen were patriotic loyalty to la
patria grande and antagonism toward foreign influences. Put another way, revolutionary
citizens distinguished themselves from the Porfirians who had betrayed the Mexican
people.69
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Revolutionary citizens laid claim to revolutionary citizenship rights in a moment
when the meanings of citizenship remained contested.70 Between 1917 and 1938,
political leaders argued over the meanings of and qualifications for citizenship—what is
the balance between the rights and obligations of citizenship? To what extent is
citizenship a practice and a status? The debates over revolutionary citizenship, historian
Jocelyn Olcott argues, “served as proxies for defining the parameters of the revolution
itself, underscoring the contingency of this supposedly static, natural right.”71
The murky category of citizenship, however, could achieve a level of clarity
through political patronage. Nowhere was this clearer than in the relationship between
the state and labor in the 1920s and 1930s. The organization and support of labor,
historian Kevin Middlebrook argues, was central to the postrevolutionary regime’s plan
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to consolidate state power and grow the national economy through industrial capitalism.72
In exchange for their political support, labor demanded that the federal government
codify the principles of Article 123 in a federal labor law. Article 123 allowed for state
legislatures to enact labor laws, but not the federal government. Between 1918 and 1928,
an estimated ninety different laws and decrees were passed by individual states that
enacted provisions from Article 123. Historian Kevin Middlebrook argues that because
“the legal standards and institutional arrangements varied confusingly from state to
state…conflicts arose between federal and local authorities over who had responsibility
for mediating particular strikes or contract negotiations.”73 While federal legislators
submitted proposals to provide the federal government with this power, they were
strongly opposed by employers’ resistance to federal intervention in the workplace and
by state governors’ resistance to federal encroachment on state power.74 It would not be
until September 1929 that Congress passed reforms that allowed the federal government
to create a federal labor law. The Federal Labor Law was enacted on August 28, 1931 by
President Pascual Ortiz Rubio, at the behest of former President Plutarco Elias Calles,
who believed the legislation would attract the support of labor for the newly established
Revolutionary National Party (Partido Nacional Revolucionario—PRI).75
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Its passage marked a turning point in revolutionary citizenship and state
administrative authority. The enactment of the Federal Labor Law, historian Kevin
Middlebrook argues, “symbolized the maturation of postrevolutionary political beliefs
advocating active state intervention in socioeconomic affairs.”76 Equally important, the
Federal Labor Law embodied the revolutionary promises of protecting workers’ rights
under Article 123 of the constitution. Revolutionary citizen-workers now had a statesponsored legal vehicle through which to claim their citizenship rights. Predicated on a
citizen-state relationship, revolutionary citizenship was forged in the process of claiming
rights through state agencies.77
IV. The Pullman Company, Jurisdiction and the Emergence of the Federal
Labor Law, 1920-1930
When the Pullman Company reinstated its sleeping car services in Mexico after
the revolution, it entered a country that was experiencing social, political and economic
change. Even more important, the Pullman Company, as an American business and the
fourth largest corporation in the world, reflected the specter of the Porfiriato. Unlike its
pre-revolutionary entrepreneurial experience, the Pullman Company would have to
contend with a Mexican government and a labor force eager to forge a revolutionary
citizenship that realized Article 123 of the constitution. The Pullman Company, like
known as the “Maximato,” after President Plutarco Elías Calles (1924-1928). The three presidents in this
period—Emilio Portes Gil, Pascual Ortiz Rubio and Alejandro Rodríguez—were all subordinate to the
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other foreign businesses in postrevolutionary Mexico, had to adopt a business practice
that reinforced revolutionary ideals.78 This meant incorporating labor legislation into
employment practices and cooperating with the Federal Board of Conciliation and
Arbitration and Mexican labor unions in the prosecution of accident compensation
claims. Coupled with the negotiations toward the passage of a Federal Labor Law, the
transnational nature of the Pullman workplace raised the critical question of jurisdiction
in the administration of indemnities.

Figure 1.3 Interior of a sleeping car built at the turn of the twentieth century. Although not
as luxurious as sleeping cars from the 1880s, this sleeping car has highly-polished wood,
plush-upholstered seating and elegant lighting. The interior of this sleeping car is similar to
that which would have been used by Pullman in Mexico. Source: Theodore Shrady, The
Sleeping Car: A General Guide, 12.
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As a transportation company, the Pullman did not own rail lines. Rather, it signed
a contract with the proprietor of a rail line that allowed Pullman to procure its use.79 The
most popular Pullman sleeping car line operating across the U.S.-Mexico border was
known as the Pullman Mexican Central Line. Its rail line extended from Mexico City to
El Paso, Texas. Another popular service line was the Pullman Mexican International
Line, which operated between Mexico City, Laredo, Texas, and San Antonio, Texas.
Mexican Pullman employees working as porters, waiters, cooks and conductors labored
on both sides of the border between 1920 and 1934.
Mexican men seeking employment with Pullman had to submit an application
form, pass a physical examination, and acquire a medical vaccination certificate from the
Mexican public health authorities (Consejo de Salubridad General). The importance of

Figure 1.4 Photograph of Santiago Antonio Seguin submitted with Pullman
application. Seguin was hired by the Pullman as a conductor. Source: box 5, Employee
Labor Relations Department, RG 06, Personnel Administration Department, subgroup 02,
Pullman Company, Newberry Library.
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health to the hiring process was three-fold. First, the movement of Pullman cars across
the U.S.-Mexico border meant that Pullman employees had to satisfy U.S. immigration
policy standards for entry. Second, the close proximity of porters, waiters, conductors
and cooks to passengers and food was a public health concern. Pullman employees
needed to look well-groomed as they were important fixtures in the Pullman’s
advertisement of great service. Finally, Mexican Pullman employees were entitled to
accident compensation and time lost. The Pullman used physical examinations as tool for
identifying employees that were high risk for injury.80
The process of identifying a worker as a desirable Pullman employee began with
the application form. The standard Pullman application form required the following
information: name, position desired, date and place of birth, address, marriage status,
dependents, education, physical defects, and previous experience. The applicant was also
required to indicate if he “consumed intoxicating liquors as a beverage,” and if he had
borrowed any money. The top right hand corner of the application had a space for
attaching a photograph. In each application that included photograph, the applicant
donned a tie, collared shirt, suit jacket and a clean hair cut [Figure 1.4].
Following submission of the application form, the applicant had to submit himself
to a pre-employment physical. The Pullman physician recorded the applicant’s height,
weight, race, nationality, age and occupation. The applicant then received a thorough
examination of his entire body—head, neck, eyes, ears, mouth, teeth, gums, upper/lower
extremities, heart, lungs, nervous system, skin and genitalia. Any defects or diseases
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were to be noted on the form. If an applicant did not have a vaccination certificate or did
not appear to be vaccinated, the Pullman physician administered a smallpox vaccination
and required the applicant to return in ten days for a checkup.81 This pre-employment
physical paralleled the immigrant medical examination mandated by U.S. immigration
policy for admission.
For instance, when Jesus Espinoza applied to Pullman in April 1921, he had no
written medical record to show the company physician, but he claimed to be “protected
by having had smallpox in 1892.” The physician signed the vaccination certificate not
because Espinoza had sworn to having contracted smallpox, but because his body served
as the evidence—he had “definite scars on his face” that supported his history.82 The pox
scars did not prohibit Espinoza from finding employment with Pullman in 1921;
however, his subsequent failure to pass physical examinations in 1931 did.
Espinoza endured a pre-employment examination to become a porter in April
1921, and another in February 1925 to become a cook. Company physicians had
administered both exams, and attested to Espinoza’s excellent health status. For the next
five years, Espinoza worked as a cook for a Pullman car that operated between Mexico
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City and El Paso, Texas. By January 1931, the U.S. Public Health Service and U.S.
Immigration Service implemented a policy that required all Mexico City District
employees operating in El Paso “to submit to a physical examination…to determine their
health status before being issued authority to enter the United States as employees of the
Pullman Company in the performance of their duties.” On January 24, 1931, the U.S.
Public Health inspector deemed Cook J. Espinoza to be “physically defective” due to his
failure of the Wasserman Test, with 3+ enlarged glands, and mucous patches in his
mouth—signs of a syphilitic condition.83 As a “physically defective” individual,
Espinoza was barred from both entering the United States and continuing his employment
as a cook.
Per request of Pullman labor agent J.F. Seguin, Pullman Company physician
Goodman in Mexico City re-examined Espinoza and found that he showed no signs of
syphilis.84 The Public Health Service allowed Espinoza to undergo one more physical
examination, which he passed—authorizing Espinoza to move in and out of El Paso and
deeming him “suitable for continued operations in buffet-café services.”85 Even though
Espinoza passed a pre-employment physical, the Pullman Company continued to monitor
the health status of its employees with annual checkups, or when an employee wanted to
change positions. Additionally, the Pullman Company’s practices of monitoring
employee health were shaped by the requirements of U.S. immigration law.
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The Pullman applicant, however, also had to meet the physical standards of the
Pullman Company Porters, waiters, conductors and cooks, all of whom performed their
labor within the confines of a Pullman car, which took the form of parlour cars, private
cars, dining cars and sleeping cars. The body, historians Ava Baron and Eileen Boris
argue, was both constitutive of and constituted by the workplace.86 Conductors greeted
boarding passengers and remained responsible for the safety of the train and its
passengers. Porters carried and stowed luggage, made beds, served food, shined shoes,
cleaned cars and other tasks requested by passengers. Cooks remained confined to the
kitchen of the dining car, while the waiters moved in between the kitchen and the seating
area of the dining car. A Pullman employee had to be able to maneuver these cars and
perform their assigned tasks safely and efficiently. For instance, the Pullman Company
noted that “it is generally understood that the best services are obtained from porters who
measure 5’7 or taller and are considerably lighter in weight in proportion to their
height.”87
A Pullman application for employment was not complete until the company
received a recommendation from the applicant’s previous employer. The Pullman mailed
a recommendation form questionnaire to the references provided by the applicant. These
questions included: how long have you know the applicant; is he of good habits; do you
consider him to be a responsible person, and one could be placed in a position of trust;
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and if ever in your employ—in what capacity, for what period, why did he leave. In
many cases, references returned the form along with a formal letter of recommendation.
It is clear from these letters that the references were to attest to the applicant’s
character. For instance, a letter of support for Canuto Bulnes’ application as a Pullman
conductor stated that he was well-suited to be a Pullman conductor because he was “welleducated and a member of a distinguished family in Mexico.”88 In another letter of
reference, the previous employer of Willie Orosco wrote that he was “obedient, energetic,
of pleasing disposition, neat in appearance, punctual and regular.” Orosco, the letter
continued, would make an excellent Pullman porter given that the company had “never
had any complaints from people to whom he [had] made deliveries of baggage during the
several years he [had] been in their service.”89 In conjunction with the approval of a
Pullman physician, a good character reference secured an applicant’s employment with
the Pullman. The Mexican Pullman employee had to embody the great customer service
passengers expected of the Pullman Company.
The transnational nature of the Pullman workplace, in addition to the lack of labor
legislation enforcing Article 123, complicated the process of handling compensation
claims filed by Mexican Pullman employees. In 1926, Pullman Company Claims
Attorney C.S. Williston wrote to Pullman’s Mexican attorney Salvador Cancion
requesting legal advice regarding this issue. In the United States, the Pullman filed U.S.
citizen’s claims through state workmen’s compensation laws or the Federal Employer’s
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Liability Act (FELA). The Pullman, however, had yet to develop a comprehensive
approach for processing Mexican claims. Williston inquired about the existence of
workmen’s compensation laws or laws similar in nature that compensated Mexican
workers for time lost and/or injury. Moreover, Williston was curious about the
applicability of Mexican law to American citizens. The transnational operation of
Pullman cars meant that both U.S. citizens and Mexican citizens employed by the
Pullman could work on rail lines in both countries.90 As Williston’s inquiry suggests, the
transnational workplace raised questions about what laws applied to injured workers.91
In a correspondence dated a year later, the Pullman reiterated its need for “definite
advice” on how to navigate Mexican laws governing compensation and employer’s
liability.92 With the escalating violence from the anti-clerical rebellion (1926-9), the
Pullman grew increasingly concerned about the safety of its passenger lines and the risk
of injury to its passengers and workers.93 “The absence of legal advice on matters
relating to conditions in Mexico,” the Pullman wrote to Cancion, “some times
embarrasses us.”94 Over the past year, the Pullman had to deal with several questions
concerning compensation for Mexican Pullman employees and the company wanted to
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follow the appropriate Mexican laws for such cases. Much like the handful of other
foreign companies in Mexico during the 1920s, the Pullman had to adopt Mexican
business culture and play by Mexico’s rules in order to thrive.
The lack of substantial legislation at the state or federal level addressing the
components of Article 123 made it difficult for the Pullman to navigate employeremployee relations in the early 1920s. By mid-1927, the federal government and the
labor movement had established a substantial relationship that had resulted in some
federal labor legislation. For instance, in July 1927 the Labor Sub-Department of the
Secretary of Industry, Commerce and Labor issued a new ruling that required all working
contracts to “include a clause providing for the right of the worker to designate the
persons depending on him, which will be the basis for paying the indemnity allowed in
case of death.” In the case where no next of a kin was indicated, “the state shall receive
the indemnity belonging to the worker.”95 The purpose of this legislation was to avoid
the long legal proceedings to determine the real dependents.
The Pullman’s inquiries regarding compensation claims for its transnational
Mexican Pullman employees, however, continued to go unanswered between 1926 and
1929. Since no regulation existed to address the issue, the Pullman’s Board of Pensions
adopted “the practice to allow compensation on the basis of the Workmen’s
Compensation Law in effect in the State where the contract of employment was made, or
if no compensation law were in effect in such [U.S.] state, the Illinois law would be used
as a basis.” In the case of “serious injury,” the Board of Pensions forwarded the case to
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the Claims Attorney for further review. “No reports of any kind,” Mr. Hopkins of the
Board of Pensions wrote, “are made to any Mexican authorities” or to U.S. state
commissions because they do not subject the Pullman to its laws.96 The lack of
regulatory measures to protect transnational worker health enabled the Pullman Company
to implement its own regulation based on its experiences with U.S. labor law. That the
Pullman Company offered any form of compensation demonstrates its commitment to
appeasing Mexican state and non-state entities with its business practices.
Between January 1927 and September 1929, the Pullman recorded twenty-six
accidents involving its Mexican employees. The majority of these employees were
assigned to Texas offices in San Antonio and El Paso. Included in the accident report to
Pullman’s lawyer in Mexico were the names of employees, location of employment, date
of injury, days lost, cost of medical expenses, compensation paid and the method through
which the compensation was determined (e.g. Illinois state Workmen’s Compensation
law). Eleven of the injury cases were paid through Texas Workmen’s Compensation law,
and one through Illinois Workmen’s Compensation law. Six men received full pay, one
man half pay, five men had no time lost, and two of the claims were rejected—the basis
for payment (Texas or Illinois) was not indicated for full or half pay received.97
By July 1929, the Mexican federal government and the labor sector had made
substantial progress in drafting a federal labor law that would effectively implement
Article 123. While the provisions to the federal labor law were being negotiated, the
Ministry of Industry, Commerce and Labor continued to issue circulars to all state
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governments concerning employer liability. In late July, the Weekly News Bulletin in
Mexico City—published by the American Chamber of Commerce of Mexico—printed a
Ministry circular that stated all industrial employers were obliged to provide medical
services to injured workers. The Ministry also requested that the employer report all
accidents to the Ministry and municipal authorities, providing the day, hour and place of
the accident. This report would then be forwarded to the area labor inspector, judge and
local arbitration committee.98
Upon reading the circular, the Pullman Company contacted their Mexican
attorney Salvador Cancion on August 6, 1929. The last advice Pullman received from
Cancion was a letter to Mr. Greenlaw on January 28, 1927. Pullman requested an update
on what the company’s rights and obligations were with respect to accidents involving its
employees in Mexico under the existing law and any rules and regulations that may have
been issued by the Ministry of industry, commerce and labor.99
Cancion provided the Pullman with the main sections of Article 123—sub-section
G—that governed employer-employee relations.100 However, only a few of the Mexican
states had legislated on Article 123, of which Mexico City (the Federal District) was not
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included. Unlike federal legislation, local state laws did not apply to the Pullman
Company. Salvador Cancion advised the Pullman, “in the case of a labor accident, the
tariff governing the national lines of Mexico is used in arriving at the indemnity
payable.”101 Until such time that the federal government passed the federal labor law, the
Pullman would have to utilize the same scale used by the National Mexican Railways in
assessing compensation claims. The Pullman Company, however, also had to contend
with the labor unions each class of worker belonged to.
In early 1931, the Pullman Company and the Alliance of Mexican Railroaders
(Alianza de Ferrocarrileros Mexicanos) disputed Article 59 of the collective labor
agreement governing the working conditions of Mexican Pullman cooks, porters and
waiters assigned to Mexico City.102 The article allowed employees suffering from
occupational illness or injury, and unable to go to work, to “enjoy their full salary for the
entire time that such illness may last.” In the case of a non-occupational disease or
injury, an employee unable to do his work was guaranteed full wages up to fifteen days.
Although the Pullman Company was opposed to paying for non-occupational disease and
illness, the federal board prescribed article 59 with the qualification that the Pullman
Company would pay for non-occupational illness only upon receipt of a medical
certificate from the company’s physician confirming the illness and/or disability of an
employee.103 Pullman Supervisor of Industrial Relations F.L. Simmons, however, did
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note that the provisions of article 59 are “practically uniform in character with those in
effect on the Mexican railroads and larger industries in Mexico, and are not as drastic as
the indemnities provided in the Workmen’s Compensation acts in several of our states,
notably Illinois and California.”104 Evidently, the Pullman paid substantially less in
compensation claims per worker in Mexico than in the United States and therefore did
not identify the tariff as a compromise to profitability in Mexico.
Article 59 was intended to expand upon chapter 13 of the collective labor contract
(between the Alianza and Pullman cooks, porters, waiters) that outlined the
responsibilities of the employer to its employees in regards occupational accidents,
injuries and illnesses. The articles of chapter 13 were not all-inclusive, but they did offer
procedures for how to increase an employee’s access to medical services and who was
responsible for medical bills. For instance, employees unsatisfied with the medical
prognosis of company physicians were entitled “to see two private doctors, whose
certificate shall have the same validity in respect to the purpose for which it is to be
used.” If a company did not have a specialist physician available to offer the appropriate
medical care, the employee was allowed to seek the services of a specialist at the expense
of the company. The labor contract also accounted for the mobility of the worker,
allowing for “an employee on the road to solicit the services of the nearest doctor, even
though such doctor may not be employed by the Company” and the company would be
obliged to pay for doctor’s fees and medicines.105
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In a letter to Salvador Cancion, Simmons revealed his frustration with the Alianza
stating,
it is very desirable that our business in the Republic of Mexico be
conducted in a manner satisfactory to the governmental authorities and
compliance with the law of the Republic of Mexico, and we are very sorry
to see so many contentions brought before the Government Board of
Conciliation and Arbitration by the Alianza people tending to create a
contrary impression. Apparently this is a part of the propaganda of the
Alianza to extend their jurisdiction and power, such unnecessary friction
has a bad effect on the harmonious relations which have always hereto for
existed between the Pullman Company and its employees in Mexico, and
cannot help but have an unfavorable influence on the morale of those
employees, which may be reflected in their service and in their attitude
towards the traveling public, whom we serve. It is unfortunate from every
viewpoint that the Alianza representatives continue to disturb otherwise
amicable relations by these frequent contentions of a technical nature.106
For Simmons, the Alianza was making it seem as though the Pullman was guilty of
negligence in its relations with Mexican employees. In bringing forth so many claims
against the Pullman to the Federal Board for review, the Alianza, Simmons argued, was
purposefully intending to affect the morale of Pullman employees and ultimately the
customer service offered by the Pullman. The anti-American sentiment expressed by the
Alianza and other labor unions, Simmons believed, was cause for the Alianza to sabotage
the operations of an American company. If Simmons was concerned about the number of
compensation claims filed against the Pullman in early 1931, the passage of the Federal
Labor Law on August 28, 1931 only increased his concerns over labor stability and
Pullman’s relationship to the Mexican state.107
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V. Navigating the Federal Labor Law: The Pullman Company, Mexican
Labor and the Practice of Revolutionary Citizenship
Merely two months after the Federal Labor Law had taken effect, the Federal
Board noted that it had received more personal injury claims supported by the Alianza
regarding “the Pullman Company than [came] before the Board from the entire National
Railway System.”108 Most striking is the fact that Mexican Pullman employees’ claims
were retroactive for injuries endured prior to the promulgation of the Federal Labor Law.
Two factors more than likely motivated Mexican Pullman employees to file retroactive
claims. First, the Great Depression caused an increase in unemployment, a rise in
poverty, wage reductions, and a decrease in government revenues. Feeling the effects of
the depression, Mexican Pullman employees may have seen the Federal Labor Law as an
opportunity to earn extra money. Second, while the economic depression raised
questions about the viability of revolutionary principles, these ideals remained central to
the process of rights claiming for workers.109 The promulgation of the Federal Labor
Law was the fulfillment of the revolution’s promises to protect workers. Whether
motivated for economic reasons or revolutionary fervor (or both), the Mexican Pullman
employee engaged in a process of claiming rights through state agencies that
encompassed a practice of citizenship.
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Recall the case of Pullman porter Ramon Guerra, who suffered a fractured skull
and vision impairment after being thrown off the rear of a sleeping car on Christmas Eve
of 1925. Guerra received $82.19 in compensation under Illinois State Workmen’s
Compensation Act, and continued to work as a Pullman porter until 1931. On June 15,
1933, Guerra filed for an additional claim for $550 (U.S.) through the Mexican Federal
Labor Department. Pullman’s Mexican attorney Salvador Cancion argued that the
question of whether or not Guerra’s current state of incapacitation was a consequence of
the accident in 1925 was “a question to be decided by physicians.” Since the Federal
Labor Law required physicians in the employment of businesses to be Mexican citizens,
Pullman’s labor agent J.F. Seguin deemed it inadvisable “to use Dr. Goodman in the
handling of [Guerra’s] case before the Labor Court, as it would be a demonstration on our
part that the Company is violating the law.”110
Two weeks after the conversation between Cancion and Seguin, the Pullman
Company received the results of Guerra’s physical examination. Company physician
Roldan’s examination determined that Guerra was “suffering from a diplopia [vision
impairment] occasioned by the accident suffered in 1924.” Based on Dr. Roldan’s report,
the physician of the Proctorship of Labor (affiliated with the Federal Board) determined
that Guerra had “an incapability equivalent to 10% decrease from the regular capability
for the discharge of his work.” Attorney Cancion advised the Pullman Company that in
the worst-case scenario the company would have to pay 50% of the amount Guerra
originally claimed, which would amount to $275.40. “But of course,” Cancion wrote to
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the J.F. Seguin, “the Company will sustain that it is not obligated to pay any amount, and
we will endeavor with our arguments of legal nature, to obtain a result entirely
favorable.”111
After nine months of negotiations, the Pullman Company received a verdict from
the Federal Board. The Pullman Company remained partially liable for the incapacity of
ex-porter Ramon Guerra and was therefore required to pay him $137.70 in Mexican
currency. Cancion found the resolution to be “absurd,” arguing that “the Board did not
take into consideration the receipt signed by Guerra.”112 The case of Ramon Guerra
captures the dynamic negotiations that occurred between the Pullman Company, the
Federal Board, physicians, and lawyers. It is clear that the Pullman Company firmly
believed that they could absolve themselves of responsibility by relying on the power of
medical diagnosis to make “arguments of legal nature.” The outcome of Guerra’s case
highlights the disconnect between written law and its practice. The Federal Labor Law
was not intended to be applied retroactively. Yet Guerra’s claim for incapacitation nearly
eight years after his injury was successful. If the Mexican state had neglected to protect
Ramon Guerra’s constitutional rights to compensation in 1925, the Federal Board’s
decision was a belated fulfillment of the state’s paternalistic duty to mediate the
constitutional rights of its citizen-workers.
The transnational nature of the Pullman workplace complicated litigation for
retroactive health claims. When the Pullman Company hired Puliano Almanza as a
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conductor in the 1920s, they assigned him to the San Antonio, Texas district. He would
reside in San Antonio with his family and work on Pullman lines that operated between
the United States and Mexico. At 10 am on August 23, 1930, Almanza was operating
Pullman Car “Cruz Blanca” from Mexico City to San Antonio when a damaged rail
caused it to derail near Monclova, Coahuila, Mexico. Almanza suffered a fractured right
collarbone and received treatment at the National Railways Emergency Hospital in
Monclova before returning to San Antonio on the morning of August 25. The Pullman
District Superintendent Eddings and other company representatives met Almanza at the
station to inquire if he wanted to be taken to a hospital or if he would rather return to his
place of residence in San Antonio. Almanza replied that he first of all wanted to see a
doctor. Company representatives offered to send Dr. C.E. Scull, the company physician,
to Almanza’s home, but Almanza preferred to visit his doctor, Dr. Joaquin Gonzalez,
who was an old family friend. Eddings presumably made several visits to Almanza’s
home, upon which Eddings suggested to Almanza that he take advantage of the company
physician, who was at disposal of all employees free of charge. Almanza continued to
seek treatment from Dr. Gonzalez until he was medically discharged on November 5 and
returned to work on November 6.113
Because Almanza had declined to accept the services of the company physician,
Company representatives argued that Pullman bore “no legal or moral responsibility” to
pay Dr. Gonzalez $250 pesos for his services, but decided to offer a contribution of
$100.00 pesos. Negotiations ensued over this question until Pullman, “in order to get the
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matter settled and disposed of,” agreed to pay Dr. Gonzalez $150 pesos and Conductor
Almanza $448.77 pesos for lost time (aggregate $598.77 pesos). Both Pullman and the
National Railways of Mexico obtained “conductor Almanza’s full release from all further
legal or financial responsibilities in this case” when he signed papers accepting payment
from the company.114 However, on September 13, 1933, Pullman received an additional
claim from Almanza for 137.7 days of time lost as indemnity. Almanza’s right clavicle
had not healed properly, causing him to suffer from chronic stiffness.115 The Federal
Board would decide whether or not Pullman remained financially responsible for
Almanza.
Pullman voiced several concerns over the legitimacy of Almanza’s claim when
they consulted with their lawyer in Mexico City, Salvador Cancion. First of all,
Almanza’s accident took place before the Federal Labor Law went into effect and
therefore, Pullman argued, should not be applied retroactively. Pullman had already paid
close to $600 pesos for Almanza’s injury and had received a signed statement from
Almanza releasing the company from any further legal or financial responsibility.
Cancion noted that the “Boards are entitled to decide ‘inequity,’ [and that] they
frequently apply the Table of Valuations embodied in the National Railways’
Regulations, precisely because it was taken into account before the Federal Labor Law
came into force.” Therefore, the employer’s responsibilities for labor accidents consisted
not only “in paying the employee for time lost, and in paying for medical services, but
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also in paying for any incapacity in which an employee may suffer as a consequent of the
accident.”116 The Federal Board’s authority to determine “inequity” in compensation
claims occurring prior to the promulgation of the Federal Labor Law suggests that the
Mexican state aimed to reconcile the failure of the state to guarantee the health rights of
laborers during the 1920s.
Secondly, Pullman called into question the legal jurisdiction of the Federal Board
to make a decision on the Almanza Case. Because Almanza was employed and paid in
the San Antonio District, Pullman argued, it was the laws and authorities in that place
that governed and judged any claims submitted by Almanza. In support of this
jurisdictional matter, Cancion cited a previous case involving Porter Luis Roldan, who
filed an indemnity claim that the Federal Board ruled itself incompetent to judge based on
his employment in San Antonio. Roldan subsequently filed an amparo suit—a federal
judicial proceeding for the prosecution of constitutional incursions. The Federal Board
determined, however, determined it not have jurisdiction in the case.117 This decision
was based on Article 123 of the Constitution, which states that the “Boards of
Conciliation and Arbitration may settle only such differences or conflicts between capital
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and labor as may come up within Mexican Territory.”118 Despite the legal precedent set
by the Roldan case, Cancion feared that “in practice…the board [would] (influenced by
the fact that all the personnel of the Company working in Mexico belongs to the Mexico
District) claim that it is competent to examine the claim.”119 The cases of Roldan and
Almanza highlight the difficulties involved in negotiating the rights of Mexican workers
in a workplace that traverses geopolitical borders. They also highlight the difficulty
involved in navigating a rapidly evolving regulatory landscape, especially one that
appears to have very little regard for foreign companies.
Third, Pullman considered Almanza’s refusal to utilize the company’s physician a
forfeit of his rights outlined in the Federal Labor Law. Article 311 of the Federal Labor
Law stated that “if the injured or sick working man refuses, with justified cause, to accept
the medical services offered him by his employer, he will not lose the rights granted to
him by that part of the Federal Labor Law, which refers to professional risks.” Cancion
interpreted this article to mean that if the employee “unjustifiably” refuses medical
services proffered to him by the company, he “[lost] the rights conferred upon him by the
law.” Almanza did not explicitly give a reason for why he refused the company’s
medical services; however, he did make it clear that he preferred the services of a family
physician, whom he had known for many years. This suggests that Almanza may not
have trusted the company physician provide him with adequate healthcare. On the other
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hand, Almanza may have felt that his own personal physician would help him to gain
more money in compensation from Pullman. Either way, Pullman viewed Almanza’s
decision to receive medical services from a non-company physician without just cause as
grounds for a revocation of his rights.
Finally, Pullman claimed that Almanza’s continued employment by the company
“in a perfectly normal way…shows that he [was] not disabled or incapacitated for
performing the duties of a conductor.” Article 123, however, aimed to protect the worker
by ensuring that employer responsibility did not cease when a partially incapacitated
worker returned to work. As a result, the company would thus have to pay the
corresponding indemnity. Cancion noted that Almanza had to be re-examined by a
Company physician to validate his claim to indemnity.120 The Pullman archival records
suggest that Almanza did not receive indemnity from Pullman, as Cancion cites
Almanza’s case as a means of successfully evading responsibility in the later case for
conductor Jesus Morales Guevara’s indemnity.
As Almanza’s case demonstrates, the Pullman Company consistently looked for
ways to navigate personal injury litigation in order to reduce the amount paid in
compensation. The indemnity case of conductor Jesus Morales Guevara highlights the
two important issues Pullman targeted when attempting to evade responsibility—the
nature of the “accident” and the health status of the employee prior to the accident (preexisting condition). On August 5, 1933, conductor Guevara suffered from a dizzy spell
that caused him to fall into the arm of a passenger chair, knocking out three of his teeth.
The physician that attended Guevara between August 5 and September 26 stated in the
120
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official physician’s report to the company that the “[inflammation of Guevara’s jaw
bone] originated from the injury caused by [the] fall and striking [of the] jaw on the seat
in [the] Pullman car.” District Superintendent Stallings was not satisfied with the
physician’s diagnosis. He believed that the physician had defined the loss of Guevara’s
teeth as the consequence of an occupational injury in order to “better Guevara’s chance to
collect…fees if the Company is to pay the bills.”121 The Pullman Company decided to
consult a second company physician with the intent of receiving a medical diagnosis that
would favor the Pullman’s interests. The second physician determined that the necrosis
of Guevara’s jaw was the direct result of a pre-existing condition known as “Trench
Mouth.”122 The dizzy spell that caused Guevara to fall, the second physician argued, was
a result of an advanced stage of trench mouth, which led to secondary conditions such as
fever and dizzy spells.123
By claiming that Guevara had a pre-existing condition, the Pullman aimed to
prove that it was not accountable for compensation. Other legal consultants to the
Pullman advised that the Federal Board would assign fault to the company in spite of
Guevara’s pre-existing condition, because Pullman had hired this man and allowed him
to work in a diseased-condition.124 Pullman’s Mexican lawyer Salvador Cancion further
cited Article 321 of the Federal Labor Law, which stated that the “existence of previous
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state is not cause for diminishing an indemnity.”125 The broad strokes of Article 321
offered a stage for labor unions to argue pre-existing conditions did not exclude a worker
from receiving compensation or release an employer from its responsibility. At play in
these negotiations was the power of medical diagnosis, and the authority of the Pullman
to affect its outcome, to regulate the workplace, and influence rights-claims.
In addition to their attempts to establish a pre-existing condition, the company
argued that Guevara’s injury did not qualify as a “labor accident.” According to Article
285 of the Federal Labor Law,
A labor accident is any injury—whether requiring medical or surgical
treatment, or mental or physical perturbation, whether permanent or
transitory, immediate or later, or death—produced by the sudden action of
an exterior or cause, which may be defined as…happening during work…
Because Guevara did not fall as a result of a sudden or unexpected movement of the train,
the company argued that his injuries were not defined as occupational. Moreover, the
company justified Guevara’s lack of medical attention to negligence on his part. When
Guevara discussed his health status with his boss, he only reported a “fever,” not an
“accident.” Pullman consultants pointed out that in Mexican labor law, negligence of the
employee was not central to compensation claims; rather, all acts ruled liberally in favor
of the employee.126 Pullman, however, remained determined in its approach navigate the
legal provisions of the Federal Labor Law.
In May 1934, the Mexican Syndicate of Railroad Workers—a corporation of 116
labor unions including the Alianza—threatened to strike against the Pullman for seeking
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to evade its responsibilities outlined in the Federal Labor Law and the collective labor
agreement.127 Of the 27 charges made by the Syndicate, it listed the most serious charge
as the failure of the company to settle the indemnity claim of Conductor Jesus Morales
Guevara.128 Pullman avoided a Syndicate strike by promising to address all 27 charges.
Within the next few weeks, the Pullman Company settled Guevara’s indemnity claim
when they paid him $3,144.12 (pesos) [$873.37 U.S.] and incurred the cost of medical
bills $562.36 (pesos), thereby relieving the company of further responsibility.129 By the
end of 1934, the Mexican government hoped to solve the questions raised by
transnational Pullman workers. In an effort to eliminate the conflicts over transnational
workers’ compensation claims, the Mexican government no longer allowed Mexican
Pullman employees to work on rail lines in the United States.130 Pullman employees
would have to alight from the trains at the border. The Mexican government in 1934 also
issued a requirement that the Pullman Company keep records of all its Mexican
employees.131 This mandate seems odd given that the Pullman Company, like all other
U.S. railroad companies, kept meticulous records of their operations.132 That the
Mexican government had to issue a requirement for the Pullman to keep records suggests
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that the Pullman may have refused to provide employee records in arbitrations on the
premise that they did not keep files on Mexican employees to begin with.
By claiming-rights through a state-sponsored agency, Mexican Pullman
employees practiced Mexican citizenship. In supporting the claims of its citizens,
presidential administrations demonstrated their legitimacy as a political regime capable of
making revolutionary ideals a reality. In short, revolutionary citizenship and state
sovereignty were mutually constitutive. State and citizen exercised their revolutionary
ideals against the backdrop of an American business that cast a long shadow of American
economic imperialism in Mexico. The Federal Labor Law was the tool that labor and the
state wielded in the name of revolutionary nationalism to protect Mexican workers from
the dangers of capitalism, both domestic and foreign. It was through the process of
navigating the Federal Labor Law that labor, the state, and business shaped the contours
of its administration.
Conclusion
The building of railroads facilitated economic development between Mexico and
the United States and provided a vehicle for Mexican workers to migrate north.
American business and foreign investors could not have built the railroads without the
patronage of the U.S. and Mexican governments. These states subsidized land grants,
controlled labor and facilitated migration. In the United States, U.S. immigration policy
reflected the desire of railroad companies and other businesses for cheap, temporary
Mexican labor. The socioeconomic network of enganchanistas (labor contractors) in
Mexico aided in the recruitment of Mexican workers to the United States.
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The massive social and political upheaval of the Mexican Revolution dramatically
altered the political economy of Mexico. The Mexican government and its people
championed the socioeconomic reforms embodied in the constitution and sought to
eliminate the influence of American imperialism. In seeking to realize these
revolutionary ideals, the Mexican state and labor organizations fought to protect their
workers from exploitation at the hands of American business like the Pullman Company.
For the Mexican state and its workers, the Pullman Company was a productive venue for
using the Federal Labor Law as a tool for exercising Mexican sovereignty and forging
revolutionary citizenship. The Pullman Company, on the other hand, relied on their
capacity to navigate legal structures and medical diagnosis to achieve favorable
outcomes. When the Federal Board ruled in favor of retroactive claims for injuries that
occurred prior to the Federal Labor Law, it demonstrated the Mexican state’s
commitment to protecting its citizen-workers from the social injustices committed by
foreign business.
The operation of American railroads across national boundaries, both physically
and in the procurement of labor, generated a series of questions centered how to
safeguard the health of laborers in a transnational workplace. At stake in Mexican
worker health were the issues of citizenship, jurisdiction, sovereignty and legality. While
the Pullman Company had to solely contend with the authority of the Mexican state and
non-state entities in its Mexican operations, the U.S. railroad companies participating in
the railroad bracero program of World War II had to interact with both the United States
and Mexican governments when negotiating guest worker health. The question of
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jurisdiction, however, continued to play a central role in the debates over guest worker
health because the railroad program was binational in nature. The next chapter traces the
creation of the railroad bracero program and critically analyzes the impetus for the legal
provisions that regulated guest worker health.
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Chapter 2
Codifying the Healthy Bracero: The Creation of the Railroad Bracero Program and
the Bracero Contracts
“In order that Mexican workers may be made available for nonagricultural employment in the United States and, at the same time, to
ensure that such workers will be adequately protected while out of
Mexico, the following provisions are suggested for approval by
representatives of the Governments of both countries.” -International
Agreement, signed April 29, 1943

On April 29, 1943, the United States and Mexican governments agreed to cosponsor the railroad bracero program.1 The preamble of the International Agreement
highlighted the two-pronged purpose of the railroad program: recruit Mexican nationals
for employment in the United States, and protect Mexican workers laboring abroad.
Implicit in the preamble is the centrality of health to these two objectives: these recruits
needed to be able-bodied workers, and the workers’ health required protection. The
United States and Mexico had conflicting, and at times overlapping, interests in defining
the health of Mexican workers. These interests stemmed from each government’s
broader investments in the war effort and state-building.
This chapter traces the transnational forces that influenced these two countries to
co-sponsor the railroad bracero program, and critically examines the impulses of the
health provisions outlined in the three bracero contracts. During the Great Depression,
U.S.-Mexico relations had been strained by the United States’ mass deportation of
1
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Mexican and Mexican Americans, and the Mexican government’s decision to nationalize
its oil in 1938. The onset of World War II made both countries reassess their foreign
relations and economic infrastructures. The transnational rail network between the
United States and Mexico was expected to play a central role in the transportation of raw
materiels, troops and goods. The structural deterioration of these transnational rail lines,
however, posed a threat to the successful prosecution of war.
Each country took advantage of transnational forces to create a state-sanctioned
contract labor program that would benefit their own self-interests. I argue that the three
contracts transnationally regulated the health of the bracero as he crossed the U.S.Mexico border and labored in the American workplace. The three contracts were
transnational in two ways: they applied to the bracero in both countries, and they had
origins in both U.S. and Mexican law. As a result, the contracts structuring the program
embodied the conflicting, and at times overlapping, expectations of both governments.
On the one hand, the Mexican worker was valued for his status as temporary, able-bodied
worker. On the other hand, the Mexican worker was entitled to health rights in the
workplace. The broad language of the contracts would allow for a certain amount of
flexibility in how the individual actors perceived, negotiated and regulated bracero
health.
I. ‘To alleviate the present shortage’: Forging U.S.-Mexico Relations and the
Origins of the Railroad Bracero Program
In the early morning of November 26, 1940, U.S. Vice President-elect Henry A.
Wallace walked across the Laredo International Bridge from Laredo, Texas into Nuevo
Laredo, Mexico, with Mexican officers and politicians. Photographers captured this
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momentous occasion, which marked the beginning of Wallace’s trip to Mexico City for
the inauguration of Mexican president-elect Manuel Ávila Camacho on December 1
[Figure 2.1]. As the first U.S. Vice President to visit Mexico for a presidential
inauguration, the event was marked with fanfare. Large groups of Mexican people,
possibly organized by the Mexican government, met Wallace in various towns along his
route to Mexico City. They held banners written in English and Spanish that read
“Welcome to our country,” and waved both Mexican and U.S. flags. In Monterrey,
Mexico, the defeated Mexican presidential candidate Juan Almazán had his military band
play the Mexican national anthem for Wallace and photographers.
Amidst political, economic and social tensions between and within both countries,
Ávila Camacho’s invitation to Wallace indicated that Mexico’s new presidential regime

Figure 2.1 “The Bridge into Mexico.” Vice President Elect Henry Wallace (far left in photo)
walks across the Laredo International Bridge from Laredo, Texas into Nuevo Laredo,
Mexico. Source Life Magazine, 16 December 1940.
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was prepared to forge new relations with the United States, and the Americas more
broadly.2 In his inaugural address, Ávila Camacho argued that a Pan-American alliance
was imperative in the face of international war:
The entire continent, united under the same principles, and covering well
every weak spot in it, shall render it invincible. It does not matter that
many of the nations are weak and small. The fact remains that our cause
is a common one and that our national economies, great and small, the one
joined to the other, will strengthen themselves and give to the continent an
economic power which no one shall be able to break down. We must
prepare our peoples…to face every obstacle put in front of them, and they
shall find themselves able to come out of the crisis affecting humanity
today more united in an everlasting power founded on a victorious ideal
made wholly unanimously.3
President Ávila Camacho’s call for Pan-American unity underscored his administration’s
agenda to utilize the emerging international war economy, sparked by Hitler’s invasion of
Poland (1939), to the advantage of Mexican national development. For the Ávila
Camacho administration, the United States would play a crucial role in the building of the
Mexican economy.
The American photographers who captured Wallace’s visit to Mexico City
similarly demonstrated the significance of the occasion to each country. Life Magazine
published an exposé in December 1940, heralding Wallace’s successful trip to Mexico
and the warm friendship shown by the Mexican people. While the Life article briefly
touched on an incident of “anti-gringo riots,” it argued that the “true sign of Mexico’s
2
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official feelings, however, came when Wallace entered the Chamber of Deputies for the
inauguration. Suddenly and spontaneously all the delegates arose and cheered and
clapped in an unprecedented demonstration for an American. From then on Wallace
knew everything was alright.”4 Life Magazine’s article seemed intent on demonstrating
to the American people that Wallace had been joyfully received in Mexico. Any antiAmericanist sentiments that Wallace may have encountered, Life insinuated, was more
than likely an isolated incident involving a small group of people. According to Life
Magazine, the photographs of Wallace receiving a standing ovation and sharing a toast of
champagne with President Ávila Camacho were undeniable proof that Mexico and the
United States were becoming good neighbors.

Figure 2.2 Mexican President Manuel Ávila Camacho and United States Vice
President Elect Henry Wallace share a toast following Ávila Camacho’s inauguration on
December 1, 1940. Source Life Magazine, 16 December 1940.
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Following his trip to Mexico City, Wallace wrote to U.S. Secretary of State
Cordell Hull, “I am convinced from talking with Ávila Camacho that he is fully aware of
the economic and political importance of the U.S. to Mexico and that he is anxious to
move in our direction as fast as political necessities permit him to do so.”5 While the
Ávila Camacho administration wanted to move quickly in its relationship with the United
States, the administration knew that it had to carefully navigate the political tensions in
Mexico. First, the controversy of electoral fraud in the Mexican presidential election in
July 1940 resulted in a political battle between the supporters of Ávila Camacho and
Almazán. Second, the Mexican public resisted a close relationship with the United
States. As demonstrated in chapter 1, the anti-American sentiment expressed by the
Mexican public stemmed from a long history of U.S. tendencies to exploit its relationship
with Mexico. Most recent in the Mexican public’s memory was the United States
decision to forcibly remove an estimated 500,000 Mexican and Mexican Americans
during the 1930s.
Mexican resistance to a United States alliance manifested itself in written form
and in protest demonstrations. For instance, on November 15, 1940, Mexican writer
Diego Arenas Guzmán published an article in the Mexican newspaper El Hombre Libre
entitled “President Roosevelt delivers death blow to cause of democracy in Mexico.”
Guzmán, a supporter of the defeated presidential candidate Almazán, wrote of his outrage
toward U.S. President Franklin D. Roosevelt for recognizing Ávila Camacho as the
president of Mexico, given that all the evidence proved Almazán had won the election.
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Through this action, Guzmán wrote, the United States conveyed to the Mexican people,
“We are indifferent to your struggle, your tribulations do not interest us….We say ‘Fight
for Democracy’, but in reality we worry only over a Germany which might snatch the
markets of America and the world from us.” Guzmán argued that sending “special
envoys to the inauguration of General Ávila Camacho [would] be considered by the
Mexican people as the bearers of the above message.”6 For Guzmán, the United States’
eagerness to cultivate a “neighborly” relationship with Mexico was purely out of selfinterest, with no regard for the lives of the Mexican people. The newspaper article also
spoke to the anticipation and anxiety felt by the Mexican people over the U.S. VicePresident elect’s trip to the inauguration.
This tension revealed itself during Wallace’s visit in Mexico City. When Wallace
arrived at the U.S. embassy, a group of at least 300 anti-American Mexican protesters
yelled “down with the gringos who meddle in our affairs!” Police arrested thirty people
following the incident.7 Wallace’s visit to Mexico allowed him to gain a broader
understanding of how President Ávila Camacho had to navigate both the political
tensions in Mexico, and his administration’s pursuit of relations with the United States.
In the same letter to U.S. Secretary of State Cordell Hull, Wallace wrote “If [Ávila
Camacho] moves too rapidly and completely in the direction of the U.S., he allows the
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totalitarian powers operating in Mexico to utilize power which may exist among the
Almazanistas and other disgruntled elements to our disadvantage.”8
It was Wallace’s trip to Mexico that allowed for the ties between the United States
and Mexico to be strengthened.9 President Ávila Camacho’s predecessor, Lázaro
Cárdenas (1934-1940), had maintained a polite yet distant relationship with the United
States. It was during the Cárdenas administration that U.S. president Franklin Roosevelt
promoted the Good Neighbor Policy through a series of Pan-American conferences. As
the United States’ foreign policy toward Latin America, the Good Neighbor Policy
advocated for reciprocity in trade and economic matters, and a Pan-American alliance
based on mutual interests. Roosevelt further stressed that in the spirit of the Good
Neighbor Policy, the United States would refrain from intervening in Latin America’s
domestic affairs. While Mexico participated in the Pan-American conferences, Cárdenas
remained firm in his administration’s policy to untangle itself from foreign economic
interests, which most notably included the nationalization of Mexican oil in 1938.10
President Ávila Camacho, on the other hand, was eager to take advantage of the Good
Neighbor Policy and forge a close relationship with the United States.
The Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor in December 1941 catalyzed an intense war
mobilization effort from the United States. Mexico, on the other hand, remained
8
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reluctant to join the United States in its declaration of war. While a Mexico-U.S. alliance
carried economic advantages, Mexico continued to privilege its economic relations with
European, Asian and Latin American nations.11 Mexico’s position toward war changed
when German submarines torpedoed two Mexican tankers in the Caribbean on May 14
and May 24, 1942. President Ávila Camacho promptly declared war, with the approval
of the Mexican congress, on Germany.12 Both the United States and Mexico were now at
war against the Axis powers, and prepared to use the international war for their own
economic and political agendas.
A central concern that led the United States and Mexican governments to work
together was war transportation. The two-front war effort resulted in an unprecedented
demand on railroads in the United States and Mexico. Raw materials, troops, workers,
goods, and war materiel all had to be moved on rail lines to the east and west coasts of
the United States. However, the United States and Mexico faced a major hurdle in
meeting the requirements of war transportation—the poor condition of rail lines.13 It was
in large part the United States and Mexican governments’ reliance on transnational
railroads for war transportation that facilitated their interdependent relationship
throughout the war.
For instance, Mexico had an abundance of raw materials such as lead, zinc,
antimony, copper and other minerals that the United States needed for defense
production. Germany’s blockade in the Caribbean meant that these raw materials would
11
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have to be transported to the United States via rail.14 However, the severe structural
deterioration of Mexican rail lines, and the lack of train cars, made the United States
government, especially the newly-minted U.S. Office of Defense Transportation, anxious
about how the delays in the shipment of Mexican raw materials would impact war
production and the war effort abroad.15
The United States’ interest in raw materials from Mexico resulted in the creation
of the U.S. Railway Mission to Mexico on November 18, 1942.16 This project, supported
by the Inter-American Development Commission and its director Nelson Rockefeller,
had two main objectives. The first was to finance the refurbishment of Mexican
railroads. The second was to provide technical assistance to Mexican railroad
companies.17 Over the course of two years, an estimated $7 million was spent on the
U.S. Railway Mission to Mexico, with $2 million coming from the U.S. President’s
Emergency Relief Fund, and the other $5 million from Rockefeller.18 The rehabilitation
of Mexican railways was advantageous for both the United States and Mexico. It
improved Mexico’s industrial economy, and facilitated the movement of raw materials
from Mexico to the United States.
The problems regarding rail transportation, however, did not end in Mexico. The
United States faced poorly maintained railroad lines, as well as a labor shortage. The
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U.S. Selective Service Act of 1940 made a substantial impact on the unskilled railroad
labor force. By the time of Pearl Harbor, the American railroad industry was facing a
labor shortage of over 100,000 men. For instance, the Illinois Central had already lost
one-fourth of its employees, approximately 10,000 men, to the military. Disputes over
inadequate wage rates also contributed to high levels of attrition as workers sought
employment in other war industries offering higher pay. The poor maintenance of track
across the United States, a result of decreased operating costs and employment cuts
during the Great Depression, made the labor shortage a critical concern for both the
United States government and the U.S. railroad industry.19
These concerns over manpower in the U.S. railroad industry were similar to those
experienced during the First World War, which ultimately led to President Wilson’s
nationalization of the railroads in January 1918.20 As the United States prepared for
large-scale mobilization in December 1941, the U.S. railroad industry was eager to avoid
a fate similar to World War I. With the assistance of Ralph Budd (president of the
Burlington Railroad) and Joseph B. Eastman (former member of the Interstate Commerce
Commission), the U.S. railroad industry assured President Roosevelt that an efficient
operation of railways, labor management and labor recruitment could be achieved
through cooperation across railroad agencies such as the Railroad Retirement Board, the
Association of American Railroads and the Western Association of Railroad
Executives.21 The American railroad industry would, except for a three-week period in
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early 1944, remain in control of war transportation and manpower recruitment for the
duration of World War II.
By mid-1941, individual U.S. railroads like the Southern Pacific and the
Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railroad began petitioning the War Manpower
Commission to recruit foreign labor, specifically Mexican nationals. U.S. railroad
companies, chapter 1 demonstrated, had been systematically recruiting Mexican labor
since the 1880s. According to historian Jeffrey Garcilazo, U.S. railroads perceived “the
Mexican” to be the ideal track worker because of his docility, desire to earn a wage for
his family, and contentment with living a humble life.22 The War Manpower
Commission, along with U.S. railroad unions, initially opposed the idea. They argued
that hosting labor-recruitment drives and raising minimum wage could assuage the
manpower shortage. In an effort to fulfill their labor needs, railroad companies hired a
variety of groups including African Americans and Native Americans.23 The high
number of resignations and desertions, however, reinforced railroad companies’
presumptions that Mexicans were the ideal track workers.
On December 4, 1942, a War Manpower Commission committee—composed of
all U.S. representatives from the WMC, the War Department, the U.S. Employment
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Service, the U.S. Selective Service and the Office of Defense Transportation—met to
discuss the broader manpower situation and to consider the proposal of recruiting
Mexican labor. Major General Charles P. Gross argued that the War Department was
deeply distressed over the manpower shortage faced by U.S. railroad companies. In
response to the proposal of recruiting Mexican labor, Gross stated
We feel that this request for importation of Mexican labor is a good one,
and a sound one. We feel that particular character of labor is accustomed
to that kind of scenery and will be satisfied with the geography. Then, you
also have to take into account for certain types of labor, like track labor,
that it takes a certain type of man to be satisfied with that type of work.
He can’t be too intelligent; he can’t be too ambitious; he can’t be too
roving; he has to be content with the little in life that that [sic] particular
area and that particular job affords. The Mexican is psychologically, and
by temperament, and by past life, particularly well prepared to meet it.24
In light of previously failed attempts to recruit labor, Major General Gross cited Mexican
labor as the answer to the manpower shortage. Unlike the African American and Native
American groups, the Mexicans, Gross argued, were “psychologically” predisposed to
performing track work. Mexican labor was ideal because they would be “content” with
the low wages, and would not be troubled by working away from home. Gross’
racialized depiction of Mexican workers reflected a severe misunderstanding of the plight
faced by Mexican immigrants.
Labor representative Julius G. Luhrsen countered Gross’ racialized assessment of
Mexican workers, arguing “when it comes to these men being less intelligent, I can name
you three or four presidents that were section foreman and section leaders, and I think
you will find just as intelligent men in that class as any others. It does seem inconsistent
24
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to me to come here and ask to have these track workers accept the conditions that now
prevail.” As a labor representative, however, Luhrsen’s broader interests were in
protecting American railroad workers. Instead of recruiting Mexican labor to correct the
manpower situation, Luhrsen suggested that the War Manpower Commission first needed
to address “the principle evil, and that is to adjust the substandard conditions which seem
to be the only point involved, and why the people won’t stay in that particular territory.”
Luhrsen continued, “This thing here doesn’t make sense, if we analyze it correctly, to just
say we must have these Mexicans. I think we have domestic labor that will fill every one
of those jobs and do it better than Mexicans.”25 While Luhrsen was preoccupied with
solving the manpower shortage without foreign labor, Major General Gross seemed intent
on solving the problem quickly.
Following the War Manpower Commission Committee’s prolonged negotiations,
U.S. Ambassador to Mexico George Messersmith was given permission in January 1943
to begin discussions with the Mexican government about recruiting Mexican men for
railroad work. Messersmith approached the Mexican government with a proposal that
was similar in principle to that of the agricultural bracero program, which was created in
August 1942. Discussions about a railroad bracero program, however, were hindered by
problems in the agricultural program. In fact, U.S. Ambassador Messersmith was
concerned that tensions over the agricultural program would impede the negotiations
toward a railroad program.26 When the two governments negotiated the parameters of the
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railroad program, they also sought to revise provisions outlining the agricultural
program.27
Unfortunately, scholars have only uncovered a handful of records that offer
insight into the negotiations for the railroad bracero program in early 1943. Historian
Barbara Driscoll recounts that these negotiations occurred in three separate sessions in
early April 1943.28 Driscoll identifies two issues that underscore the diverging
expectations of each government in the program. First, the two governments entered
negotiations with a different understanding of how many workers would be recruited.
While the Mexican government expected 300 workers to be contracted, the WMC and
railroad companies desired 6,000 workers. Second, the two governments could not agree
on the number of deductions that should be taken from workers’ pay. Both countries
agreed that guest workers’ wages would be subject to the victory tax and a savings
deduction (10% remittance directly sent to a Mexican bank in the worker’s name).
However, the War Manpower Commission insisted that guest workers, like U.S. railroad
workers, be subjected to deductions from the Railroad Retirement Board. These
deductions were taken from U.S. railroad workers (non-management employees) and
returned to workers upon their retirement. Manuel Tello, Secretariat of Labor and Social
Security, did not believe that Mexican citizens, as temporary workers in the United
States, should be subjected to the RRB deductions. Thus, Tello offered a compromise—
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RRB deductions could remain in the International Agreement only if it was supplemented
by a group insurance plan. When the two governments signed the International
Agreement on April 29, 1943, the RRB deductions remained without the addition of the
group insurance plan.29
II. The Three Contracts of the Railroad Bracero Program in Context
The three contracts framing the railroad bracero program were the International
Agreement, the Individual Work Agreement, and the Contract of Employment and
Transportation. Each contract included the same fundamental principles. The main
difference between the three contracts was how the provisions were organized and who
the signatories of each contract were. The United States, Mexico, individual workers,
and individual railroad companies were all tied together through the matrix of these
agreements. The International Agreement served as a binding contract between the U.S.
and Mexican governments. The U.S. government and the individual worker, with the
approving signature of the Mexican state, signed the Individual Work Agreement, which
was printed in English and Spanish. Lastly, the individual railroad company and the U.S.
government signed the Contract of Employment and Transportation, also referred to as
the employer contract.30
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Figure 2.3 Prospective Mexican guest workers preparing to turn in paperwork in support of
their application. These men travelled to the Migration Station location in Mexico City circa
1944. In order to apply for the program, Mexican men had to acquire an application card
from their municipality, which often involved a mordidad (a bribe). With the little money they
had left, men had to make the journey to the Migration Station. Note that women were
present as secretaries during the recruitment process. Source: Los Braceros, (Mexico City:
Impreso, 1946).
Most striking in this network of contracts was that the individual worker did not
sign a contract with the individual railroad employer. Rather, a worker’s relationship to
the railroad employer was through the U.S. government, who in turn signed a contract
with the individual railroad company. This complex relationship was established in
Provision 5 of the individual work agreement, or labor contract, which read:
The Patron agrees to enter into agreement with the proprietor or
administrator (hereinafter referred to as the employer) of the
industry in which the worker will work, under terms guaranteeing
him proper compliance with the terms of this agreement, it being
understood that the Patron will be responsible to the Worker and to
the Mexican Government for such compliance.31
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The labor contract identified “the Patron” to be the United States government “acting by
and through the War Manpower Commission.” The patron was held accountable for
providing the worker with the rights guaranteed to him in the labor contract. As
“provision 5” above indicates, the patron delegated railroad employers with the
responsibility of administering the provisions of the labor contract on a daily basis. This
contractual dynamic between the employer, the U.S. government/the patron and the guest
worker had precedent in U.S. immigration policy.
While the Foran Act had outlawed the recruitment of foreign contract laborers, it
had not stopped U.S. businesses from hiring foreign contract laborers through labor
contractors known as either padrones or enganchanistas. In an effort to combat the
padrone system on the U.S.-Mexico border, the United States government signed a series
of Mexican Agreements in 1910 with local Mexican officials. These agreements
legalized the immigration of Mexican contract laborers under the stipulation that they be
contracted through a U.S.-run commissary company. The United States government,
historian Gunther Peck argues, had taken on the role of the padrone.32 The U.S.
government—acting through a U.S.-supported labor contract company—sanctioned the
recruitment of foreign workers, provided them with labor contracts, and sent them to
work for an employer, who in turn had a contract with the commissary company. By
calling themselves “the Patron” in the bracero labor contract, the U.S. government
codified their status as a labor broker.33
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Figure 2.4 Prospective Mexican guest workers wait outside of a Migration Station circa 1943.
Mexican men could spend up to two weeks waiting for their turn to be “processed” by U.S.
Public Health officials, Mexican Public Health authorities, and potential employers. Source:
Los Braceros, (Mexico City: Impreso, 1946).
The contractual provisions of the railroad bracero program outlined a twopronged approach to regulating the health of guest workers. The first approach dictated
the terms of a Mexican citizen’s acceptance into the program and entry into the United
States. These mandates effectively codified the bracero as an able-bodied worker, valued
solely for his labor power. 34 The following mandate (section 2, subsection B, provision
34
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1) dictated the protocol for determining if a worker satisfied the physical requirements for
the program:
The United States Public Health Service, in collaboration with the
Mexican Public Health authorities, shall provide a physical examination at
the place of selection to determine whether each worker meets the
physical requirements of the immigration authorities and the prospective
employer. 35
While this mandate required the U.S. Public Health Service and Mexican Public Health
authorities to conduct a physical examination, it did not explicitly indicate the diagnostic
protocol to be used in the examination. The fact that Mexican workers were entering the
United States meant that U.S. immigration policy had jurisdiction. The United States
government understood the guest worker’s physical examination to be part of the
Immigration and Naturalization Service requirements for any foreign national entering
the United States.
The mandate further indicated that the physical examination was to take place at
the point of selection, which was conducted at the Migration Station in Mexico City. The
U.S. Public Health Service was going to be enforcing U.S. immigration policy on
Mexican soil. That the Mexican government allowed U.S. health officials to do this
highlights the importance of the bracero program to Mexico. In the past, Mexico had
repeatedly refused the requests of the U.S. Immigration Service to conduct immigrant
medical inspections in Mexico as a way of more effectively enforcing the Chinese
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Exclusion Acts.36 The enforcement of U.S. immigration policy abroad also brings
attention to the mobility of medical borders. Unlike geopolitical borders, historian John
McKiernan-Gonzalez argues, medical borders moved in relation to the concerns over
public health and the movement of racial populations.37
U.S. and Mexican public health officers administered medical examinations in a
single room by groups of twenty [Figure 2.5]. In these examinations, physicians
inspected the prospective workers’ bodies for signs of tuberculosis, conditions of the eye,
ear and throat, pulmonary conditions, venereal disease, hernias, and conditions of the
digestive, musculoskeletal and neurological nature [Figure 2.6].38
The U.S. and Mexican public health authorities, however, would not be alone in
their endeavors to determine the able-bodiedness of Mexican recruits. Following the
immigrant medical examination, a railroad representative had the opportunity to
determine if the Mexican recruit met the physical requirements for performing track
work. The inclusion of railroad representatives in the recruitment process indicates that
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Figure 2.5 Mexican workers waiting in line for medical examination at the National Stadium
in Mexico City. Photo taken by Los Hermanos Mayos, ca 1943.
the U.S. and Mexican governments were willing to accommodate the needs of U.S.
railroad companies. At the same time, the railroad companies’ desire to be involved in
the selection process suggests that the railroad employers did not find the diagnostic
protocol of the immigrant medical exam to be sufficient, and/or railroad companies
wanted to maintain their autonomy in the employment selection process. As we will see
in following chapter, railroad companies acted on both of these impulses.
If a Mexican recruit met the requirements of the immigrant medical examination
and the standards of the railroad employer, he received a medical certificate that allowed
him to sign the labor contract (individual work agreement). With this labor contract, the
Mexican recruit received the status of guest worker. The labor contract also codified the
guest worker’s identity as a healthy, able-bodied worker. A guest worker would then be
116

assigned a date of departure, upon which he would take a train to the United States to
begin employment.
The mandate requiring physical examination, however, concealed the fact that
braceros who signed a contract in Mexico City, or another Migration Station, had to
endure a second round of physical examinations at the U.S.-Mexico border that paralleled
the immigrant medical examination they had received at the Migration Station. However,
the physical examination at the border included a rigorous screening for contagious
diseases and a dusting of the guest worker’s body with a 1% lindane solution to eradicate
pediculosis (lice).39 If the guest worker passed the second physical examination, then he
was transported to his place of employment in the United States, which completed the
recruitment phase. But if the Mexican national failed the second physical examination,
the War Manpower Commission terminated his contract before he had the opportunity to
procure a wage as a guest worker. The second physical examination endured by the guest
worker underscores the U.S. Public Health Service’s concern for the health of American
citizens, and reveals the redundant regulatory mechanisms mandated by health provisions
to ensure that only able-bodied Mexican men were hired.
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Figure 2.6 Prospective Mexican guest worker receiving immigrant medical examination at the
National Stadium in Mexico City. Photo taken by Los Hermanos Mayos, ca 1943.
The health mandates that codified the bracero as an able-bodied worker were in
tension with the program’s second approach to regulating bracero health. This approach
outlined health provisions that entitled railroad braceros to health rights in the American
workplace. While the health mandates valued the bracero for his labor power, the health
provisions recognized the bracero’s personhood and health rights. Both the U.S. and
Mexican governments demonstrated interest in protecting bracero rights by incorporating
distinctive legislation from their respective countries into the three contracts. For
instance, provision 16 of the labor contract established that “the worker shall not be
subject to discrimination in employment because of race, creed, color or nationality, in
accordance with provisions of Executive Order No. 8802 of the President of the United
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States, dated June 25, 1941.”40 The objective of Executive Order No. 8802 was to
eliminate employment discrimination in vital war industries.41 The promises of
Executive Order No. 8802 rekindled the hope that America’s second-class citizens—
Chicanos, African Americans, Asian Americans—could finally break the barriers to
equal opportunity in the workplace.42 The Mexican government, on the other hand,
interpreted the extension of the Executive Order to braceros to be a sovereign promise by
the United States government that braceros would receive protection under American
legislation in the workplace.43
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Braceros were not only protected by American legislation, but also by Mexican
law. The most striking component of the International Agreement was the verbatim
inclusion of Article 29 from Mexico’s Federal Labor Law. Article 29 required that:
all contracts entered into by Mexican workers, for lending their services
outside of their country, shall be made in writing, legalized by the
municipal authorities of the locality where entered into and visaed [sic] by
the Consul of the country where their services are being used.44
In effect, Article 29 enabled the Mexican government to regulate labor migration and
offer protections to its workers laboring abroad by requiring the receiving country to
provide a labor contract.
Furthermore, Article 29 mandated that three stipulations be included in the labor
contract. These provisions included the logistics of transportation, which was to be paid
for by the employer; full payment to salary agreed upon, from which no deductions were
to be made unless agreed upon; and the requirement that the employer issue a bond, or a
deposit, to the Bank of Mexico for a sum equal to the repatriation costs of the worker.45
Only after the worker had returned to Mexico and the worker had been paid his salary
and “salary of compensation to which he may have a right,” would the Mexican
authorities cancel the bond issued.
The inclusion of Article 29 from Mexico’s Federal Labor Law in the three
contracts extended Mexican sovereignty to U.S. soil. Mexico relied on wartime politics
and the United States’ desire for labor to demand the incorporation of this article into the
Kansas, 2002); Kenneth Mayer, With the Stroke of a Pen: Executive Orders and Presidential Power
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2002).
44
As cited in the International Agreement, section 1, provision 3. U.S. Department of State, Treaties and
Other International Agreements of the United States of America, 1776-1949, volume 9 (Washington D.C.:
Department of State Publications, 1976), 1136.
45
In the railroad bracero program, the railroad companies paid the cost of transportation. In the agricultural
program, the United States paid for transportation through U.S. Public Law 45.
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contracts.46 Article 29 effectively extended the rights of Mexican citizenship into the
American workplace. Mexico’s Federal Labor Law, as shown in the preceding chapter,
grew out of the 1917 Constitution (Article 123), which sought to protect workers from
employer discrimination and the dangers of the workplace. Thus, when railroad braceros
made claims to rights entitled to them in the labor contract they were, by extension,
claiming rights afforded to them as Mexican citizens.
Two other provisions, more subtly tied to Mexican Labor Law, also aimed to
protect the health rights of braceros in the American workplace. The qualifying
statements used in each provision, however, allowed for flexibility in their
administration. The first provision came from the International Agreement (section 3,
subsection B, provision 6), which stated:
The Mexican workers will receive hygienic lodgings adequate to the
physical condition of the region of the type furnished to domestic workers
employed in similar employment; sanitary and medical services; and
restaurant facilities enjoyed by workers admitted under this understanding
shall be not less favorable to them than those enjoyed by other workers
engaged in similar employment at the same place of employment.47
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Mexico’s Federal Labor Law demanded that employers provide employees with a safe
working environment and medical care. In some instances, large corporations operating
in remote locations were expected to create a labor camp settlement that offered housing,
sanitary facilities and food services. As chapter 1 demonstrated, the Mexican
government was especially interested in protecting its citizen-workers from American
employers.
This provision, however, also satisfied some of the U.S. government’s concerns
about hosting a large, temporary migrant labor population. The 1930s gave rise to the
figure of the Depression-era transient—a young man on the move, in search of work.48
The American public, historian Margot Canaday argues, condemned transients “for their
dependency, their potential criminality, and above all, their mobility.”49 In response to
the transient problem, the New Deal politicians implemented federal settlement programs
that placed men in camps and provided them with work.50 These settlement programs
paralleled the railroad bracero program in that the men worked together, ate together, and
48
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lived together. Much like the objective of the settlement camps, the bracero labor camps,
in the eyes of the U.S. government, were meant to regulate the mobility of tens of
thousands of temporary, Mexican migrant workers that labored in a workplace that
sprawled across the United States.
The qualifying sentiments in the provision, however, did not establish a standard
in the railroad program for providing sanitary living conditions, food, lodging and health
care. Rather, the health provisions guaranteed to a bracero were contingent on the local
standards offered to American workers. Since railroad braceros often lived separately
from American workers, they could not prove when they were experiencing employment
discrimination as dictated by the contracts. Track workers labored in an expansive
workscape that encompassed thousands of miles of rail lines.51 As a result, railroad
companies would set up temporary labor camps on a budget, which meant that living
conditions were often dismal. 52
The second provision that extended health rights to the bracero was aimed at
occupational injury and illness. Provision 7 (section 3, subsection B) of the International
Agreement read:
Workers admitted under this agreement shall enjoy as regards to
occupational diseases and accidents the same guarantees enjoyed by
domestic workers engaged in similar work under Federal or State
legislation in the United States.53
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This provision not only preserved the health rights of Mexican citizenship in the
American workplace, it also extended Mexican workers access to some benefits of U.S.
citizenship. State legislation regarding accidents and occupational diseases included state
workmen’s compensation, while federal legislation referred to the Federal Employer’s
Liability Act (FELA).54 The Great Depression transformed how Americans thought
about economic security and citizenship. By virtue of their U.S. citizenship, Americans
believed that they were entitled to employment and to the social rights that came with it,
which included access to unemployment insurance, medical care and old age pensions.55
It was in this transformative moment of U.S. economic citizenship that the railroad
bracero program extended some rights to braceros that Americans considered to be rights
of U.S. citizenship. The inclusion of this provision may have also anticipated the debates
over how to handle Mexican workers’ health claims abroad, which the Mexican
government had experienced with the Pullman Company in the 1930s.
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But, much like the provision regarding hygienic lodging, food and medical
services, the provision entitling braceros access to accident and injury compensation
included language that made its application unclear. Railroad braceros remained
unfamiliar with which “occupational diseases and accidents” warranted compensation in
the United States. For many braceros, the entire guest worker experience of living and
laboring abroad encompassed the realm of the “occupational.” When railroad braceros
filed accident compensation claims, they did so against a U.S. railroad industry that had
its own criteria for defining sickness, injury and accidents. This dynamic disadvantaged
braceros when they filed a compensation claim.
When railroad braceros experienced an injury or illness, the status of the bracero
as an able-bodied worker ruptured. The railroad was a dangerous environment for any
worker, and even more so for the bracero who had little to no experience in an
industrialized workplace. Provision 4 of the labor contract sought to address these
moments of rupture:
The Patron admits that such requirements have been met to its
satisfaction, in view of which it agrees that this agreement may not
be terminated due to the physical condition of the Worker or to any
change in such condition that may occur during the period of
employment; but the Patron may terminate the agreement
immediately upon finding that the Worker is suffering from a
heart, mental or venereal disease or has a chronic condition not
contracted during or as a result of his employment in the United
States, or if he has a contagious disease discovered while traveling
from the point of origin to his destination in the United States.56
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According to this provision, a change in the bracero’s physical condition did not
automatically result in the cancellation of his labor contract. However, the qualification
that the physical condition must have occurred “during the period of employment” is
vague. It could either refer to a change in physical condition that occurred while on duty,
or to change in physical condition that occurred at any stage during a bracero’s time in
the United States. This broad language would provide fertile ground for debate.
Physical conditions that demanded contract termination paralleled those identified
in U.S. immigration policy as Class A “loathsome and contagious diseases.”57 In this
instance, the patron had the authority to terminate the labor contract if the Class A health
condition had been contracted “during or as a result of employment,” or en route from
Mexico to the United States. The provision identified the unpredictability and
inconspicuous nature of Class A health conditions as a feasible reason for ruptures in
able-bodiedness.
Perhaps more importantly, these mandates limited the employer’s autonomy to
terminate labor contracts at will. It was the patron, not the railroad employer, which held
this power. The railroad employer had to petition the patron for permission to cancel a
labor contract. The Mexican government favored this patron system because it created
U.S. government oversight in the railroad workplace. An employer under surveillance,
the Mexican government believed, would be less likely to exploit their citizen-workers
laboring abroad.
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Conclusion
The rehabilitation of the transnational railroad network was a driving force in the
United States and Mexican governments’ decision to create a railroad guest worker
program. The railroads allowed for the rapid transportation of troops, goods, war
materiel and workers for the prosecution of a two-front war. By co-sponsoring a statesanctioned guest worker program, the two governments hoped to satisfy their own
interests. The United States needed labor, and Mexico wanted to take advantage of the
war economy. At the same time, the U.S. railroad industry’s specific demands for
Mexican labor influenced the policy decision made by these two governments.58 The
railroad bracero program enabled the United States to control the influx of Mexican
workers, appeased U.S. railroad companies’ demands for Mexican labor, and extended
health rights to guest workers in the American workplace.
The most striking aspect of the contracts was the inclusion of principles from
Mexico’s Federal Labor Law. By requiring that Mexican guest workers have access to
state and federal laws regarding occupational disease and accidents, the contracts
incorporated Mexican guest workers into U.S. labor law. The protection of braceros
under U.S. labor law, vis-à-vis Mexican law, anticipated the question of jurisdiction that
the Mexican government had encountered with the Pullman Company.
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The three contracts structuring the program embodied the expectations of business
and states in the program. On the one hand, the Mexican worker was valued for his
status as temporary, able-bodied worker. The physician examinations mandated in the
contracts were used as a tool for selecting only useful workers into the program. The
labor contract codified the identity of a bracero as healthy and able-bodied. On the other
hand, the Mexican worker was entitled to health rights in the workplace. The Mexican
state had a stake in protecting the rights of its citizen-workers laboring abroad. For the
United States, the provisions entitling guest workers to hygienic living conditions helped
to regulate the large numbers of temporary workers moving back and forth across the
border.
The broad language of the provisions allowed for a certain amount of flexibility in
how individuals perceived, negotiated and regulated bracero health. As Mexican guest
workers navigated the world of the railroad bracero program, they encountered state
actors and railroad agents interested in their health. When railroad braceros experienced
injury and illness, the interests of business, states, and the workers themselves converged
to negotiate the meanings of bracero health, and transform their expectations of the
program into a reality. It was through these debates over bracero health that business,
states, and workers would realize the three contracts were not self-defining. The next
chapter examines how railroad companies navigated the limits placed on their autonomy
by the employer contract to minimize operational costs and manage a productive labor
force.
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Chapter 3
The Making and Unmaking of Bracero Health: American Railroads, Injury Culture
and the Employer Contract
After missing nine days of work because of a bad cough, Mexican guest worker
Geronimo Sipriana-Ambrosia visited the Pennsylvania Railroad’s company physician in
Fort Wayne, Indiana—65 miles northwest of Sipriana-Ambrosia’s camp in Lima, Ohio.1
Company physician D.W. English discovered that Sipriana-Ambrosia’s right lung was
filled with fluid and concluded that the condition may have been a result of
bronchiectasis or tuberculosis.2 On August 18, 1944—a week after Sipriano-Ambrosia’s
visit with Dr. English—company physician Walter Aye of Chicago confirmed English’s
x-ray analysis, stating that the consolidation in the right lung “may be tuberculosis.” Dr.
Aye concluded that Sipriana-Ambrosia was “disabled” and suggested that he “be returned
to Mexico as soon as possible.”3 On August 31, the United States Employment Service
(USES) approved the Pennsylvania’s request to terminate Sipriana-Ambrosia’s labor
contract on the grounds that he was “unable to perform his duties due to his illness.”4
According to the Pennsylvania’s records, Sipriana-Ambrosia made a personal appearance
at the USES office in Lima, Ohio, where he signed a statement “to the fact that illness
1
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prevent[ed] him from performing his necessary duties.” Sipriana-Ambrosia’s labor
contract was subsequently cancelled and he was returned to Mexico on September 5.5
It seems reasonable that the railroad company would want to cancel the labor
contract of a worker who “may have tuberculosis [emphasis mine].” Contagious disease
posed a threat not only to others in the workplace, but the wider community as well.6
Perhaps more important is the fact that the railroad did not cancel Sipriana-Ambrosia’s
labor contract on its own. It was the USES that terminated Sipriana-Ambrosia’s contract
based on the petition it received from the Pennsylvania Railroad.7 The USES based its
decision on an investigation of evidence—company physician reports—that the railroad
submitted with its petition.8 The railroad company, therefore, held great influence in the
outcome of the petition because it had formulated the evidence. This chapter investigates
how, and to what end, railroad companies constructed the health status of Mexican
workers in the railroad bracero program.
Each railroad company signed an employer contract with the War Manpower
Commission that outlined the company’s rights and responsibilities to Mexican contractlaborers. The U.S. Railroad Retirement Board—an independent agency of the U.S.
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executive branch established in 1935 as a social insurance program for railroaders—acted
as a liaison between individual railroad companies and the War Manpower Commission.
American railroads sought to navigate the limits the employer contract placed on their
autonomy. Companies participating in the guest worker program had a two-fold
objective: maintain an able-bodied workforce, and minimize operational costs. A
tractable, able-bodied and cheap labor force would enable railroad companies to improve
efficiently, and effectively, the condition of U.S. tracks and facilitate war transportation.9
One of the ways railroad companies aimed to achieve this goal was to regulate the health
status of Mexican workers. Railroad companies had an established system in place to
deal with the regulation of health and safety in the workplace (industrial medicine) and
the settlement of injury claims. Relying on the medical authority of company physicians
and other railroad reports, railroad companies defined worker health in such a way that
minimized the costs of compensation and medical services, and preserved the order and
safety of the workplace.10 In these endeavors, railroad companies were especially
9
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interested in constructing, and regulating, health in terms of: contagious disease, illness,
disability, mental disease, and injury.
While railroad companies maintained a strong influence over the diagnostic
protocol used by their company physicians, they did not have direct authority to alter the
immigrant medical examination Mexican nationals were subjected to during the
recruitment phase in Mexico. When Mexican workers began to show signs of sickness
upon their first few days of work in the United States, railroad companies began to
question the efficacy of the immigrant medical exam. At stake for railroad companies
were the costs of providing workers with access to medical care and accident
compensation, an obligation imposed upon companies in the employer contract.
Differences in how railroad companies and the U.S. Public Health Service defined and
measured health led to a series of conflicts, which I have termed “accountability
debates.”
It was through the process of navigating the contractual limits to their autonomy, I
argue, that railroad companies made and unmade the health status of Mexican workers in
the American workplace.11 Scholar Elaine Scarry investigates how the pain inflicted on
the body contains causes an individual’s world (psyche and body) to be “unmade.” I
draw from Scarry’s phrase of “making and unmaking” to convey that the bracero health
experience was profoundly shaped by railroad companies’ exercise of power to define
health and injury. In Sipriana-Ambrosia’s case, he had been accepted into the guest
worker program as a “healthy” worker after he had passed the immigrant medical
11
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examination during recruitment. However, during his term of employment with the
Pennsylvania Railroad, he was diagnosed with tuberculosis and considered by the
company physician to be a “disabled” worker. The medical label of disability, in
conjunction with the medical diagnosis of tuberculosis, allowed for a particular
consequence—contract termination. Railroads, and their physician employees, reached
medical conclusions (diagnoses) that benefitted their own interests. In doing so,
American railroad companies mediated the health identity, and ultimately health rights,
of Mexican guest workers.
I. Accountability Debates: Recruitment and the Immigrant Medical
Inspection in Mexico
In theory, immigrant medical inspection functioned to prevent the admission of
Mexican nationals suffering from what the U.S. Public Health Service (USPHS) defined
as “loathsome or contagious disease” into the railroad bracero program, and the United
States more broadly. In practice, however, immigrant medical examinations often failed
to provide what railroad companies believed was an accurate assessment of the Mexican
national’s health condition. The immigrant medical exam, railroad companies believed,
served as a vital tool for certifying that only “healthy” Mexican nationals signed labor
contracts. When Mexican guest workers became ill or suffered an injury within the first
month of fulfilling their labor contracts, railroad companies began to question the
recruitment process and the protocol being used during the medical examinations.
Several issues drove railroad companies’ concern over the arrival of Mexican
workers who showed signs of illness or a limited ability to perform work. First, railroad
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companies did not want a worker with contagious disease in the workplace or labor
camps because he posed a threat to the well-being of other workers. Second, railroad
companies did not want to hire a worker who was prone to injury, because if the worker
injured himself on the job, then the railroad company was liable for accident
compensation. For these reasons, railroad companies were highly invested in recruiting
“healthy” workers—individuals who were able-bodied, contagion-free, and a low-risk for
injury.
Railroad companies, however, did not have any direct control in defining how the
immigrant medical exam measured health during the recruitment process.12 What
followed was a series of accountability debates—deliberations fraught with the language
of obligation and accountability—between railroad companies, the USPHS, and the War
Manpower Commission (WMC) concerning the efficacy of immigrant medical exams.
Ultimately, railroad companies did not affect substantial change in immigrant inspection
protocol. However, these debates do make clear that railroad companies were very much
engaged in the process of negotiating how Mexican workers’ health should be measured
and defined at the border and across it.
The case of Jose Muñoz Valenciano highlights how the spatially divided and
expansive nature of the U.S. state—U.S. Public Health Service, War Manpower
Commission—posed complications in the transnational regulation of health in the
12
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railroad program.13 When Valenciano injured his leg on October 12, 1944, the Baltimore
and Ohio Company promptly began an inquiry into Valenciano’s medical history to
assess the company’s liability. The Baltimore and Ohio Company’s official injury report
uncovered that Valenciano severely injured his right leg when he fell off a horse in 1936;
he spent eight to nine months recovering in a hospital. The report further indicated that
Valenciano’s right knee bore an old but rather large operative scar. The discovery of
Valenciano’s pre-existing leg condition was enough to motivate the Baltimore and Ohio
to submit a petition to the U.S. Employment Service (USES) for a release of liability.
John C. Coates, Chief of the U.S. Bureau of Placement, promptly handled the
Baltimore and Ohio’s petition by requesting Valenciano’s medical records from the
WMC office in Mexico City. These medical records, Coates presumed, would include an
overview of Valenciano’s pre-employment physical examination conducted by U.S.
Public Health physicians in Mexico.14 Coates’ assumption about medical record keeping
stemmed from his broader understanding of the U.S. Public Health Service as an agency
that practiced scientific management and record keeping. Within this scope, the
immigrant medical inspection was a powerful tool of scientific measurement and
classification of the immigrant body. The health status of the immigrant was thus made
tangible through USPHS records, which defined an individual as either “healthy” or
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“unhealthy.”15 As the Baltimore and Ohio’s petition reflects, American railroads sought
to play a vital role in directing the process of surveillance—a process that was not (and is
not) confined to geopolitical borders.16
The response from the USPHS office in Mexico City proved to be unsettling for
both Coates and the Baltimore and Ohio. The overwhelming number of Mexican
nationals being processed at the Migration Station in Mexico City forced the U.S. Public
Health Service to prioritize the “completeness of the examination rather than…the
keeping of records.” The limited budget of the U.S. Public Health Service further
hindered their ability to hire the additional personnel necessary to maintain medical
records. Only accepted candidates had their physical examinations documented. These
records existed in minimal form on a blue card, with the initials of the examining
physician indicating the candidate’s successful passage of the medical exam. The blue
cards were then sent to the Regional Office of the Railroad Retirement Board in the
United States.17 The Alien Laborer’s Identification Card (I-100) also included the
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Figure 3.1 Alien Laborer’s Identification Card (I-100) belonging to railroad guest worker
Aaron Gamez Castañeda. Note that the U.S. Railroad Retirement Board “selected”
Castañeda, and the U.S. Public Health Service medically examined Castañeda. Source:
Aaron Castañeda Gamez, "Identification Card," in Bracero History Archive, Item #512,
http://braceroarchive.org/items/show/512 (accessed June 20, 2012).
signature of the examining physician. The stamp of the U.S. Railroad Retirement Board
(RRB) indicates that an RRB representative was present at the Migratory Center to
oversee the recruitment process. The administrative protocol for bracero selection,
however, did not authorize the RRB to alter the diagnostic protocol used by the U.S.
Public Health Service during the immigrant medical inspection. Upon contract expiration
and repatriation, the I-100 card was to be returned to the Immigration Service at the U.S.Mexico border [Figure 3.1].
Although WMC representative Churchill Murray could not speak to the specific
details of Valenciano’s physical examination, he was able to offer Coates insight into the
diagnostic protocol followed by doctors in cases where candidates exhibited old, healed
scars:
The only test in a case of this nature is whether the leg is functioning
properly. If it is, the candidate is accepted, just as he would in the [U.S.]
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Army or Navy. Naturally, if the candidate had described the full history
of his case a different decision might have been given.18
The parallel Murray makes to selective service regulations is striking. Both the
railroads and the military faced the pressure of meeting manpower quotas. This meant
that the examining physicians of the U.S. Public Health Service and military physicians
were similarly confronted with the daunting task of determining the health status of large
numbers of men on a daily basis. Although these men would be performing different
tasks in disparate environments, both Mexican candidates and U.S. military men had to
be “able-bodied” and as such had comparable physical fitness standards for admissibility
into their respective programs (military service and labor program). Similar to the
selective service induction, immigrant medical inspection required an examination of the
cardiovascular system; eyes, ears, nose, throat and mouth; and musculoskeletal system.
A screening for venereal disease, tuberculosis and mental disorders was also conducted.
An unquestionable distinction between these medical examinations was the manner in
which they were conducted. Mexican nationals who went through the medical
examination at the U.S.-Mexico border have discussed the dehumanizing nature of the
process, comparing the delousing experience to being “fumigated like animals.”19
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During the first two years of the war, the selective service followed these stringent
physical standard regulations, excluding men on the basis of acute venereal disease, mild
neurotic trends and acute personality disorders. The War Department created these strict
physical standards in order to decrease the costs paid in healthcare, pensions and
retirement benefits, and the burden placed on the medical department. However, by April
1944, the military faced a depleted manpower situation and had to lower its physical
standards, inducting the less fit as well as the fittest. With the relaxation of regulations,
the diagnostic protocol used by local boards and army induction examiners shifted to
emphasize the ability of an inductee to physically perform military duties—minor mental
disorders and acute venereal disease, the War Department determined, had no affect an
individual’s ability to fight in a war.20 This protocol, as Murray pointed out, was
comparable to the one used by U.S. Public Health officials in the railroad program. If the
diagnostic protocol was good enough for the War Department, Murray insinuated, then it
was more than well-suited for the railroad program.
The International Agreement, signed between the Mexican and U.S. states,
charged U.S. Public Health officials with the task of administering an immigrant health
inspection in Mexico. The U.S. Public Health Service’s central mission was to prevent
the entrance of disease into the United States. The expediency of physical examinations
enabled the U.S. state to restrict the entrance of “undesirable” people, or individuals who
2008): 235-41.
20
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however, by 1944 the regulations had become lax as the need for more manpower had increased. Gertrude
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War II, vol. III, ed. Ebbe Curtis Hoff (Washington, D.C.: The Surgeon General, United States Army, 1955);
U.S. War Department, Selective Service Regulations: Volume Six Physical Standards (Washington, D.C.:
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would not make good citizens and/or able-bodied laborers.21 An individual might be
considered undesirable if he or she had: a “loathsome or contagious disease”; a mental
condition such as insanity or epilepsy; a disease that might “affect ability to earn a
living”; or a disease that rendered the immigrant “likely to become a public charge”.22
The diagnostic protocol emphasized by the USPHS during immigration exams
was the physician’s gaze, or the conviction that disease was written on the body.23
Although this approach is currently considered by health professionals to be more than
inadequate because of its reliance on racial profiling instead of “modern medical
procedure,” this diagnostic technique was regarded by public health officers to be the
most effective means of examining immigrants quickly. That the U.S. public health
service would certify Valenciano as healthy in spite of the old, healed scar above his right
knee was consistent with their public health mission. The Baltimore and Ohio, however,
had a different understanding of how the physical examination should be used in
measuring health.
Railroad companies expected the immigrant medical exams to operate on a
similar level as the War Department had at the beginning of the war—they wanted to
only be responsible for the individuals most fit to perform labor.24 Like the War
Department, the railroads did not want to be held accountable for medical bills and
compensation to individuals who already had health problems. A worker with pre21
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existing conditions, railroads presumed, held a higher risk of claiming health benefits and
medical resources. For the railroads this meant a physical examination should function
not only as public health screening, but also as a pre-employment physical.
Beyond the railroad bracero program, railroad management used the preemployment physical to classify a worker in terms of physical fitness, and to assess a
worker’s risk of injury. A central component of the pre-employment physical was the
acquisition of a recruit’s medical history, which was contingent upon the cooperation of
the recruit himself. A potential employee with a medical history that included a previous
injury would, from the perspective of the railroad company, be a high-risk for (re)injury.25
The Baltimore and Ohio, however, did not have the authority to recast the immigrant
medical inspection into a medical examination that functioned as a pre-employment
physical. The immigrant medical examination in the railroad bracero program, therefore,
functioned as tool for measuring Mexican health based on the interests of the U.S. Public
Health Service. Based on both the physical health standards of the U.S. Public Health
Service and the War Department, Valenciano had been admitted into the program as a
healthy, able-bodied Mexican worker. As a result, the Baltimore and Ohio remained
liable for Valenciano’s medical care.26
American railroad companies not only questioned the diagnostic protocol of
immigrant medical inspections, but also the professional judgment of physicians
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administering the examinations in Mexico. Communication between the WMC offices in
Washington DC and Mexico City illustrates railroad companies’ frustration over the
recruitment of individuals showing the symptoms of contagious disease. In one case, a
representative of the New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company contacted
John D. Coates regarding an epidemic of tuberculosis and syphilis among Mexican
railroad workers, particularly among those recruited on April 9, 1945. The company
physician identified the syphilitic cases to be long standing, indicating that medical
examinations given in Mexico had not been very thorough. Writing to Churchill Murray
in Mexico City, Coates conveyed his desire “to prevent a recurrence of any carelessness
which may have occurred.”27 Coates remained intent on discussing these oversights with
the U.S. Public Health Service.
Special representative E.N. Sunderland of the Western Association of Railway
Executives expressed similar concerns—on behalf of the General Superintendent Beals of
the Florida East Coast Railway Company—directly to senior surgeon Dr. Gregory J. Van
Beeck of the U.S. Public Health Service in Querétaro, Mexico.28 Beals claimed he had
“received seventy replacement braceros,” one of which had “a very active case of
pulmonary tuberculosis…and [was] absolutely unfit for service.”29 Echoing the
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sentiments of Coates, Beals wrote, “it is difficult to understand how a man in this
condition could pass selection and medical examination in Mexico, and I know that you
will wish to caution…due care in the selection of men.”30 Railroad companies, along
with the WMC in Washington DC, grappled with the failures of public health officials to
detect what railroad companies believed to be seemingly blatant manifestations of
disease.
The case of Luis Torres Mora exemplifies the uncertainties involved in
diagnosing health and reveals the impulses of railroad companies to limit their
contractual responsibilities. On June 18, 1944 Mora arrived in Niles, Michigan to begin
his employment with the New York Central Railroad Company (NY Central). He
worked for only one day (June 21) before he began to experience swelling in his legs and
feet. After his first day of work, he visited company physician R.S. Waterson, who
attributed the recent swelling to “broken arches and flat feet.” As his condition worsened
over the course of the next six days, Mora visited a different company physician, Dr.
Pritchard, who diagnosed Mora with intestinal influenza and sent him to Mercy Hospital
two days later for further examination. After conducting a series of laboratory tests and
x-rays, the physicians diagnosed Mora with chronic amoebic dysentery, a highly
infectious disease that consequently led to his immediate isolation and termination of his
labor contract. L.W. Horning (VP of personnel for NY Central) did not understand how
“a man in [Mora’s] condition could have been passed by the Mexican doctors.”31
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Churchill Murray (WMC Mexico City) responded in astonishment to L.W.
Horning’s blame of Mexican physicians, describing Horning’s contention as “absurdity”
for two reasons. First, the “Mexican doctors” that Horning referred to were, according to
Murray, in fact “high-ranking American physicians sent [to Mexico] by the U.S. Public
Health Service.” Murray insinuated that L.W. Horning, much like other railroad
management, apparently had no understanding of how the recruitment process operated.
Second, Mora “received different diagnosis from each of Mr. Horning’s own doctors,
ranging from flat feet to amoebic dysentery.”32 That Horning would blame the “Mexican
doctors” without considering the fault of company physicians speaks to the selfpreservationist attitude of the NY Central in seeking to deflect accountability by shifting
it to Mexican physicians’ alleged incompetence.
While railroad companies persistently challenged health officers’ ability to
accurately diagnose tuberculosis and other health issues, the U.S. Public Health Service
operating in Mexico staunchly attested to the rigorous nature of their physical
examinations. Any failings in the recruitment process, they asserted, were due to the
inadequate funding for medical equipment, personnel and examining rooms. Responding
to the challenges railroads made against the U.S. Public Health Service’s medical
authority, Dr. Van Beeck stressed that:
the circumstances under which [doctors] must work, particularly the
confusion, noise, lack of cooperation of the workers and speed required,
[made it] extremely difficult and often impossible to take adequate lung
representative in Mexico, Records of the War Manpower Commission, RG 211, National Archives,
Washington, DC.
32
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diagnoses….If, as nearly as the doctors can determine under the
circumstances, the breathing is normal and the lungs sound clear, the
workers are passed. On the other hand, depending upon what is heard
during the few moments at the doctor’s disposal, a worker may be rejected
outright or he may be requested to return in a few days or a week for
further checkup. Even under the best conditions, in many cases the
detection of disease of the lungs by ordinary physical means is difficult
and must be supplemented by other means….With only a stethoscope to
rely on, it is obvious that the results cannot be entirely satisfactory and that
a number of cases must be missed.33
Dr. Van Beeck captured the hectic environment in which the U.S. Public Health Service
was required to work at the Migration Station. With the need to fulfill the monthly labor
quotas for the railroad program (on average 7,000 men), the U.S. Public Health Service
had no choice but to examine Mexican candidates in a timely fashion, which often meant
spending only a few minutes with each recruit. In November 1944 alone, over 10,099
Mexican nationals presented themselves at the Migration Station in Querétaro to apply
for the railroad bracero program. Of these men, 10% (942 men) were rejected. By the
first week of December, 7,381 Mexican men had been transported to their place of
employment in the United States, 290 men were awaiting transport, and 1,546 of the
accepted men had not reported for their scheduled date of departure [Table 3.1]. Dr. Van
Beeck and his staff were expected to examine all of the Mexican candidates efficiently
and effectively in order to make sure each train (8 per month) to the United States was at
capacity (~850 men) to meet the labor quota.34
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Table 3.1 Mexican Applicants for
Railroad Program in November 1944
Total Number
of Applicants

Accepted

10,099

9,157

Rejected

Transported
to U.S.

Awaiting
Transportation

Did not report
for scheduled
transport

942

7,381

230

1,546

Source: Murray to STPS Luis Fernandez del Campo, 5 December 1944, box 5, Files of
War Manpower Commission Representative in Mexico City, Records of the War Manpower
Commission, RG 211, National Archives College Park.
With only a stethoscope to examine the lungs, Dr. Van Beeck argued, an accurate
diagnosis could not be made. Van Beeck further cited the noise and lack of cooperation
from Mexican candidates as external factors complicating the examination process. The
addition of medical technology such as an x-ray machine, Dr. Van Beeck asserted, would
greatly improve the efficacy of tuberculosis screenings. Interestingly, Dr. Van Beeck had
made several requests to purchase an x-ray machine to test for pulmonary tuberculosis, a
device utilized by the War Food Administration in the processing of Mexican candidates
for the agricultural bracero program; however, Van Beeck’s requests had been
consistently denied by the War Manpower Commission and the Railroad Retirement
Board.35 Van Beeck finally received authorization to purchase and use an x-ray machine
in the first week of August 1945, the same month that recruitment for the railroad
program ceased due to the end of the war.
35
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The U.S. Public Health Service also had to deal with internal conflicts between
health officers operating in Mexico City and in the United States. On April 28, 1944, a
railroad bracero with smallpox arrived in Orange County California for work on the
Southern Pacific Railroad. This man was vaccinated in Mexico on April 20 and placed
on a train with 881 other Mexican nationals to the United States that same day.
According to the U.S. Public Health Service reports, this Mexican guest worker
developed symptoms of smallpox during the time that he was crossing the Mexico-U.S.
border on April 24. The day before he arrived at his camp on April 27 he suffered from
an eruption of smallpox. He was placed in isolation at the Communicable Disease
Pavilion until the California State Department of Public Health confirmed that he had a
case of smallpox, modified by vaccination.36 W.T. Harrison, medical director in San
Francisco, determined from USPHS physician Edward Lee Russell’s smallpox case
report that “sufficient precautions [were] not being taken in Mexico City prior to the
departure of these Nationals for the United States.” On two occasions during 1944 a
particularly dangerous strain of smallpox—in that the concurrent vaccination did not
protect against it—had entered the United States from Mexico. Consequently, Harrison
highly recommended to U.S. Surgeon General Thomas Parran that “Mexican Nationals
not be permitted to enter the United States until the fact of their immunity is established
either by an immune reaction following the use of a known potent vaccine or by the
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completion of the course of vaccinia.”37 The Foreign Quarantine Division of the U.S.
Public Health Service, however, felt differently.
Medical director of the Foreign Quarantine Division G.L. Dunnahoo disagreed
with Harrison’s recommendation based on the practicality of the U.S. Public Health
Service’s situation in Mexico. Mexican candidates received a smallpox vaccination at
the onset of the medical examination, which, Dunnahoo notes, was a “good opportunity
to further the vaccination program even though the laborer is often subsequently
rejected.” There was often a long interval between the time of vaccination and the actual
transport of the contracted Mexican national to the United States.38 This interval,
Dunnahoo contended, resulted in Mexican nationals’ return home where they would
“again pick up lice or to contract a venereal disease following acceptance.” Dunnahoo
dismissed Harrison’s suggestion to detain Mexican nationals for a longer period of time
because he believed that “this imported labor [was] considered essential to our food
production and maintenance of railways…[therefore] it [would] seem impractical to
detain these people until the expiration of the incubation period of the various infections.”
Although this procedure would lead to the occasional accidental case, the Foreign
Quarantine Service concluded, “the best overall good is accomplished by getting the
laborers out of their native surroundings as quickly as possible following their
acceptance.”39
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The spatially divided and expansive nature of U.S. state agencies resulted in
oversights regarding the medical personnel and technology necessary for effectively
examining Mexican candidates. The increasing concern over identifying the health and
fitness of prospective track workers led to the Pan American Union’s interest in
becoming involved with the program’s health administration. Established at the turn of
the twentieth century, the Pan American Union’s mission was to promote international
cooperation, economic trade, and cultural relations across the American republics.
Ernesto Galarza served as chief of the Division of Labor and Social Information at the
Pan American Union, during which he devoted much of his time to revealing, and
correcting, the abuses and discrimination endured by agricultural and railroad braceros.
On April 20, 1944, the Pan American Union held a conference in Washington
D.C. to discuss the establishment of a serological lab in San Luis Potosí, Mexico, to aid
in the detection of syphilis among railroad braceros. San Luis Potosí was the location of
a new Migratory Station established specifically for the recruitment of railroad
braceros.40 The addition of a serological lab, the Pan American Union argued, would
therefore improve the accuracy in which examining physicians could detect syphilis.41
Present at the conference were War Manpower Commission representatives, and
physicians representing the Pan American Union and the U.S. Public Health Service.
The War Manpower Commission agreed to financially support the establishment and
operation of a serological laboratory following pressure from individual railroad
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companies concerned with the failure of the U.S. Public Health Service to detect venereal
disease.
The plan for the serological lab called for blood tests to be conducted by not just
medical officers from the U.S. Public Health Service, but also Pan American Union
representatives who had volunteered to assist in the operation of the serological
laboratory. The goal was to reduce the number of Mexican men admitted to the railroad
program by subjecting all Mexican applicants to a blood test for syphilis (Wassermann
test). The U.S. public health officers would then decide admissibility based on the
directives outlined in the Foreign Quarantine Circular No. 68, revised March 12, 1942.
Dr. Otis L. Anderson, assistant chief of the USPHS venereal disease division, explained
that Circular No. 68 would “cause a rejection of all prospective candidates who have a
venereal disease in an infectious stage as evidenced by genital lesions or urethral
discharge. When serological evidence of syphilis exists without any other
manifestations, it is recommended that all such individuals over the age of 25 or whose
disease can be determined to be of four years duration or less, be excluded.”42 The U.S.
Public Health records indicate that the plans for the serological lab did not come to
fruition as a result of the Migratory Station being relocated in June 1944 from San Luis
Potosí to Querétaro, where it remained for the duration of the railroad program.43
USPHS Circular No. 68, on the other hand, continued to be used as a directive for
determining the admissibility of Mexican nationals with syphilis.
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While the U.S. Public Health files do not explicitly discuss the logic behind this
Foreign Circular, it can be inferred that the changes in the War Department’s standards
for admissibility affected how the USPHS chose to screen for venereal disease in the
railroad bracero program. Both the War Department and USPHS made the decision to
identify venereal disease as a medical category that did not, in most cases, affect an
individual’s able-bodiedness.44 American railroad companies, on the other hand, defined
venereal disease and other health conditions based on a set of interests that privileged
maintaining labor productivity and order in the workplace.
II. Transforming Behavior into a Medical Category: Health and Order in the
Workplace
The employer contract gave individual railroad companies the authority to request
the cancellation of guest worker contract if the worker was “suffering from a heart,
mental or venereal disease.”45 Neither the bracero labor contract nor the employer
contract, however, offered instruction on which categories of mental and venereal disease
mandated contract termination. In many ways, railroad companies adopted the tenets of
U.S. immigration policy for the purpose of maintaining a viable workforce.
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U.S. immigration law demanded the mandatory exclusion of individuals
perceived to be idiots, imbeciles, the feeble-minded and the insane (Class A conditions).
All other mental conditions fell within the grey area of Class B conditions, which meant
that the U.S. Public Health Service could determine exclusion or inclusion at their
discretion.46 Class B conditions suggested that an individual was “likely to become a
public charge,” or that the condition was “likely to affect ability to earn a living.” If a
worker had a medical condition (as diagnosed by a railroad physician) that affected his
labor productivity or made him a high risk for injury, then railroad companies sought to
remove the individual from the workforce. The flexibility of “mental disease” as a
category of exclusion in U.S. immigration law is echoed in the railroad program.
Individual railroad companies used this vague directive to transform behavior into
a medical category that worked to their advantage. On March 27, 1944, bracero Roberto
Ramirez-Gomez arrived in Neosho Rapids, Kansas, to work as a track laborer for the
Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railroad (Santa Fe). After an incident in which “several
men in the gang at Neosho Rapids…brought out a hot poker and told [Ramirez-Gomez]
that he would have to be branded,” Ramirez-Gomez was reassigned to another track gang
11 miles east in Lebo. Before Ramirez-Gomez began any work in Lebo, however, he
disappeared and was arrested by a sheriff in nearby Hutchinson on the grounds that he
was “apparently insane.” While in his jail cell, an apparently rabid dog was “brought to
46
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the jail and shot outside [his] window.” According to the official report, the shooting of
the dog, when combined with the earlier threat of being branded had convinced RamirezGomez that “someone was out to get him.” He was subsequently transferred to a
company hospital in Topeka where the company physician concluded that he had a
venereal disease that was “affecting the mind.”47 By the first week of April 1944—mere
days after he had arrived in Neosho Rapids—Ramirez-Gomez was being returned to
Mexico, his contract cancelled at the request of the railroad.
Ramirez-Gonzalez, the Santa Fe believed, had exhibited irrational, paranoid
behavior that evidently prevented him from doing work. It was not until a company
physician diagnosed Ramirez-Gonzalez with syphilis that the Santa Fe was able to
rationalize his paranoid behavior as a clinical symptom of syphilis. It was this process of
negotiating a connection between Ramirez-Gonzalez’s behavior and positive diagnosis of
syphilis that enabled the Santa Fe to bolster their request to cancel Ramirez-Gonzalez’s
labor contract. In other words, American railroad companies transformed unfavorable
behavior into a medical category because it allowed for a certain consequence—contract
termination.
The USES evaluated railroad companies’ requests for termination based on an
assessment of reports, which included company injury reports (completed by foreman),
company medical reports (completed by company physicians), and local court cases
(which often relied on company injury and medical reports). After no longer than a
week, the USES would issue a “determination report” that briefly outlined their reasons
47
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for supporting the railroad company’s request to terminate the contract. It was
uncommon for the USES to deny a railroad company’s request, more than likely because
the USES based their decisions on company gathered evidence that persuasively
supported the company’s petition.48 While company physicians provided important
medical care to Mexican workers, the fact that they were financially compensated for
their services to railroad companies probably influenced their perception of the physically
and mentally ill workers.49 An examination of USES determination reports, and the
documents submitted by railroad companies in support of their petitions, offers a rare
window into how railroads participating in the program articulated a relationship between
behavior, order and health.
Railroad companies’ desire to cancel the contract of a worker with unfavorable
behavior was part of their larger goal to preserve order in the workplace. At stake was
not only the individual body of the worker, but also the social body of the workforce, and
the community more broadly. On October 23, 1944, railroad bracero Ernesto Uribe
Roldan entered the living quarters at the Pennsylvania Railroad camp’s in Fort Wayne,
Indiana, stabbed a sleeping Mexican guest worker, and fled from the camp. The Fort
Wayne Police found Roldan two days later on October 25 after he attempted suicide by
thrusting a knife into his chest and jumping out of a second-story window. Roldan’s
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suicide note stated that he feared arrest and prosecution for his attack on fellow worker,
Jose Ramos Garcia.50
In a correspondence dated December 9, C.G. Grove of the Pennsylvania declared
that even though “[Roldan] is not considered as bad a mental case…we feel that he
should be returned to Mexico as soon as arrangements can be made.”51 Grove made this
request on the basis that Roldan was being kept in isolation at St. Joseph’s Hospital in
Fort Wayne, where he reportedly talked to himself all-day, and refused to feed himself.
This behavior, Grove suggested, would limit Roldan’s ability to perform work. On
December 17, company physicians diagnosed Roldan with “manic depressive psychosis
and acute depression” and suggested that two attendants escort him back to Mexico.
Roldan was back in Mexico by January 1945.52 Unsurprisingly, the Pennsylvania records
do not indicate the extent to which Grove’s desire to cancel the labor contract may have
influenced the company physician’s medical diagnosis of psychosis and depression.
What is clear from the record is that the USES determination report cited the physicians’
mental and physical reports as the overwhelming reason for terminating Roldan’s
contract. The physicians’ medical authority, in this case, proved to be a powerful tool for
the Pennsylvania to remove an “unfit” worker (and recruit another bracero), and protect
the safety of workers and the community.53
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More often than not, railroad companies relied on the medical categories such as
depression, nostalgia and dementia to terminate the contracts of workers that exhibited
abnormal behavior. In early February 1945, local police in Crestline, Ohio arrested
Alejandro Rosales Islas for allegedly “causing a scene at the [Crestline] Post Office.” A
company physician for the Pennsylvania Railroad attributed Isla’s behavior to an “early
stage of dementia.” Following the recommendation of company surgeon E.C. Brandt,
Judge Keller of the probate court in Crestline committed Islas to the insane asylum in
Columbus (65 miles south of Crestline).54 The USES cancelled his contract on the basis
of his “insanity” and consequent “inability to continue working.”55
By classifying Islas’ behavior as a clinical feature of dementia, company
physicians were able to convince the probate court, and ultimately the USES, to cancel
his contract. The medical diagnosis of dementia revoked Islas’ status as an able-bodied
contract-laborer, at least within the purview of the Pennsylvania and the USES. Given
that Islas was arrested after “causing a scene” in a public space, he was also perceived as
a threat to members of the Crestline community.56 The Mayor of Crestline contacted
railroad management in Crestline to request the removal of Islas from Crestline to
another city that had facilities for the insane.57 The inclusion of a report in the
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Pennsylvania’s records describing how Islas had to be tied down with sheets and carried
from the train at Juarez further suggests that the Pennsylvania was interested in
demonstrating that Islas’ behavior was the manifestation of a severe medical condition
that potentially threatened both the Pennsylvania’s workforce and the community.58
A similar logic was used in the case of Juan Navarro-Vasquez. According to the
USES determination report, Vasquez arrived to the Pennsylvania camp on February 13,
1945, and was unable to work during his first six days of employment because he was in
an “irrational stage.” Vasquez allegedly made a statement to the Pennsylvania that
conveyed his “unhappiness” in Illinois, and his inability to “adjust himself to this
environment.” Another Mexican worker was reportedly assigned to care for Vasquez
during the days and evenings.59 The Pennsylvania drew on Vasquez’s personal statement
and irrational behavior to convince the USES that his health status not only prevented
him from performing work, but also prohibited the Mexican worker assigned to watch
over Vasquez from working on the tracks. Vasquez’s labor contract was subsequently
cancelled and he was returned to Mexico.60
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In another case, twenty-five year old Raul Hernandes-Gonzales was picked up
and incarcerated for vagrancy by the Columbus police on February 24, 1945, after he was
found “wandering around [the city]…apparently demented.”61 On February 27, a
Pennsylvania company physician diagnosed Hernandes-Gonzales with “nostalgia,” a
transient psychiatric disorder that today we would call homesickness.62 Interestingly, the
Columbus Municipal Court determined that Hernandes-Gonzales’ “nostalgia” did not
inhibit his ability to work, and therefore, allowed Hernandes-Gonzales to return to the
Pennsylvania camp.63 The Pennsylvania and the USES, on the other hand, had decided
that company physician’s diagnosis of nostalgia made him unfit for service. HernandesGonzales’ contract was cancelled, and he was returned to Mexico.64
A study conducted by Ernesto Galarza of the Pan American Union in 1944 offers
insight into why railroad companies sought to transform nostalgia into a medical
category. Galarza argued that the combined factors of the migration experience, the
relative isolation of labor camps, and the new social environment, all resulted in
“boredom” among the Mexican guest workers. Braceros found it difficult to participate
in community life due to language barriers and geographical isolation. Contributing to
61
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the issue of boredom, Galarza wrote, was “the set up of camps and the managerial
understanding of the psychological characteristics of Mexicans.”65 Galarza described
railroad camp management as lacking an understanding of Mexican culture, including
workers’ preference for food and entertainment, and their desire to attend Catholic
mass.66 Much like the Columbus Municipal Court in the case of Hernandes-Gonzales,
Pan American officer Ernesto Galarza did not believe that homesickness was a medical
condition that inherently limited an individual’s able-bodiedness. Rather, Galarza
seemed to understand “boredom” as a social condition that could be remedied by railroad
management creating a familiar environment for Mexican workers. Both the Columbus
Municipal Court and Galarza’s opinion that nostalgia was a social condition and not a
medical condition came out of a broader medical discourse that had moved away from
defining nostalgia as a medical disorder in the 1870s.67 In many ways, American
railroads sought to revitalize nostalgia—the pain of being away from one’s native land—
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as a meaningful medical category that forged a critical connection to (dis)ability in the
workplace.
Individual railroad companies’ decisions to medicalize Mexican behavior,
however, were also shaped by their concerns over how to determine the “cost and
benefit” of contract termination. The combined costs of transporting Mexican workers
back to Mexico, paying for subsistence, and training new Mexican guest workers
outweighed their impulse to make nostalgia a medical category for exclusion. For
instance, it cost the Pennsylvania $520 to transport 800 braceros from New York to El
Paso.68 U.S. railroads spent $930,000 on transportation costs for railroad braceros.69
Railroad companies had to weigh these costs against the decision to cancel labor
contracts. When railroad companies decided in favor of retaining labor contracts, it was
often due to a failure to reach manpower quotas. This was especially true in labor camps
located in sparsely populated and cold weather regions.
In early March 1944, Pennsylvania camp train foreman Glen Montis observed that
Victoriano Castañeda, although on the job every day, appeared to be worried. When
working the tracks in Loudenville, Ohio, Castañeda’s “mind appeared to wander.”70
Other workers presumed that Castañeda was worrying about his family and was
homesick. Montis and the camp cook also noted that Castañeda was “eating very little,”
and at times, threw away his meals. Castañeda’s behavior led foreman Montis to submit
68
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a petition for contract termination to the USES office in Ashland, Ohio. Montis argued
that Castañeda “[did] not have the right ability to go on with his line of work.” In
coordination with the contract termination, Montis added, the Pennsylvania was “willing
to allow [Castañeda] to go back to Mexico and to pay for his transportation and
subsistence to Mexico.”71 USES office manager Hiner subsequently cancelled
Castañeda’s work agreement on March 16, 1944.
Six days later, Hiner received a letter from the Pennsylvania’s Superintendent of
the Eastern Division, Mr. Rex, who protested the Castañeda’s contract termination. On
March 23, 1944, a meeting was held at the USES office in Ashland between Mr. Hiner
(USES), Mr. Stimson (Pennsylvania’s Division engineer), Mr. Mozier (Loundenville
camp supervisor), Mr. Montis (Loundenville camp train supervsior), Mr. Kay (Canton,
OH camp supervisor), Mr. Elizondo (interpreter), and Mexican guest worker Castañeda,
to discuss the protest of contract termination. In discussing Castañeda’s able-bodiedness,
camp foreman Glenn Montis stated that he had been “severely criticized by his superior
for making the March 16, 1944 request for termination…and he refused to commit
himself further in regard to the worker’s ability to continue working.” Castañeda, on the
other hand, expressed (through an interpreter) that he was unwilling to continue working,
and only desired to return home. In spite of Castañeda’s request to uphold the contract
termination, the Superintendent of the Eastern Division’s appeal to reinstate his labor
contract was granted.72
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The conflict between foreman Montis and superintendent Rex highlights the
struggle of railroad companies to balance contract termination with minimizing
operational costs. In the Castañeda case, foreman Montis’ request for contract
termination was informed by his own understanding of how to efficiently manage labor
production. As a camp train foreman, Montis was responsible for supervising Mexican
workers on a daily basis. If a worker was unwilling or unable to work, then Montis
petitioned for contract termination because it was the best way to remove an
unproductive worker and to receive a new worker that could contribute to the daily work
load. Superintendent Rex, on the other hand, had a holistic approach in administering the
railroad bracero program. Unlike Montis, Rex did not spend every day interacting with
Mexican guest workers. As the superintendent of the eastern division, Rex’s
responsibility was to oversee the labor productivity of all labor camps in the division, and
to minimize operating costs. This included making sure all labor camps were not
suffering from a labor shortage—an issue that the Pennsylvania was struggling with when
it reinstated Castañeda’s labor contract. In March 1944, the Pennsylvania had a quota of
3,940 Mexican men, but only 985 Mexican men had been transported from Mexico to
work on the Pennsylvania Railroad [Table 3.2]. Individual railroad companies submitted
a request to the WMC for a specific number of workers to alleviate their labor shortage.
Together with the WMC, the Mexican government set a quota for the number of Mexican
nationals each individual railroad company was allowed to recruit. The labor quota was
based on the labor and economic situation in local Mexican communities and states.73
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Source: Information compiled from data found in, Pennsylvania Railroad Collection,
box 1493, Records of the Chief Engineer, RG 11A, Records of the Engineering
Department, volume 8, Hagley Library and Archives.
It is highly probably that superintendent Rex protested Montis’ request for
contract termination and denied Castañeda’s wishes in order to meet the labor shortage.
Moreover, the amount of time and money the Pennsylvania had invested in recruiting,
transporting, feeding, sheltering, and training Castañeda may have convinced
superintendent Rex that it would be more cost efficient to keep Castañeda than to start the
process anew with another worker. Perhaps more importantly, Castañeda’s case
underscores the role location played in labor retention and homesickness. For instance,
in May 1944, the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad’s (Burlington) labor camp in
Natick, Nebraska, had 108 Mexican workers whose labor contracts were soon to expire at
the end of June. Of these 108 Mexican men, only 20 expressed a desire to renew their
came close to their quota; however, they did employ over 9,000 Mexican men July and August of 1945.
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contracts.74 The records do not indicate how many of these men from Natick pursued
contract renewal in June, but the Railroad Retirement Board reports do reveal that in June
1944 the Burlington had a total of 65 contract renewals across all their labor camps.
Mr. Harbour, the district manager of the Railroad Retirement Board in Omaha,
wrote to RRB district 6 headquarters explaining that the Burlington’s low retention rate
was due primarily to homesickness. In his letter Harbour further stated, “[the workers]
have been unfortunate in being assigned to work in the bleak Nebraska sandhills where
towns are few and far apart and the workers can find little or no amusement or
recreation.” During Harbour’s visit to Natick, the Burlington furnished a truck that
transported the Mexican workers 60 miles southwest to Broken Bow, where they sent
money orders and explored the town. The trip to Broken Bow, Harbour believed, was a
“good morale-builder.” Harbour expressed confidence in being able to convince at least
fifteen workers to renew their contracts once the railroad gang moved to Aurora,
Nebraska, a more populated area within the next two weeks.75
The Burlington’s desire to renew labor contracts, rather than allow for the
contract to expire, suggests that railroad companies were greatly concerned with the costs
associated with labor turnover. In calculating the costs of railroad operations and
contract termination, railroad companies also had to contend with the injury of workers.
The contractual liability of employers to provide accident compensation raised the stakes
for railroad companies. Instead of transforming behavior into a medical category,
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railroad companies defined injury in a way that nullified their liability and, in many
cases, allowed them to cancel the worker’s labor contract.
III. Making Injury (In)Visible: Statistical Reporting and the Limits of
Railroad Liability
The employer contract obligated railroad companies to “provide or make
available” medical facilities “not less favorable to [the Mexican worker] than those
provided to domestic employers.”76 This vague directive is made clearer in provision 24
of the individual work agreement, which states “the worker shall enjoy, as regards
occupational diseases and accidents, the same guarantees enjoyed by domestic workers
under Federal and State legislation in the United States.”77 Taken together, these
provisions required railroad companies to provide both American workers and Mexican
workers with equal access to accident compensation, regardless of citizenship status.
The ethos of accident compensation in the United States derived from the modern
understanding that human life was made more vulnerable by industrialization, and that
the state had the power and obligation to safeguard the welfare of its citizen-workers.78
American railroaders had (and continue to have) a unique relationship with the U.S. state
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when it came to accident compensation.79 Railroaders are still the only group of workers
to be protected by a federal policy (Federal Employers’ Liability Act, or FELA, 1908)
that protects and compensates workers for injury. When seeking accident compensation,
railroads had a greater chance of being awarded a favorable monetary settlement through
FELA than state worker compensation. Unlike state worker compensation (based on a
monetized value of body parts), FELA settlements were decided by a jury, which took
into account all the factors that may have contributed to an injury.80 In navigating
accident compensation claims, American railroad companies sought to minimize the
amount of money paid by demonstrating they were not liable for negligence.81 Through
the use of accident reports and physician’s injury reports, railroad companies defined
“injury” and “accident” in such a way that limited their costs paid in compensation.82
By the bracero program, American railroads had long-since formalized a
procedure for internally documenting accidents and injuries. While the forms varied
across companies, they included certain essentials: the place and date of accident; the
place and date of examination and treatment; the name, age, residence, occupation and
language of the injured person; the cause of injury and statement of injured person;
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names and addresses of as many witnesses as possible; and the nature and extent of
injuries.83 Company investigators would then interview the injured worker, and all of the
witnesses. In order to minimize the financial costs, railroad companies endeavored to
settle compensation claims out of court, where companies would have greater control
over the amount paid.84
Railroad companies’ authority in the arena of injury and compensation in the
bracero program was bolstered by both the War Manpower Commission (WMC) and the
Railroad Retirement Board (RRB). In the Railroad Retirement Board’s Circular Letter of
Instructions to Employers, the RRB stated that “the WMC does not wish to assume
responsibilities in connection with compensation for time lost due to accidents or injuries.
The Board is naturally in the same position in this respect.” Any questions regarding
compensation, the RRB advised, “[do] not come within the jurisdiction of the [RRB] and
should be handled directly with employers.”85 This meant that individual railroad
companies would be subjected to minimal oversight when handling issues of injury and
compensation.
Paralleling their efforts to transform behavior into a medical category, railroad
companies endeavored to construct injury as the result of a non-occupational incident. If
an injury was found to be the result of an occupational accident, then railroad companies
would be liable for the costs associated with the worker’s medical bills and compensation
83
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for time lost. In short, the goal in defining injury was to avoid costs in compensation by
defining the physical wounds of a worker as a “personal injury.” Railroad companies
such as the Pennsylvania even provided Mexican workers with safety books in 1944,
written in Spanish, as a means of reducing the number of injuries in the workplace. That
the Pennsylvania took the time to stage a photograph of Mexican workers reading the
safety books demonstrates an eagerness to prove to the Mexican government that
companies were taking reasonable care to create a safer workplace [Figure 3.2].
Railroad companies’ objective to reduce the costs paid in compensation was facilitated by
the fact that: railroad companies controlled access to corporate records, Mexican workers
were unfamiliar with the rules of injury and accident compensation, and Mexican
workers (mostly) did not speak English. It was through this process that railroad
companies made Mexican workers’ injuries, pain and suffering (in)visible in statistical
reports.

Figure 3.2 Mexican guest workers employed by Pennsylvania Railroad reading railroad safety
books written in Spanish at their living quarters, 3210 Market Street, 1994. Source:
Philadelphia Record Photograph Collection.
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One way that railroad companies made injury invisible was by parsing a
difference between an occupational accident and a “personal injury” that happened on the
job site. On the evening of September 11, 1944, Gilberto Hernandez Mendoza refused to
let his fellow bracero Alfredo Camacho Rojano into the Pennsylvania camp’s sleeping
quarters in Urbana, Ohio. Rojano forced himself into the room, whereupon Mendoza
became infuriated, calling Rojano vile names and challenging him to a fistfight. The
quarrel continued the next morning on the job site when Mendoza drew a razor blade,
cutting Rojano’s left forearm. Mendoza was subsequently taken to the county jail and
imprisoned.
Statements acquired from the workers and foreman revealed that Mendoza had
been a troublemaker in the labor camp since his arrival. A week after the incident, the
sheriff’s office authorized Mendoza’s release from prison on the stipulation that his
contract be terminated, and he be returned to Mexico.86 Rojano, on the other hand,
received four stitches at the local hospital. Even though Rojano injured his left arm
during the workday at the job site, the Pennsylvania did not consider his injury to be the
result of an occupational accident, but rather a “personal injury.” As such, Rojano alone
bore the responsibility of paying the hospital bill and would not be compensated for the
time he spent recovering (time lost).87
Although not responsible for medical bills, the railroad company was still
obligated to provide a worker with access to medical care. This resulted in a dilemma
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among railroad companies when hospitals presented medical bills to the railroad
company for services rendered to a Mexican worker. In early January 1945, Mr. Rolfe of
the Portland Terminal Company (locale in New England) sent an inquiry to several other
eastern railroads participating in the railroad bracero program regarding the payment of
doctors’ and hospitals’ bills for Mexican railroad contract-laborers. Rolfe wrote, “one of
the Mexican nationals employed by the Portland Terminal Company was recently taken
very ill and had to be hospitalized. Before the man could be admitted, the local hospital
had to have a guarantee of the payment of the bill, which they received from the
company. This man is still confined to date, and we have been presented with a bill for
one hundred and fifty-odd dollars. We have in mind making deductions from this man’s
pay to cover the amount involved if and when he returns to work.” Rolfe continued, “For
my information will you please advise how these matters are handled on other railroads
who employ Mexican nationals.”88
The New York, New Haven and Hartford Company (New Haven) responded that
it did “not assume costs of hospitalization, medical fees, medicines, or other expenses of
Mexican nationals arising out of personal illness.” In several cases, the New Haven made
advanced payments to hospitals and reimbursed itself for the costs on a payroll deduction
basis.89 E.W. Smith, central regional vice-president of the Pennsylvania, replied “under
our agreement covering the employment of Mexican labor, we are required to see that the
men receive proper medical care, the expense of which is borne by individual workers. If
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a worker is without sufficient funds to pay his medical and hospital expenses, when he
returns to work we obtain execution of a payroll deduction slip.”90 Eastern regional vicepresident of the Pennsylvania, R.C. Morse, echoed the policy of the central region,
adding that when a worker was unable to pay for hospital bills in an emergency situation,
“the railroad company, in all probability, would feel compelled for humanitarian reasons,
to meet the demand, and arrange for reimbursement through payroll deductions.”91 If the
worker was unable to liquidate the debt through deductions, Morse explained, then the
Pennsylvania would approach the Mexican consul to guarantee full reimbursement.
The Pennsylvania, however, continued to struggle with their responsibilities of
providing access to medical care and of assuming liability for the medical fees incurred
by a worker’s “personal injury.” When Alfredo Saldaña Cruz slipped on a patch of ice
and fractured his leg while off-duty December 16, 1944, he was taken to the Wesley
Memorial Hospital. Without a substantial income to pay for his medical fees, the Wesley
Memorial Hospital refused to provide Cruz with treatment “without the assumption by
the railroad of all responsibility” for medical fees. Because the Pennsylvania considered
Cruz’s injury to be “non-occupational,” the company did not want to assume direct
responsibility for his medical bills. Cruz was subsequently taken to a local hospital
where he received care from a company physician. The medical fees owed by Cruz, as of
April 4, 1945, amounted to $579.25. It was evident to the Pennsylvania that “if and when
[Cruz was] able to return to work that it [would] be impossible for him to work off the
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expense by monthly deductions from his pay.” When Cruz’s contract expired, his
physical condition had not improved enough for him to work, which meant that the
Pennsylvania was left with his medical bill.92
Together, the case of Alfredo Saldaña Cruz and the correspondence between these
eastern railroad companies underscores that the employer was contractually responsible
for the welfare of Mexican workers. Even if the employer was not liable for
compensation in the case of “personal injury,” the company was still obligated to provide
a worker with access to medical care, which in some cases required the company to pay
for medical fees. While the railroad bracero program did not outline a protocol for
railroad companies to seek reimbursement from a state agency (U.S. or Mexican), it did
allow companies to make the appropriate payroll deductions. As in the case of Cruz, if a
worker was unable to pay off his debt to the railroad company before his contract
expired, then the railroad company had no redress. Individual railroad companies such as
the Pennsylvania would seek reimbursement from Mexican consuls, while others
petitioned the WMC or the RRB for reimbursement. For American railroads, the stakes
remained high for proving they were not at fault for an injury, particularly if they
intended to collect a reimbursement for medical fees from state agencies. Railroad
companies accomplished the feat of avoiding responsibility by using accident reports and
physician’s injury reports to define “injury” and “accident” in such a way that limited
their costs paid in compensation.
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Figure 3.3 Railroad guest workers repairing track on the Southern Pacific Railroad
line, Oakland, California, in 1944. Photographer unknown. Personal photograph. Source:
Collection of Oakland Museum of California. Gift of Jose Cruz.
http://www.museumca.org
For example, on June 22, 1945 Julian Paredes Islas was shoveling gravel onto the
track (filling in a ballast) one-mile west of Kouts, Indiana, when fellow worker Jose
Marin struck his left shoulder with a track shovel. That same day, Islas was treated for a
fractured calvicle in Kouts by Dr. S.E. Dittmer. It was not, however, until June 27 that
Dr. Walter Aye in Chicago conducted an official “Physician’s Report of Personal Injury”
in the absence of an interpreter.93 The track foreman Fred Henning, along with Islas and
Marin, provided the company investigators with eye-witness testimony. Both Islas and
Marin denied any allegations that a personal dispute caused the incident. Marin stated
that he accidentally struck Islas when he was shoveling gravel over his shoulder. Islas
acknowledged that Marin’s shovel had hit him, but did not recall there being any gravel
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in the shovel. Henning attested to the good behavior of the Mexican workers, but did
note that they “are quick tempered.”94
The official “Report of Railway Accidents” indicated that Islas sustained injury as
the result of a “direct attack…not received in the line of duty.”95 Division engineer E.E.
Kinzel explained that because the men could not offer any information on what actually
happened, this was “conclusive evidence that this was a fight or a fit of hot-headedness
rather than an accident.” The fact that Marin’s shovel had no gravel in it (as stated by
Islas), Kinzel continued, made the Pennsylvania “positive…[that Marin’s actions] did not
lend itself to an accident.”96 Marin’s hot-headed behavior, the Pennsylvania had decided,
made him an unsafe worker, and a threat to other workers. Marin’s contract was
subsequently terminated. The company also concluded that Islas’ fractured clavicle
resulted not from an occupational accident, but rather a “personal injury” that happened
to occur on the job site. Consequently, Islas would be responsible for his own medical
bills and would not be paid for the days he spent recovering from his injury (time lost).
Islas’ case also underscores the significance of language in the negotiations over
defining injury. For example, on April 21, 1945, Jesus Madrigal-Garibay was shaking
grates (removing ash to allow sufficient air flow to the fire) on a locomotive at the relay
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station near Fort Wayne, Indiana, when he sustained an injury (undefined in report).97
Immediately following his injury, the Pennsylvania sent him to the medical examiner
who “found no evidence of injury.”98 For two months Madrigal-Garibay continued to
work in pain, until he found a friend to help him write a letter in English to the Railroad
Retirement Board in Chicago. On June 7, Madrigal-Garibay wrote, “[I would like to] go
to the hospital to have operation so I can be well like I came in this country [sic—missing
word].”99 According to Madrigal-Garibay, company physician Benninghoff had
examined him and found that he had “a rupture in the right side [sic].” The RRB
forwarded Madrigal-Garibay’s letter to the Pennsylvania, which immediately began an
investigation. On three separate occasions—June 27, June 28, and July 7—MadrigalGaribay was re-examined by different company physicians, all of whom found no
evidence of injury.100 As a result, the Pennsylvania determined that Madrigal-Garibay’s
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Figure 3.4 Railroad guest workers in a Chicago roundhouse. Mexican guest worker Jesus
Mardigal-Garibay would have worked in an environment similar to the one in this picture.
Source: Robert C. Jones, Mexican War Workers in the United States: The Mexico-United States
Manpower Recruiting Program and Its Operation (Washington DC: Pan American Union, 1945),
39.
claim of injury was “unfounded.”101 Despite the denial of his claim, Madrigal-Garibay
continued to work for the Pennsylvania until his contract expired on December 23, 1945.
It is not surprising that the Pennsylvania found Madrigal-Garibay’s injury to be
“unfounded.” The medical reports of four different company physicians conclusively
showed that Madrigal-Garibay was not injured. Madrigal-Garibay’s persistence in
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claiming he suffered from injury and pain, however, should not be overlooked. That
Madrigal-Garibay had to solicit assistance in submitting an English-written claim of
injury highlights the significance of language in negotiating and defining injury.
The Spanish-English divide between Mexican workers and railroad companies, as
Madrigal-Garibay’s case shows, made it difficult for workers to communicate (written
and verbal) their injuries and pains. Because the Fort Wayne office did not have an
interpreter, Madrigal-Garibay had to find “a friend” who could write his letter for him. It
is clear from the broken-English in the letter that Madrigal-Garibay’s friend did not have
a firm command of the English language either. It is probable that this affected his
ability to accurately convey Madrigal-Garibay’s struggles to prove he was suffering pain
and injury. The Spanish-English divide more than likely also had an affect on the
dynamics of the medical examination. Railroad companies often had interpreters present
at examinations, but the records are not clear on who these interpreters were, or on what
level of bilingual proficiency they had.
Railroad companies benefitted greatly from the Spanish-English divide. Prior to
the railroad bracero program, railroad companies had a system in place for settling injury
claims that involved specific (often suggestive) questioning, and reliance on an
individual’s unfamiliarity with the injury and compensation process.102 Railroad
companies used this same approach in the bracero program, but with the added advantage
that Mexican workers did not understand English. Recall the case of Julian Paredes Islas,
who was hit by a fellow worker’s shovel and suffered a fractured clavicle. Pennsylvania
track supervisor J. Nowviskie conducted interviews with the three parties involved: Islas,
102
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Marin (fellow worker), and Henning (foreman). In the presence of interpreter Manuel
Hernandez Servin, track supervisor Nowviskie asked specific questions such as: can you
tell me how Islas received the blow on his shoulder?; was there any arguing?; was there
gravel in the shovel?; in what direction were you facing when the incident occurred?; and
what did you do after the incident? The Pennsylvania concluded that the incident was not
the result of an accident, but rather, a premeditated attack by Marin. The conclusion was
based on the fact that witnesses could not agree on a story, in particular whether or not
gravel had been in the shovel when Islas was struck. Islas’ case suggests that railroad
companies benefitted from the imprecision of language when soliciting verbal testimony
from Mexican workers.103 If Mexican workers’ responses did not meet the stringent
criteria set by railroad companies in the injury claim process, then Mexican workers
would more than likely be unsuccessful in their claim.
Railroad companies like the Pennsylvania had the power to not only determine
injury, but also to erase the traces of wounding (body trauma) as injury in their own
corporate records and in the official reports submitted to the Railroad Retirement
Board.104 The employer contract required individual railroad companies to “keep full and
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complete records of worker employment, wages and other facts pertinent to the
performance of the employer’s obligations under [the employer contract].”105 Individual
railroad companies were also directed to submit reports to the Railroad Retirement
Board. For instance, the RRB published weekly reports based on information submitted
by individual railroad companies to each of the RRB regions. The weekly report (form
ESB-36) had two parts: the narrative supplement and the statistical supplements (forms
ES-138 and ES-111). In the narrative supplement, the RRB regional office was to
provide a “report describing only important activities and significant developments in the
region in connection with the Mexican Importation program.” Included in the narrative
description, and under a separate heading, was to be a “brief statement setting forth all
available information on each serious illness and injury.” Other sub-headings that
appeared in the narrative description of these reports included: conferences, inspections,
investigations, casualties, complaints, renewal of contracts, train reports and general
remarks. The statistical supplements included a qualitative list of workers that had been
“unemployed for more than seven consecutive days,” and the reason for which they had
been unemployed.
The RRB weekly reports between the months of March and May 1944 illustrate
the power of statistical reporting in erasing injury [Table 3.3]. The injuries were reported
in an inconsistent fashion and without an official classification (e.g. occupational or
Oxford: Princeton University Press, 2006), 12-22.
105
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the footnotes of her book, Barbara Driscoll claims that these individual files are housed at the Railroad
Retirement Board headquarters in Chicago but are unavailable to researchers. See Driscoll, The Tracks
North, 197.
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personal injury). A sample of injuries as found in the report includes: injury, injured
while on duty, claims injury, and fractured left arm. As a result of the uncategorized
injuries listed in the reports, I organized injuries into two categories: on duty and not
classified. I record an injury as “on duty” only if the report indicated it as such. I
recorded all other listed injuries as “not classified.” The reports suggested that “on duty”
injuries occurred during working hours on the job site, however, the reports do not
indicate if on duty injuries resulted in occupational or personal injuries. For example, in
March 1944, 16 injuries were reported out of the 21,120 Mexican men employed on U.S.
railroads. In April 1944, 74 Mexican men out of the 27,816 employed were reportedly
injured. Eight of these men suffered from “on duty” injuries, while the other 66 men

Table 3.3 Injuries Reported to Railroad Retirement
Board by American Railroads
Mar-44

Apr-44

May-44

Total # Mexican workers
employed

21,120

27,816

32,271

Total # of Injuries

16

74

59

On Duty

0

8

6

Injury not classified

16

66

53

Sources: Railroad Retirement Board Regional Reports for March-May 1944, box 9, General
Records, Records of the War Manpower Commission, RG 211, National Archives College
Park.
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suffered from unclassified injuries. In May 1944, 59 out of 32,271 Mexican men were
injured; 6 were on duty injuries, and the other 53 were unclassified injuries.
At first glance, these numbers suggest that Mexican men labored in a relatively
safe environment, where the probability of injury was on average 0.18% per month.
Upon closer examination, the number of injuries reported uncovers statistical variables
that contribute to an elision of injury and pain from the record. First, the number of
injuries reported represents workers who were “unemployed for more than seven
consecutive days [emphasis mine].” This means that workers suffering from injuries for
less than seven consecutive days would not be included in the report. In August 1944,
the RRB informed railroad companies that they no longer had to report workers who had
been unemployed for more than seven consecutive days.106 This decision resulted in a
systematic erasure of injuries reported to the RRB. This is not to say that American
railroads stopped recording injury themselves. Rather, it is to say that because American
railroads were no longer responsible for submitting injury reports to the RRB, this
information has consequently been made invisible in the RRB records.
Second, the injury rate in the railroad bracero program is considerably lower than
the estimated 0.38% injury rate per month reported in the Interstate Commerce
Commission’s Annual Report of 1944 (ICC).107 Mexican men worked primarily as
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unskilled laborers, and many of these men did not have prior experience working on
railroads. The combination of inexperienced men performing manual labor in an
industrial environment would presumably have led to a high rate of injury. The reported
ICC injury rate, on the other hand, included the number of injured employees from all
working classes—unskilled, semi-skilled, and skilled workers. While the ICC did not
provide a breakdown for how many employees represented each class of workers, it can
be assumed that because skilled and semi-skilled workers are less at risk for injury (safer
working environment), the injury rate among unskilled workers was more than likely
higher than the reported 0.38% for all classes of employees. In fact, the ICC reported in
1945 that the causes for increases in injury and death during the war was an increase in
traffic and an increase in unskilled workers.”108 Taken together, these two statistical
variables in injury reporting—unemployment for more than 7 days; injury rate per
month—contribute to the erasure of Mexican workers’ experience of injury in a
dangerous workplace.109
The Railroad Retirement Board also published a “Summary of Record” for the
bracero program (form 6-224). The RRB was responsible for informing individual
railroad companies, the WMC and the Mexican government, about the status of the
bracero program on a monthly basis. When the “summary of record” was first created in
February 1944, it reported 20 different variables such as: termination rescinded, lost prior
to delivery, unemployed 7 consecutive days, total contracts terminated, termination
108
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request by worker or employer, number of complaints, and number of individuals
involved in complaints [Appendix 1]. In July 1944, the summary of record reported only
13 variables. By February 1945, the record reported only 10 variables, including:
contract renewals, contract termination, total number of workers employed, repatriations
reported by the Immigration Service, charged against quota, number of missing workers,
and deaths.110 This trend shows that as the program progressed, the RRB was deciding
which extraneous variables it no longer needed to report based on its own obligation to
regulate and monitor the labor supply. As Appendix 3.1 indicates, injury was never
explicitly reported in the summary of record.
This points to the larger issue of how railroad companies, and the RRB, were
selective in the records they made public. A report of the number of injuries occurring to
Mexican citizens might have caused the Mexican government to become more involved
in the process of monitoring the health and safety of its citizens laboring abroad. It is not
surprising that the RRB, and railroad companies, would be eager to limit the
dissemination of injury statistics in an effort to protect companies’ autonomy in
controlling railroad operations.
Because danger is measured by the number of injuries that occur for a group of
workers, these reports portray Mexican guest worker as laboring in a relatively safe
workplace. When read in conjunction with individual cases about Mexican worker
health, a tension between the power of the stories and the narrative told by the numbers is
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made clear. Mexican workers, often unfamiliar with the industrial workplace, sustained
injuries in the workplace that caused them pain and suffering. In this way, statistical
reporting has the power to elide the human experience of injury, pain and suffering.111
Conclusion
In seeking to navigate the parameters of the employer contract, railroad
companies made and unmade the health status of Mexican guest workers in the American
workplace. The broad language of the employer contract provided a platform for railroad
companies, as well as other U.S. state agencies, to negotiate and define the health identity
of a bracero. The employer contract especially limited railroad companies’ autonomy in
the employment selection process. While a railroad representative was present to
“select” the Mexican worker, it was the U.S. Public Health Service that retained the
authority to determine the potential guest worker’s health status through the diagnostic
protocol of the immigrant medical inspection. This limit to company authority initiated
accountability debates when Mexican guest workers arrived at their place of employment
sick, or experienced an injury that might have been caused by a pre-existing injury. At
stake for railroad companies was their responsibility to provide a guest worker with
access to health care and accident compensation.
Railroad companies circumvented these responsibilities by relying on their wellorganized legal and medical departments to define injury, manage labor productivity, and
minimize operational costs in the workplace. It was through the medical authority of
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company physicians and meticulous record keeping that railroad companies were able to
maintain their autonomy in the railroad bracero program. Adding to the railroad
companies’ advantage in defining health was Mexican workers’ unfamiliarity with the
English language. In protecting their interests, railroad companies became mediators of
Mexican guest worker health rights.
That railroad companies actively engaged in defining the health identity of
workers is indicative of the larger dynamics of biopolitics and biopower at play in the
railroad bracero program.112 A guest worker was valued for his ability to perform labor,
and his deportability. If a guest worker lost his ability to perform labor efficiently, he
was no longer considered to be a useful laborer. 113 The regulation of guest workers’
health was therefore paramount to the functionality of the railroad bracero program.
Railroad companies, however, were not the only historical actors interested in governing
guest worker health. The transnational administration of the bracero program required
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both U.S. and Mexican state agencies to be active in measuring and defining the health of
Mexican workers as they moved across the Mexico-U.S. border.
As the next chapter reveals, the efforts of railroad companies, the U.S. state and
the Mexican state to govern labor productivity was channeled through the political
culture of World War II. Railroad braceros entered an American workplace saturated
with propaganda that recast the meaning of work within the context of war production.
Propaganda aimed at railroad braceros relied on the obligations of citizenship—labor and
military service—and the inexorably bounded discourses of masculinity and sacrifice to
transform railroad braceros into railroad soldiers.
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Chapter 4
Transforming Braceros into Railroad Soldiers: Discourses of Sacrifice, Obligation
and the Male Body at War
“We were like soldiers; and when the war finished we were going to be like war veterans,
that was the promise.” -Bernardino Vilchis César, railroad bracero
Bernardino Vilchis César described the work of a railroad bracero as physically
demanding. César and his fellow braceros spent eight hours a day in the Arizona heat
fixing the tracks, and then returned to the labor camp to eat “terrible food.” Exhausted
from the day, the braceros “fell like dead men onto their uncomfortable mattresses to
rest.”1 Like several other braceros in the camp before him, César developed a severe
stomach ailment that left him hospitalized. After two months without improvement,
César stated that “the depression and nostalgia combined was too much” for him to deal
with alone.2 Still sick with a stomach ailment, César returned to Mexico to recuperate in
his hometown, surrounded by his family.
Recounting his bracero experiences, César declared “all of my sacrifices deserve
some compensation.”3 The braceros, César claimed, had been recruited to the United
States as railroad soldiers, and had been promised veteran benefits for their hard work.
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“It seems only humane,” César argued, “that I receive some compensation for the years I
dedicated to the U.S. railroads.”4
César’s articulation of railroad braceros as railroad soldiers embodies the hopes
and the pitfalls of U.S. wartime political culture. On the one hand, U.S. propaganda
campaigns hoped to encourage industrial workers to think of themselves as soldiers of
production. On the other hand, these campaigns could not control how industrial workers
would interpret the various themes and messages conveyed through the propaganda. This
chapter examines how U.S. government-sponsored representations of railroad work as
war work sought to transform the railroad bracero into a railroad soldier.
During the Second World War, propaganda saturated the workplace with
“messages exalting the patriotic virtues of production,” as historian James Sparrow notes,
“often imbuing the minutest aspects of workers’ daily toil with deep significance.”5
Private and military industries, civilian agencies, independent organizations and unions
recast the meaning of work within the context of war production.6 This vision centered
on work as a cooperative endeavor among all Americans, regardless of race, gender,
nationality or ability, to support the war effort. The overarching theme of U.S.
propaganda was the centrality of industrial production to achieving final victory. Images
of soldiers fighting on the front lines with mechanized weapons encouraged industrial
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war workers to visualize the importance of their labor production to the war effort.7
Industrial workers were not simply wageworkers. They were soldiers of production.
That both soldiering and working had long been understood to be masculine activities
helped to solidify the soldier of production motif.
The Railroad Retirement Board conveyed a similar message to its railroad
workers, and prospective railroad employees. The War Manpower Commission
delegated the Railroad Retirement Board with the responsibility of supplying manpower
to the American railroad industry and for stabilizing employment. The Railroad
Retirement Board was given control of advertising under the condition that their
campaign was in conformity with the national policy of the War Manpower
Commission.8 As a result, railroad advertising campaigns encouraged railroad workers to
think of themselves as railroad soldiers.
The railroad soldier motif drew on the obligations of citizenship—labor and
military service—and the inexorably bounded discourses of sacrifice and masculinity.9
When denied military service, U.S. men faced the challenge of reconciling their inability
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as a male citizen to serve in the military with the wartime political culture that lauded the
heroic combat-soldier. Railroad companies encouraged U.S. railroad workers to think
about railroad work as war work. It was through laboring in the railroad workplace that
U.S. men could fulfill their obligation to the nation as a railroad soldier. Railroad
propaganda highlighted the dangerous nature of railroad work to elicit a strong
connection between railroad work and warfare. Through various advertising campaigns,
railroad soldiers could visualize the products of their labor directly affecting their fellow
American combat-soldier on the front lines.
Unlike U.S. railroad soldiers, though, railroad braceros like Bernardino Vilchis
César did not have the option of serving in active military duty because Mexico did not
have the financial resources to organize and support a military effort.10 Rather, much like
deferred U.S. males, Mexican men were expected to fulfill their obligation to the nation
through labor. Adding to their difference with U.S. railroad soldiers, railroad braceros
did not have pre-existing networks that tied them to U.S. and other Allied combatsoldiers. As a result, propaganda geared toward railroad braceros emphasized PanAmerican unity as the means by which to forge a connection between the bracero and the
combat soldier. I argue that railroad braceros selectively appropriated themes from this
martial rhetoric, such as sacrifice and obligation, to make sense of their experiences.
Railroad braceros identified the separation from loved ones to be an even greater sacrifice
than working on the tracks in extreme heat or cold. It was obligation to family, of
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improving quality of life, that made railroad braceros endure the hardship of laboring
abroad on el traque (the railroad).
Total war—the full-scale mobilization of resources and population—required
rapid transportation and communication, mechanized warfare, mass-conscripted armies,
and the support of the home front, or the civilian population.11 To win an industrialized
war, the U.S. government needed to not only convince the American public that
intervening in the war was important to the American way of life, it also had to
encourage civilians to play an active and vital role in the fight for victory.12 While the
historical literature has explored the varied experiences on the U.S. home front, it has
been focused on a home front bound by the nation’s borders.13 If the home front is the
social and economic underpinnings of the war machine, railroad braceros and Latin
American countries more broadly played important roles in mobilizing the Pan-American
home front.14
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I. ‘Railroad work is war work’: The Ideology of War Production
In late September 1943, the Association of American Railroads published a poster
that read in large-print, “Keep up the good work—for railroad work is war work, railroad
service is vital to victory.”15 Aimed at U.S. railroad workers, this poster was placed
within the vicinities of the railroad workplace across the United States [Figure 4.1]. The
centerpiece of the poster featured a copy of a signed letter from Undersecretary of War
Robert Patterson, and Undersecretary of the Navy James Forrestal to the president of the
Association of American Railroads. It read:
The War and Navy Departments would appreciate it if you would express
to the men and women who work on America’s railroads the gratitude of
the Army and Navy for the splendid job they are doing. Since the
outbreak of war the railroads have hauled 76 million carloads of freight,
most of it destined for battle fronts. Millions of fighting men have been
transported to training camps and embarkation ports. The Army and Navy
realizes that, to perform this big job, crews on trains, in shops, in yards,
and along rights of way have had to work long and hard. To the men and
women who have made this record movement of men and weapons
possible, the Army and Navy are deeply grateful.
This poster encouraged U.S. railroad workers to think about their everyday labor
as war work. The “long and hard” labor of driving spikes, replacing rails and ties,
shoveling gravel, and servicing locomotive engines, among other things, took on a new
meaning in the context of war production. The failure to refurbish a section of track
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Science Quarterly 68 (1987): 278-89; Emilio Zamora, Claiming Rights and Righting Wrongs in Texas:
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of New Mexico Press, 1946).
15
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would slow down the movement of military men and war materials to the battle fronts.
Railroad workers, the poster declared, played a vital role in the fight for victory. That
both the Secretary of War and the Undersecretary of the Navy had personally recognized
railroad work as playing a crucial role in the war effort lent credence to the railroad
industry’s broader campaign to identify railroad work as war work.

Figure 4.1. The U.S. Undersecretary of War and Undersecretary of Navy’s open letter to U.S.
railroad workers was published as a propaganda poster to legitimize railroad work as war
work. Source: Artist unknown, “Keep up the good work,” Association of American
Railroad Poster, no date, box 1708, Pennsylvania Railroad Collection, Legal Department,
vol 10, Hagley Library and Archive.
The railroad industry’s campaign, however, had antecedents in the development
of railroad work culture in the nineteenth century. It was during this period that the
United States struggled to reconcile the ideology of free labor with the alarming rise in
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industrial accidents.16 Industrial labor imperiled both life and limb of the workers, and
accident law made it difficult for maimed workers to receive just compensation for their
injuries. As historian John Williams-Searle has demonstrated, U.S. railroad workers,
along with other industrial workers, equated the risks they faced in the workplace with
the risks of warfare. Industrial workers claimed that their “manly sacrifices” for the
nation’s economy made them “more than mere wage workers.” It made them “soldiers of
capital.”17 It was through drawing on notions of the ideal relationship between manhood
and risk, Williams-Searle argues, that railroad workers successfully claimed a privileged
citizenship status through the passage of the Federal Employer’s Liability Act (FELA).18
The emerging discourses of the combat soldier and working-class Americanism during
World War II, however, both complimented and competed with this notion of the railroad
soldier.19
President Franklin Roosevelt set the tone for America’s involvement in the war
through his fireside chats, a series of evening radio addresses.20 During a fireside chat on
December 29, 1940, Roosevelt argued that the United States “must be the great arsenal of
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democracy,” by manufacturing vehicles and weapons to assistant Great Britain in the war
against the Nazis.21 This fireside chat identified labor as playing a central role in
contributing to the European war that the United States had not yet formally entered.
Following Pearl Harbor, Roosevelt’s fireside chat in April 1942 made explicit the roles of
soldiers and civilians in the Allied war effort. Roosevelt framed the relationship between
the soldier and the civilian as a moral exchange.22
Historian James Sparrow describes this moral exchange as a “wartime social
compact between the soldier, offering the nation a sacred sacrifice, and the civilian, who
reciprocated with a commitment to personal sacrifice in support of the soldier.”23 In this
sense, the roles of the combat soldier and the citizen-worker were complimentary. While
the combat soldier symbolized “the ultimate cultural hero,” Sparrow contends that the
industrial worker was his “working-class helpmeet, a lesser but still central character in
the national dramaturgy of sacrifice.”24 For Roosevelt and his administration, this
imagery played a crucial role in meeting the demands of industrialized warfare.
Yet, the realities of warfare disrupted the notion that railroad work was similar to
warfare. The World War II combat soldier, scholar Christina Jarvis argues, epitomized
masculine ideals and represented the United States as a masculine nation.25 The Selective
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Training and Service Act of 1940 required men between the ages of 18 and 65 to register,
and made men aged 18 to 45 subject to military service.26 Together with Roosevelt’s
articulation of a moral economy, the Selective Training and Service Act called upon men
to fulfill their obligation as citizen-soldiers of the nation. It was through military service
that an individual’s manhood and national identity were solidified.27
American men issued deferments for military service—either for medical reasons
or essential war jobs—struggled to reconcile their manhood and citizenship. Essential
war jobs referred to occupations that the U.S. government considered to be of vital
importance to the country and war effort.28 For instance, several classifications of skilled
railroad positions, such as boilermakers or machinists, were considered to be essential
war occupations. Men with these jobs were given deferments because the skilled nature
of their work required prior knowledge and experience with the job. As a result, railroad
companies often employed young men whose deferment had eroded their sense of
manhood and duty to country.
The U.S. railroad industry drew on notions of sacrifice, manhood and soldiering
in their advertising campaign to reassure deferred male employees, and the American
public, that railroad work was a form of soldiering. These advertisements were sent via
mail, newspapers, and placed in the railroad workplace, and labor recruitment centers.
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Figure 4.2 A Boston and Maine Railroad advertisement reminds the local community that
railroad workers are doing war work. Source: Artist unknown, “Who says, ‘you can’t fight
with a lantern?,’” Spring 1944, box 14, Records of the War Manpower Commission, RG 211,
National Archives, College Park.
By April 1944, the U.S. railroad industry’s advertising campaign had distributed 58,114
posters, 617,410 leaflets, 130,115 postcards, and 31,000 inserts all across the United
States.29 For instance, the Boston and Maine Railroad published a flyer with a tagline
that read “Who says, ‘you can’t fight with a lantern’?” [Figure 4.2]. The top half of the
poster featured a railroad worker with lantern in hand leaning off of a boxcar to signal
other crew members. The story accompanying the photograph highlighted an incident
where a railroad employee of the Boston and Maine was berated by a townsman for
wearing civilian work clothes instead of a military uniform.30 The opening paragraph
read:
29
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Tops in moronic wartime drivel was the taunt shouted at a Boston and
Maine trainman last week when, as he plodded wearily home after
working all day and part of the night in stormy, zero weather to keep
wartime freight and passenger trains moving, a fellow townsman sneered:
‘Say, what’s a guy your age doing out of uniform? What are you—a
slacker?’31
This townsman, the Boston and Maine declared, was ignorant of the long and
hard work the trainman performed everyday in less than ideal weather. More
importantly, the townsman failed to recognize that the work of railroaders was vital to the
war effort. In the eyes of this townsman, the young, able-bodied trackman appeared to be
evading his obligation to serve in the military. The Boston and Maine’s flyer meant to
set the record straight.
Almost twenty percent of the Boston and Maine’s employees, 3,000 out of 16,000
regular workers, had been selected for military service. Many of their young male
workers, however, remained in a railroad uniform because they had been deferred on the
basis of their occupation. These young men put in requests to the Boston and Maine that
read, “Please, can’t you notify my draft board to cancel my deferment—I want to get into
this fight.” The Boston and Maine, like many other railroad companies, denied their
requests. If all able-boded men had been drafted into the war, then U.S. railroads would
be in chaos. “The work of these men—on trains, patrolling tracks—in a hundred
different specialized jobs on the railroad,” the Boston and Maine argued, “can’t be
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stopped or men at the front would suffer.”32 The flyer concluded with an appeal to the
townspeople:
That’s why the railroad has kept many a man who wanted—and still
wants—to get into an Army or a Navy uniform, right on the job here at
home. We’ve asked their draft boards to defer them—even against the
wishes of scores of our men. No man can request or be granted deferment
on his own initiative. So, please, the next time you see one of our younger
employees doing his most important part in the fight to win the war, we
ask that you ponder a bit before you say, or think,—slacker? NO—he’s in
a fighting uniform right here at home.33
The Boston and Maine made it clear that young railroad workers had been
deferred with specific intent. These young men had been selected to fulfill a different
role in the war effort that focused on production rather than combat. Both tasks were
necessary to win the war. The flyer showed how the everyday tasks of railroad workers
had a direct impact on the combat soldier in the battlefront. Within this framework, the
railroad worker’s uniform was transformed into the uniform of a railroad soldier.
The Milwaukee Railroad faced a similar dilemma with its young railroad workers.
In April 1944, the Milwaukee Railroad distributed a flyer entitled “We can’t all wear
wings” that was published in a variety of magazines including U.S. News, Nation’s
Business, National Geographic, and American Magazine [Figure 4.3].34 The
advertisement included an illustration of several railroad workers, with poles and shovels
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Figure 4.3 A Milwaukee Railroad advertisement assures deferred young American men that
railroad work is war work. Source: Artist unknown, “We can’t all wear wings,” The
Milwaukee Railroad, April 1944, box 184, Records of George Nachtrieb, Records of the War
Manpower Commission, RG 211, National Archives, College Park.
in hand, fixing the rails. Featured prominently in the image was a young worker
observing three army planes flying overhead. The first few lines of the article read:
We know how you feel, young fellow—that stout heart of yours is
breaking because you can’t be up there in those army bombers. But
shucks, what of it? You couldn’t help it that the medicos turned you
down. You wanted to fight for your country. Well, what else do you
think you’re doing now? You’re fighting—even though your uniform is a
railroad trackman’s overalls.
The Milwaukee Railroad’s flyer encouraged young men deferred from military
service to reframe their thinking on what it meant to be a soldier. The railroad work these
men performed was not just wage work—it was war work. This message was reinforced
200

in the flyer with the words of Colonel J. Monroe Johnson of the Interstate Commerce
Commission. Johnson was quoted as saying, “[a railroad man] is in as fine a military
place as he can ever occupy when he is helping run the railroads.” The attachment of
railroaders to the battlefront extended beyond their labor that produced efficient rail lines
for transportation. The railroad workplace itself was “a military place.” For a
Milwaukee railroad man working along rail lines in the Midwest and Northwest, the flyer
indicated, “the sound of heavy war trains rolling over [his] stretch of track is like the roar
of a bomber to [his] ears.”35
A Baltimore and Ohio Railroad used similar martial imagery in its poster, which
proclaimed that there were “1,320,000 War Workers in the American Railroads—a
mighty army of 88 ‘divisions’…rolling against the Axis!” The poster described how
railroad employee Anthony O’Donnell often envisioned himself in a uniform, “he and his
three sons marching together, fighting together for the America they love.” The spirit of
Anthony O’Donnell, the poster proclaimed, was the “spirit of American railroad workers
everywhere.”36
Like the advertisements of many other railroad companies, the Baltimore and
Ohio’s poster was aimed not only at railroad men, but also the American public. Because
mobilization of the home front was necessary to support total war, railroad companies
had to recast railroad work and the railroad workplace for the American public. The
eighty-eight American railroads were not individual companies, they were divisions of an
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army “rolling against the Axis.” And the 1.3 million railroad employees were not just
workers, they were railroad soldiers fighting for their country.
The Baltimore and Ohio’s poster drew on familiar notions of manhood and
citizenship to imbue greater meaning to railroad work and the railroads more broadly.
War workers like Anthony O’Donnell often envisioned themselves as military men,
fighting alongside soldiers on the battlefield. Even though these war workers were not
combat soldiers on the front lines, they still fulfilled their obligation to country
(citizenship) by facilitating war transportation—a vital component of military campaigns.
Railroad propaganda thus sought to boost production and maintain morale on the home
front. In doing so, American railroads had to reconcile the ideal of the combat solider
with the broader demands of industrial warfare.
Yet the work of mobilizing the home front extended beyond U.S. citizenry and
the United States’ geopolitical borders. If the home front embodied the economic and
social underpinnings of the war machine, then the contributions of Mexican guest
workers like Bernardino Vilchis César to war production were central to home front
mobilization. The United States and American railroad companies drew on similar
notions of manhood, citizenship and soldiering to incorporate Mexican guest workers into
the ideology of war production. Unlike the advertising campaigns directed at U.S.
citizens, this propaganda relied heavily on the theme of Pan-American unity.
II. Como Un Solo Hombre/As One Man: Mobilizing the Pan-American Home
Front
With Axis propaganda infiltrating Latin American countries, the United States
aimed to protect its sphere of influence by countering with its own propaganda campaign
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to unite the Americas in the fight for democracy. In doing so, the United States
reinforced the foundational principle of the Monroe Doctrine to “leave America to the
Americans.” The western hemisphere, the United States argued, should be protected
from European and Japanese efforts to colonize or intervene in its relations.37 President
Franklin D. Roosevelt’s administration articulated the Good Neighbor Policy as a way to
recast the hegemonic underpinnings of the Monroe Doctrine in terms of reciprocal
exchanges between the United States and Latin American countries.38
In July 1941, President Roosevelt formally enacted the Office of the Coordinator
of Inter-American Affairs (OCIAA) with the objective of countering Axis influence in
South America through propaganda campaigns.39 The mediums for distributing news and
propaganda in South America were similar to those used in the United States—radio
broadcasting, films, flyers, and posters.40 By 1942, the OCIAA had a budget of $38
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Figure 4.4 A large U.S. hen protects her Latin American chicks from the Axis hawk. Source:
Antonio Arias Bernal for Hoy Magazine, “Por Ahí Viene el Gavilán” (Here Comes the
Hawk), circa 1940.
million and a staff of 1,500 people, including artists, writers, print makers, media experts,
and others.41
One of the most notable caricaturists of the OCIAA was Antonio Arias Bernal, a
25 year-old Mexican national, who had been recruited by the head of the OCIAA, Neslon
Rockefeller, in 1941.42 Bernal became popular in Mexico for the anti-Axis cartoons he
published weekly in Hoy (Today), a well-read picture magazine in Mexico City. His
artistry and use of vivid colors to convey anti-Axis sentiments and comment on Pan-
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Figure 4.5 The United States depicted as the desirable flower of a cactus plant on the cover
of Hoy. Source: Antonio Arias Bernal for Hoy Magazine, June 21, 1941.
American relations captured the imaginations of readers in Mexico and the United
States.43 In February 1942, Life magazine printed an article celebrating Antonio Arias
Bernal as “one of Mexico’s best defenders of democracy.” The article entitled “Speaking
of Pictures…These Cartoons Dynamited Nazis in Mexico” consisted of a short biography
on Bernal, and reprints of nine caricatures drawn by Bernal in several issues of Hoy. Life
magazine described these reprinted caricatures as defending democracy and promoting
Pan-American unity.
Audiences in Mexico, however, more than likely understood these cartoons from
a different perspective. For instance, the caricature “Here Comes the Hawk” depicted a
U.S. hen protecting its Pan-American chicks from an Axis hawk [Figure 4.4]. The hen-
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chick, or parent-child, relationship elicits a power dynamic where the protective U.S. hen
takes care of her helpless Pan-American chicks. In another reprinted Bernal caricature,
Hitler and Guring are shown gazing at a Pan-American cactus [Figure 4.5]. The United
States is represented as a flower blooming atop the cactus protected by a thorny block of
Latin American cactus leaves. Life magazine implied that Latin American countries, as
the prickly cactus leaves, played a natural supporting role in protecting the “desirable”
U.S. flower. The caricatures Bernal published in Mexico for a Mexican magazine, and a
Mexican audience, were more complex and ambiguous in their undertones of the
hegemonic relationship between the United States and Latin America than his
propaganda for the OCIAA.
While Bernal’s caricatures had hegemonic undertones, his propaganda cartoons
avoided this power dynamic in favor of Pan-American message of unity. For example,
Bernal’s “Como Un Solo Hombre” (As One Man) poster featured a stylized, white and
grey silhouette of a serviceman, holding a rifle, with legs emerging from South America
and North America as he faces west, presumably guarding against threats from the
Pacific theater [Figure 4.6]. Although only a silhouette, the muscular upper body of the
serviceman—the broad shoulders and chest, and brawny arms—is well-defined in the
poster, which suggests he is either shirtless or in an undershirt. The serviceman’s stance,
posture and rifle conveyed a sense of strength, vitality and heroism.
This depiction of the male body was part of the broader imagery used by the
United States to comprise the wartime body politic. Scholar Christina Jarvis has argued
that in the wartime body politic “the most visually important and most symbolic parts of
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Figure 4.6 A man bearing a rifle emerges from the Americas. Source: Antonio Arias Bernal
for the OCIAA, “Como Un Solo Hombre (As One Man),” circa 1941-1945, Hennepin
County Library, Minneapolis, Minnesota. Local identifier, mpw00448.
the male body were the arms and the chest.”44 The heroism attached to the muscular
upper body, Jarvis demonstrates, grew out of contemporary ideals of bodybuilding, and
the heroism embodied by comic book superheroes.45 However, the silhouette in the
“Como Solo Un Hombre” poster does not have an exaggeratedly muscular upper body
that is disproportionate to the lower body. Rather, his lower body is proportional to his
upper body and communicates an equally important message of Pan-American unity.
The serviceman’s stance—one leg of North America and the other leg of South
America—is a visual representation of the poster’s tagline, “As One Man.” The
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serviceman’s trunk-like legs, with no visible feet, emphasize his deep roots in both
continents of the Americas. Painted in the same colors as the earth, the serviceman
appears to be emerging out of the Americas—he is literally from the soil of the Americas.
The silhouette evades individualizing the serviceman along the lines of race or ethnicity
in an effort to encourage the “one man” unity of the Americas against foreign influence.
The OCIAA poster thus reflected U.S. foreign policies, such as the Monroe Doctrine and
the Good Neighbor Policy, aimed at protecting their sphere of influence in the western
hemisphere. By projecting an image of the Americas as “one man” fighting against Axis
influence, the OCIAA identified Latin American countries, especially Mexico, as
partners in the Allied effort.
The OCIAA poster “La Union Es La Fuerza” (Unity is Strength) illustrated the
centrality of Mexico to the Allied war effort [Figure 4.7]. In the foreground, the leaders
of the Axis powers—Mussolini, Hitler and Hirohito—register concern and fear at the
sight of a Mexican worker shaking hands with a U.S. combat soldier in front of industrial
factories billowing smoke. Both the Mexican worker and the U.S. soldier are shown
from the waist up, shirtless, with bulging biceps and broad chests. Their muscular
physiques symbolize the strength and vitality of the Mexican and U.S. nations. The Axis
powers, the poster suggests, feared the strength of a Mexico-U.S. union. In this way, the
OCIAA directly connected Mexico to the war effort. Without unity between these two
countries, the United States and its allies risked victory.
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Figure 4.7 The three Axis leaders—Mussolini, Hitler and Hiroshito—react with concern
when a U.S. soldier shakes hands with a Mexican worker. Source: Antonio Arias Bernal for
the OCIAA, “La Union Es La Fuerza” (Unity is Strength), no date, United States Library of
Congress.
Like the propaganda aimed at U.S. citizens, this OCIAA poster reinforces the
notion that the strength of the Allied effort depended on the moral exchange between
citizen-worker and soldier. The industrial smokestacks billowing in front of these men
shaking hands reinforce the associations between war production, the Mexican worker,
and the combat soldier. It was their unity that supplied the United States war machine
with war workers, war materials, and mechanized combat soldiers.
Railroad bracero Bernardino Vilchis César argued that he and other braceros were
conscious of how important the alliance between the United States and Mexico was to the
Allied powers. César claimed that he had a “moral obligation to help out in anyway,
because for each soldier that left the United States, [he] would be in the fields or on the
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Figure 4.8 Office of War Information propaganda poster distributed to communicate the
importance of Pan-American unity to victory. Source: Leon Helguera, Americans all, let's fight
for victory : Americanos todos, luchamos por la victoria. Accessed February 20, 2012. (Washington
D.C.: UNT Digital Library) http://digital.library.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metadc426/.
railroad, or in the workshops, or wherever necessary, because that was his idea of
cooperation.”46 César’s oral testimony, in conjunction with the “La Union es La Fuerza”
poster demonstrates that the U.S. home front extended beyond its citizenry, and its
geopolitical borders. The railroad bracero played a vital role in the Pan-American home
front.
The United States government had to not only convince Mexico, but also the
American public, that an alliance was vital to victory. In a propaganda poster distributed
by the U.S. Office of War Information (OWI), for example, two arms extend into the air
waving hats [Figure 4.8]. One hand holds a Mexican sombrero, and the other an Uncle
Sam hat. The poster had a tagline in both English and Spanish, which read “Americans
46
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All, Let’s Fight For Victory” and “Americanos Todos, Luchamos Por La Victoria.”47
Like the OCIAA posters, the OWI communicated the importance of unity along the lines
of Pan Americanism. Regardless of nationality, the people of Mexico and the United
States were Americans fighting for the common cause of victory. The OWI’s emphasis
on Pan Americanism paralleled the imagery it used to signify the United States’ “unity
built on diversity.”48 Although the symbolic male combat soldier often appeared to be
fair-skinned (white), the OWI also promoted images of racially diverse Americans and
non-citizens working together to win the war.49 Moreover, the message supported intraethnic unity among Mexican nationals and Mexican Americans. The promises of
economic and health security guaranteed through the bracero contract, historian Matthew
García argues, made Mexican Americans resentful of the bracero’s participation in
American workplace. Mexican Americans saw themselves as struggling with fair
employment and job discrimination, while braceros received the protection from the U.S.
and Mexican governments.50 The depiction of both an American and a Mexican waving
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their hats in the air suggests that cooperation between the Mexican and U.S. nations was
necessary for the war effort.
Local newspapers featuring stories about railroad braceros also engendered a
sense of unity between Mexico and the United States. For instance, on April 8, 1944, the
Wilmington Journal—Evening Journal published an article about braceros who had
arrived in Wilmington, Delaware to “lend a hand” to the Pennsylvania Railroad. The
article described these men as having come to alleviate the labor shortage, and as such,
were “serving the public in a highly important capacity.” The presence of these men in
the United States, the article contended, was perhaps even more important for what they
would “learn about their new neighbors.” The article continued:
If [braceros] obtain a good impression—and there is no reason to fear they
may not—they can be instrumental upon their return to their homes in
promoting friendly relations between our country and theirs. As they have
come from a friendly country they have reason to believe they are
welcome.
The article not only informed the community that Mexican men had arrived to work on
the Pennsylvania. It strongly encouraged the community to take an active role in
affecting foreign relations. By treating Mexican workers with respect, the Wilmington
community shaped how braceros would remember America when they returned to
Mexico.
Railroad braceros too shaped the outcome of diplomatic relations between the
United States and Mexico both while at home and abroad. Letters between loved ones in
Mexico and railroad braceros in the United States forged familial ties across the border,
and allowed for news about braceros experiences to be sent back to Mexico. Jesus Ponce
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de Leon, a railroad bracero working in Bensenville, Illinois, recalled that the railroad
company censored the braceros’ mail because the government “only wanted us to say
good things about the United States.” De Leon continued,
They told me to please take out the parts in my letter where I said I was
being discriminated against. It was something I had to do because the
Mexican government had decided to help the United States with us, as
soldiers, doing nothing but work….We had to keep everything a secret. It
was very strict.51
Much like the soldiers on the front line, De Leon had an obligation to keep morale high in
Mexico about the bracero program. If the Mexican people heard about the discrimination
faced by braceros, then there would be (even more) resistance against Mexico’s alliance
with the United States.
Railroad bracero Agustín Bautista, however, explained that the need to censor
bracero letters was also a matter of international security. While working on the tracks,
Bautista and other braceros would see trains transporting war materials and troops. The
transportation of war materials was vital war information that the U.S. and Mexican
governments wanted to keep secret.52 The Mexican government, therefore, had to make
sure that braceros were not sending “gossip on the war” to Mexico.53 As a result, the
letters sent to, and sometimes from Mexico, Bautista said, would arrive “revised and
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chopped up.”54 The United States’ endeavor to forge and maintain a Pan-American
alliance required not only the cooperation of state officials, but also of citizens at the
local level as well. The censorship of bracero letters, state officials and railroads
believed, promoted support for the bracero program in both countries, and served to
control the flow of war information.
Similar to the OWI, the OCIAA also sought to convince the American public that
Spanish-speaking peoples played a vital role in the U.S. home front. In August 1944, for
instance, the OCIAA published a pamphlet entitled “Spanish-speaking Americans in the
War: The Southwest.” Written in both English and Spanish, the pamphlet included
photographs of Spanish-speaking Americans fighting in combat, working in ship yards,
mining for coal, and flying combat missions. These “Spanish-speaking Americans,” the
pamphlet indicates, “found a place in these front line industries of modern war.” The
images and accompanying captions told a story of courage, heroism, and sacrifice. For
example, Private Lara received the Soldier’s Medal of Valor for rescuing two soldiers
from a burning plane; and First Lieutenant Roger Vargas earned five honors, including a
purple heart for his wounds in battle. If there was any doubt about Spanish-speaking
Americans’ contributions to the war, this pamphlet strove to erase it.55
Upon first glance, the soldiers and workers depicted in the photographs appear to
be U.S. citizens who speak Spanish. A set of images and text highlighting braceros’
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contribution to the Allied war effort, however, indicates that “Americans” is being used
broadly to incorporate not only U.S. citizens, but also Mexican citizens.
The pamphlet’s message of Pan-American unity was undergirded by a photograph
of U.S. President Roosevelt and Mexican President Camacho shaking hands and offering
encouraging words on the U.S.-Mexico alliance. President Roosevelt was quoted as
saying, “We know that the day of exploitation of the resources and the people of one
country for the benefit of any group in another is definitely over.” The United States and
Mexico, according to Roosevelt, were engaged in an equal partnership. The quote by
President Camacho chosen to accompany President Roosevelt’s words identified the
reasons for Mexico’s alliance with the United States:
The arduous and noble problem faced by democracies is that we need to
overcome nazi-fascism, without abandoning what we are, to annihilate
oppression with freedom, to annihilate autarchy with the fusion of
interests, to annihilate the economy directed by a despot with a
coordinated economy of nations, and to annihilate the unified action of a
tyrant with another much more difficult unity, which must come from, and
is inspired by, the people.56
Forging an economic relationship with the United States, President Camacho argued,
would not alter the character of the Mexican nation. Rather, it would display Mexico’s
commitment to the preservation of democracy and freedom. Camacho framed the
characteristics of the Axis nations (nazism and fascism) in opposition to those of
democratic nations, like Mexico. Freedom eliminated oppression; democracy trumped
autarchy; and coordinated democratic economies prevailed over the economy of tyrants.
56
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It was only through unity that democratic nations could defeat the Axis powers. Whereas
the Axis powers demanded unity from its people, the democratic nations could only
cultivate unity if it came from, and was inspired by, the will of the people. In order to
demonstrate its true democratic character, Mexico had to align itself with other
democratic nations, like the United States, that sought to annihilate tyranny of the Axis
powers.
These two strong messages conveyed by the Mexican and U.S. presidents
encouraged members of both nations that an alliance of democratic nations was
necessary, and that such an alliance was based on reciprocal exchanges. Within the
context of the “Good Neighbor” alliance, the United States was not taking advantage of
Mexican labor to assuage its manpower shortage. Rather, braceros represented a means
by which Mexico was contributing to the Allied war effort and the Pan-American home
front. Braceros were not merely wage workers; they were soldiers of production.
III. Soldados del Ferrocarril/Railroad Soldiers: Railroad Braceros in the
Pan-American Home Front
As part of the Pan-American home front, railroad braceros played a significant
role in war mobilization. Like U.S. railroad workers, Mexican railroad workers laboring
abroad in the United States were transformed into railroad soldiers, or soldiers of
production. In contrast to U.S. citizen-workers, though, Mexican citizen-workers did not
have pre-existing ties to U.S. combat soldiers. Apart from existing social networks, the
U.S. citizen-worker and the U.S. combat soldier shared a sense of U.S. nationalism that
was heightened throughout the war. Transforming braceros into railroad soldiers
required U.S. railroad companies to place special emphasis on Pan-American unity. The
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relationship between the bracero and the U.S. combat soldier was given meaning through
the alliance of their two countries. A bracero’s moral attachment to a combat soldier
could only be forged if the bracero understood the soldier’s fight to be his fight as well.
U.S. propaganda had to tie the efforts of braceros to U.S. combat soldiers against the
backdrop of racial warfare in the United States. In particular, the outbreak of the Zoot
Suit Riots in early June 1943 pitted the U.S. combat soldier against Mexican Americans,
and African Americans, wearing zoot suits. For several weeks, a mob of 1,000 white
American servicemen, carrying clubs as weapons and weighted ropes, raided the local
hangouts of zoot-suiters to shout racial slurs and physically assault Mexicans, women and
children alike. The Zoot Suit Riots, catalyzing race riots across the nation, made frontpage news in the United States and Mexico, increasing the need for propaganda to
encourage the braceros, and the Mexican public, that they had an obligation as America’s
good neighbor, to support the U.S. combat soldiers.57
In an effort to encourage braceros to think about the war as Mexico’s war, the
OCIAA distributed an estimated 4,500 copies of the “Spanish-speaking Americans in the
War” pamphlet, enough for each bracero, to the Pennsylvania Railroad in the August
1944.58 In addition to photographs of Spanish-speaking U.S. citizens, the pamphlet made
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Figure 4.9 Braceros arriving in Colorado during the Spring of 1943. Written in chalk on the
railroad car is “de las democracias sera la Victoria,” which translates as, “victory will come
from the democracies.” Source: “Spanish-Speaking Americans in the War: The Southwest,”
August 1944, box 809, The Pennsylvania Railroad Collection, Personnel Department, vol 10,
Personnel Department Office Files, RG 14, Hagley Library and Archives.
the relationship between the combat soldier and the industrial worker clear, stating,
“these soldiers and this worker are as one.”59 Without the labor of Mexican workers in
the fields and in the factories, the pamphlet argued, the combat soldier would be unable
to successfully complete his job on the front line. Victory over the Axis also required
Pan-American unity. “Here, across our border,” the pamphlet declared, “is an example of
the collaboration on which final victory must rest.”60
The association between victory, unity and a mobilized Pan-American home front
was embodied by a photograph of braceros aboard a train to the United States. Written in
chalk on the side of the railroad car was a large “V” and the message, “victory will come
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from the democracies” [Figure 4.9].61 Linking the combat soldier and the Mexican
worker, the pamphlet suggested, was their fight for democracy and freedom.62 This
message was reinforced by the words of President Camacho and President Roosevelt,
who reminded braceros of their vital role in the war. Without braceros, democratic
nations risked annihilation at the hands of tyrants.
Other railroad companies such as the Southern Pacific Railroad encouraged
Mexican guest workers to think about their work as war work. The October 1943 issue
of the Southern Pacific Bulletin, written in English and Spanish, featured an homage to
braceros working for the Southern Pacific’s rail lines in the Pacific region [Figure 4.10].
Dominating the front cover is a black-and-white photograph of what appears to be
more than twenty workers, posed near some tracks, holding a U.S. flag and a Mexican
flag. The men appear jubilant as they smile, wave their hats in the air, and flash the
iconic V-for-victory sign at the camera. Written across the bottom of the photograph is
¡Victoria! (Victory!). The photograph advertises the braceros’ strong sense of
enthusiasm for the war effort and cooperation with the United States.
The first article of the Bulletin entitled “A Tribute to our Mexican railroaders”
dedicated the issue “to the thousands of Mexican patriots who have left their homes and
families to come to work on track maintenance gangs of the Southern Pacific as their
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Figure 4.10 Railroad braceros employed by the Southern Pacific Railroad pose for the
camera, waving their hats and flashing the iconic V-for-victory sign. Source: Southern
Pacific Bulletin, October 1943, box 17, Ernesto Galarza Collection, M0224, Dept. of Special
Collections, Stanford University Libraries, Stanford, Calif.
contribution to the United Nation’s war against the Axis.”63 Since Mexico did not
support the Allied war effort with combat soldiers, railroad braceros symbolized the
Mexican state’s contribution to mobilizing the Pan-American home front. Mexican guest
workers helped to maintain uninterrupted railroad service, which was essential for
transporting the necessary war materials, food and troops to the war front.
The Southern Pacific’s Bulletin explicitly referred to its Mexican railroaders as
“soldados del ferrocarril,” or railroad soldiers. Accompanying this headline are seven
63
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photographs of railroad braceros, who worked for the Southern Pacific in Roseville, Los
Angeles, Portland, and Oakland. The most striking photograph is that of at least nineteen
braceros standing at attention with railroad shovels poised over their left shoulder as if
they were soldiers bearing rifles [Figure 4.11]. Southern Pacific Superintendent J.J.
Jordan further likened the railroad bracero to the combat soldier when he gave a speech
to braceros, stating “in coming to this country you resemble my children and the children
of many other Americans who have gone to the front lines of war.”64 If the railroad
workplace represented the front lines of war, the railroad bracero was the soldier charged
to protect it. Transforming railroad braceros into railroad soldiers, however, required
more than a staged photograph.

Figure 4.11 Soldados del ferrocarril/Railroad Soldiers. Source: Southern Pacific Bulletin,
October 1943, box 17, Ernesto Galarza Collection, M0224, Dept. of Special Collections,
Stanford University Libraries, Stanford, Calif.
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The Southern Pacific and Mexican consuls took advantage of Mexico’s
Independence Day on September 16, 1943 to imbue railroad work with notions of
soldiering, nationalism and unity.65 In a message of appreciation to railroad braceros,
Southern Pacific President A.T. Mercier stated, “You are in this country today helping
protect the freedom of both this country and yours. This is to convey my sincere
salutations to you all on your Independence Day which we are celebrating in the best of
all possible ways, working for freedom.”66 Even though railroad braceros did not get the
day off, Mercier argued, they had the opportunity to celebrate their independence by
working on the tracks to fight for freedom.
At the Southern Pacific’s labor camp in San Francisco, Mexican consul Antonio
Schmidt similarly highlighted the crucial role railroad braceros played in the fight for
victory. Schmidt encouraged braceros to continue working hard so that “our brothers and
our neighbors in the armed forces do not sacrifice their blood in vain.” Railroad
braceros’ contribution to the war, Schmidt argued, did not only have a direct effect on
combat-soldiers; it also shaped how the world viewed Mexico as a nation. Schmidt told
braceros:
From everywhere I have heard about the admirable work that you are
doing on U.S. railroads, as representatives of our country. And all of you
are helping Mexico to fulfill its promise of cooperation until victory is
achieved.67
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Railroad braceros were not just workers; they were good-will ambassadors of Mexico.
By working hard, railroad braceros earned esteem both for, and from, their country.
Schmidt also admitted that without the assistance of its citizen-workers, Mexico could
not fulfill its agreement to assist the Allied war effort. This sentiment echoed President
Camacho’s earlier statement to the Mexican people that an economic collaboration
among the democratic United Nations would be unsuccessful unless their citizenry
morally supported the alliance and war mobilization.

Figure 4.12 The Santa Fe propaganda poster proclaims that railroad braceros are playing a
vital role in the war. Source: Santa Fe Railroad poster, no date, box 3886, Department of
State, RG 59, National Archives, College Park.
Ernesto Galarza Collection, M0224, Dept. of Special Collections, Stanford University Libraries, Stanford,
Calif. My translation: “En todas partes he oído hablar del admirable trabajo que estan haciendo en las vías
del ferrocarril en representatción de nuestro país. Y están ustedes ayudando a México a cumplir su
promesa de colaborar hasta alcanzar la victoria.”
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The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad took a similar approach in
encouraging its Mexican workers to have a moral attachment to the war, and by
extension, their work. In the summer of 1944, the Santa Fe placed a poster in the bunk
houses of Mexican labor camps at various locations along Santa Fe rail lines [Figure
4.12]. The Santa Fe “felt that such a poster would appeal to the Mexicans and would
show them the contribution they are making to the war effort.”68 Printed on the bottom
half of the 8x10 poster, near criss-crossed U.S. and Mexican flags, is the main message to
railroad braceros:
Si-Si-Señores, this is your war, too! Mexico, our good neighbor, is in this
war. Your work in the United States alongside your North American
compatriots, is a major contribution to final victory! The Sante Fe salutes
the Mexican Nationals working on our railroad for joining American
workers in our fight for freedom.69
The Santa Fe reminded braceros that they were not simply laboring abroad to help the
United States fight a war. Rather, Mexico and the United States were in the war together.
Working alongside other American compatriots, railroad braceros helped to mobilize the
home front for victory against the Axis. Like the Southern Pacific, the Santa Fe was
appreciative of braceros’ hard work.
The black and white photograph above this message evoked a strong association
between warfare and the railroad workplace. Sitting in a foxhole, several soldiers focus
their attention on wounded compatriots. Two medics tending to a soldier are featured in
68
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the foreground of the photograph, one holding up an intravenous bag and the other
treating a soldier’s wounds. Another wounded soldier is lying in the background, the
majority of his body covered by a blanket. The photograph conveys multiple messages.
First, it demonstrates that the soldiers on the front lines are often in vulnerable positions,
and therefore, need the support of the home front. Second, it draws an overt parallel
between railroad workers and combat soldiers. Like U.S. soldiers, Mexican men left
home to fight for freedom in a dangerous environment that could result in injury or death.
Railroad braceros and U.S. soldiers, the poster implied, shared a defining characteristic—
the willingness to sacrifice body for democracy and freedom.
Yet physical sacrifices did not fit so neatly into the railroad soldier motif. An
injured worker, the Southern Pacific noted, compromised the war effort and more broadly
contravened the purpose of the guest worker program. During the Mexican
Independence Day celebration in 1943, Superintendent J.J. Jordan told railroad braceros
“you be careful in your work so as to not suffer any injury, this is our plea to you, for
every moment that you dedicate to work puts us that much closer to victory, for which
Mexico, the United States, and our allies fight.”70 While Jordan acknowledged the
dangerous nature of railroad work, he stressed the importance of remaining able-bodied
for the sake of achieving victory. Railroad braceros had been recruited as temporary
workers with the specific purpose of contributing their labor to the home front. When a
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bracero sustained an injury, Jordan suggested, war transportation, and victory more
broadly, were compromised.71
While the railroad soldier motif privileged physical sacrifice, railroad companies
also recognized that the bracero had to deal with the emotional strain of being thousands
of miles from their homes.72 Just like the combat soldiers in the Santa Fe poster, the
railroad bracero had to make the necessary emotional sacrifice of leaving behind family
and loved ones in the fight for freedom. Speaking on behalf of the Southern Pacific,
Jordan contended “our desire is that you can be happy and satisfied during your time as a
railroad worker, because like any other employee, you are integral to railroad service, and
your fellow American workers recognize the merit of the work you are doing.”73
The emotional component of sacrifice may not have been a prominent theme in
the railroad soldier motif, but it was a very tangible consequence of the guest worker
program that railroad companies had to contend with on a daily basis. By making
explicit connections between railroad work, war production and the combat soldier
through war propaganda, U.S. railroad companies hoped to boost workers’ morale and
labor production.
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IV. Railroad Braceros: Discourses of Sacrifice, Obligation and Family
How did braceros react to the martial rhetoric and patriotic speeches? Unlike the
Office of War Information, railroad companies and the Railroad Retirement Board do not
appear to have conducted surveys to investigate the morale among railroad braceros.74 A
series of audio recorded oral history interviews—supported by the Smithsonian National
Museum of American History and a consortium of institutions in 2005 and 2006—with
former braceros offer a rare window into how workers responded to the railroad soldier
propaganda. An examination of these oral histories reveals that braceros selectively
appropriated themes from the martial rhetoric, such as sacrifice and obligation, to make
sense of their experiences. More often than not, Mexican men identified being away
from family and country as their ultimate sacrifice; a sacrifice that was necessary to
improve the quality of life for their families [emphasis mine].
When Mexico agreed to allow the United States to recruit Mexican men as
“railroad soldiers” in the bracero program, the railroad soldier metaphor was almost
immediately lost in translation. Catalyzing this confusion was the wartime political
culture touted by the United States in Latin America that promoted Pan-American unity
through the image of a one-man soldier.
Rumors spread quickly throughout Mexico that the United States was recruiting
Mexican men for the military, under the false pretense that they would be contract
laborers. “We didn’t really know what the United States wanted with braceros,” former
railroad bracero Sebastian Sauceda recalled. “Some people,” Sauceda continued, “said
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that braceros were meant to work the harvest or on the tracks, and others said that
braceros were going to be sent to fight in the war.”75 These rumors, Roberto Heynes
Garcia contended, kept him and his friends from applying for the bracero program. The
images of “Germans killing lots of people” that Garcia and his friends saw in the movie
theater reinforced their fears of being conscripted. Garcia continued, “once we saw that
Mexican men were returning from work in the United States with money, we said ‘let’s
go!’”76 Braceros returning from the United States served not only as ambassadors, but
also as living testimony that the bracero program existed to recruit Mexican men to work,
not to join the military.
The overwhelming presence of wartime imagery and nationalism contributed to
the rumors surrounding the bracero program. Miguel Arroyo Castillo recalls that when
he boarded the train to the United States, “they gave everyone a small Mexican flag, and
all the families cried because they thought we were going to war.” Castillo and others
were told by people in the crowd, “no, you all are going to the war…you all don’t
understand, they are going to prepare you first in the United States.”77
These rumors derived from the martial imagery and the apparent lack of
transparency concerning the transportation of braceros. After being selected for the
program, braceros did not know where, or for whom, they would be working once they
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arrived in the United States. The train also made several stops along the way, at which
point railroad labor agents asked for several volunteers to get off the train to start their
work.78 For instance, when Ceferino Palomares Mar signed his labor contract, he was
placed on a train full of braceros without any further information. “It never occurred to
me to ask, ‘where, and in what [industry] will we be working?,’” Mar recounts.79 It was
not until Mar and other braceros arrived at the offices of the Pennsylvania Railroad
Company that they were informed about where they would be living, and the type of
work they would be performing.80
In some instances, Mexican men were also transported in military vehicles. When
Juan Sanchez Abasta and twenty other braceros were transferred from Washington to
North Dakota, they alighted from the train in North Dakota and were shuffled into
government trucks. Abasta recounted, “when we saw the government trucks covered
with green tarpaulin, we thought for a moment that we were being taken to the war.”81
As the government trucks arrived at a railroad building, Abasta realized that they were
meeting with their new employer. Even after Abasta had been working for several
months in Washington, the fear of being sent to war still lingered.
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Salvador Esparza Carreno, on the other hand, discounted the rumors from the
onset. Carreno argued, “Why would they want us? For [war] it is best to recruit people
who are prepared; we were going to work.”82 The transnational wartime imagery proved
to confuse more than convince the people of Mexico that Mexican men joining the
bracero program would be like railroad soldiers. Part of this confusion more than likely
stemmed from the fact the wartime imagery of railroad soldiers was intended to help
workers visualize themselves as directly participating in the war. If railroad workers
appeared to be performing labor in a warlike environment, it is easy to see how people
might assume that Mexican men were being recruited to fight on the front lines.
While U.S. propaganda emphasized that braceros were lending a helping hand in
the war, most braceros maintained a tenuous relationship between their work and the war
effort. For instance, on August 27, 1944, The New York PM newspaper published an
article on the “Mexicans in Babylon” that captured the life of braceros on a Long Island
Railroad labor camp in Babylon, New York. The article featured railroad bracero Elias
Romo Torres, who acted as the spokesman for all the braceros. When the interview
asked Torres why the braceros had signed up to work in the United States, a railroad
official immediately cut in to ask Torres “if it wasn’t because the men knew labor was
scarce in the United States and wanted to help the war effort?” Looking at the ground,
Torres replied “sure…some of our boys would even like to go to fight overseas.”83 That
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Torres responded to the question with eyes to the ground and in the presence of a railroad
official strongly suggests that his response was not entirely sincere. The railroad official
overtly encouraged Torres and other braceros to think about their decision to labor abroad
in terms of an obligation to their northern neighbors. Torres went so far as to claim that
braceros desired to fulfill an even greater obligation to fight on the front lines as
soldiers.84
Former bracero Manuel Sandoval, on the other hand, argued that braceros had
gone to the United States to help with the labor shortage, but not necessarily the war
effort. With many of the American railroad men gone to war, Sandoval explained, the
United States had to find someone to take their place. “It was the bracero,” Sandoval
states, “who went to fill these jobs in order to help the United States proceed with its way
of life, its way of being. We saw ourselves as essential to supporting the life of the
United States.”85 For Sandoval, the central role of the braceros was to assuage the labor
shortage brought on by the war. Rather than describing a connection to the soldiers,
Sandoval argued for the bracero’s connection to the American way of life which their
labor provisioned.
Much like Sandoval, railroad bracero Crisostomo Luna del Angel did not forge a
connection to the combat soldier. For del Angel, the bracero program offered him the
opportunity to travel to the United States and cultivate a network so that he could
84
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continue his education in the United States. Del Angel recalled, “I thought if I could
make connections in the United States, and go to school [there], that I could fulfill my
dream.”86 It was during his employment with the Southern Pacific Railroad in Tempe,
Arizona, that del Angel began to make connections through a local Presbyterian Church.
After his contract expired, del Angel returned to Mexico, applied for his visa, and
returned to the United States to attend school in Illinois. In recounting his experience as
a bracero, del Angel described his daily routine of laboring on the tracks as nothing more
than wage work. The ultimate use of his labor for the war effort did not seem to be
important to del Angel.
While these former braceros had established a weak connection between their
labor and the war effort, other railroad braceros like Bernardino Vilchis César had been
transformed into railroad soldiers. Recall that César felt braceros had been made a
promise that because of their hard work and sacrifice as railroad soldiers, they would be
given veterans’ benefits. Cesar’s sense of entitlement may have derived from the fact
that railroad companies, on the basis of a gentleman’s agreement, provided braceros with
death benefits.87
Railroad bracero death benefits are reminiscent of the death benefits extended to
soldiers. These benefits were meant to engender peace of mind for men serving in
dangerous environments. In the event of death from any cause (occupational or
personal), a railroad company paid up to $130 in funeral expenses, and $150 to the next
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of kin.88 The railroad bracero indicated a next of kin and his or her contact information
when he signed the labor contract. A bracero’s death required the railroad company to
make contact with the local undertaker and funeral parlor, a number of state agencies in
the United States, and the next of kin. Several other U.S. state agencies such as the War
Manpower Commission and the USES contacted the necessary agencies in Mexico.
Within the context of the railroad soldier motif, death signified the ultimate
sacrifice in the railroad soldier motif. Like the fallen combat-soldiers, the deceased
railroad bracero was buried in a foreign country, far from his family.89 The death of a
bracero in the United States, however, sometimes allowed for fellow workers and
members of the community to take part in the funeral rites. On November 7, 1943,
railroad bracero Salome Lopez Rodríguez was struck and killed by a train near Madison
Station, Ohio. The Mexican Consul in Cleveland and one hundred fellow braceros
attended the Catholic mass and funeral for Rodríguez on November 9. Rodríguez was
buried at St. Mary’s Cemetry in Painesville, Ohio.90 In another instance, thirty-five
railroad braceros and local Mexican families attended the Catholic mass and funeral for
Pablo Ramirez Castaneda, who had been hospitalized for two months since the day of his
arrival.91
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While the railroad soldier motif foregrounded physical sacrifice, railroad braceros
identified separation from family as their ultimate sacrifice. Mexican men had been
transported thousands of miles away from their country and families without knowing
where they were going, or what work they would be doing. By the time braceros arrived
at their place of employment, several weeks had passed since they left their homes in
Mexico. Families in Mexico, meanwhile, waited even longer to receive any information
about their whereabouts. The scarcity of phones in Mexico, and inaccessibility to
braceros in remote locations, made letter writing braceros’ best option for communicating
with their families in Mexico. The mobility demanded of railroad workers, however,
often severely delayed letters.
An even greater obstacle in communication was the fact that many braceros were
illiterate. If braceros wanted to write a letter home, they would have to find someone in
town that could transcribe messages for them, or they would ask a fellow worker with
writing skills to help. For instance, railroad bracero Villagran, employed by the Southern
Pacific in Bakersfield, California, assisted most of his fellow workers in writing letters
home. Because these men did not have experience in writing prose, they asked Villagran
to write elaborate letters to their loved ones.92
The saddest aspect of the bracero program for these men, Villagran recounted,
was when they did not receive letters from home. Braceros would start to wonder, “what
happened to my wife? Did she find someone else? Why isn’t she writing? Is she
92
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Figure 4.13 Unidentified bracero says goodbye to his two children and wife at Buena Vista
Station in Mexico City. Most braceros joined the bracero program as way of providing for
their families. Photo taken by Los Hermanos Mayos, ca 1943.
sick?”93 As a result, some braceros requested a termination of contract, or a leave of
absence, so that they could return home and take care of family.94
The pain of separation from family was exacerbated when a bracero suffered from
an injury or illness. In May 1945, Villagran was using a sledgehammer to hit a spike
when it fell to the side and he crushed his foot. During his three-month stay in the
hospital, Villagran was told that he probably had gangrene, and that they might have to
cut off his foot or leg. Villagran took comfort from the letters he exchanged with his
fiancée in Mexico. Even though he wanted to return home to be with his family,
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Villagran decided to stay in the United States to fulfill his goal of earning enough money
to marry his fiancée. One month later, the war ended and Villagran headed home,
content with his earnings and excited to be home with his family.95
A railroad bracero’s bodily wounding and pain were experienced not only at the local or
individual level, but also at a transnational level in that it dramatically affected their
families at home. While working on the Southern Pacific Railroad, railroad bracero
Pedro Perez Lira’s handcar derailed, flinging him and several other braceros from the car.
Lira and his wife, Ana Patiño, recalled this experience in the form of a retablo, or a
devotional painting on tin [Figure 4.14]. The purpose of retablo is to offer thanks to
Christ, or a particular saint, for protection during a time of danger or sickness. For a low
cost, the devotee commissions a local street artist to paint a depiction of the event and to
transcribe a description of the religious experience that accompanied the image.96
Lira and Patiño’s retablo captured the horrific scene following the handcar
accident. Two bodies lay strewn, face down, on either side of tracks, surrounded by
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Figure 4.14 A retablo commissioned by former railroad bracero Pedro Perez Lara and his
wife Ana Patiño in July 1952. Retablos are common forms of devotional paintings on tin in
central regions of Mexico to this day. Courtesy of the Division of Home and Community
Life, Bracero History Collection, National Museum of American History, Smithsonian
Institution.
railroad shovels and picks. Standing on the tracks is Pedro Perez Lira. He is looking up
into the sky at a crucifix of Jesus Christ. Underneath the painting is written (in Spanish):
In 1942, finding myself working in the United States on a rail line, the
railroad handcar we were on threw us off and left us injured. I then prayed
to the Lord of Clemencia, as soon as I knew of my husband’s misfortune,
asking that He bring him safely home, and having granted this prayer, I
declare your miracle! R. de Tamayo. July 1952 Pedro Perez Lara y Ana
M Patino97
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A striking feature of the retablo is that a husband and a wife commissioned it. It is more
common for the devotional narrative to have only one voice—the individual experiences
danger, and immediately invokes the protection of Christ or a saint. In this retablo, Pedro
Perez Lira recounts how the accident took place and his wife prays to Christ for her
husband’s good health and safe return home. During the bracero program, the most
prominent theme found in the retablos of Mexican migrants was the issue of health.98 A
vastly underutilized source, retablos offer a window into how braceros experienced injury
through faith.
Moreover, the retablo raises the issue of historical memory. Lira and Patiño did
not offer thanks to Christ in the form of a devotional painting until July of 1952, nearly a
decade after Lira claims to have experienced the handcar accident. Lira recounts that the
injury happened in 1942 a year before the creation of the railroad program. Bracero oral
histories are replete with the testimonies that indicate former braceros had difficulty
situating their experiences temporally. With this in mind, the Division of Community
and Home Life at the Smithsonian identify Lira and Patiño’s retablo as a rare, and
important artifact of railroad bracero history and have made it part of the bracero
collection.99
The story of Ana Patiño was not an exemplary case of the transnational
experience of bracero families. Many wives and children left behind in Mexico remained
luego Sr. de la Clemencia tan pronto llo supe la desgracia de mi Marido que la trajera con bien, y abiendo
concedido esto, hago patento su milagro! R. de Tamayo. Julio de 1952. Pedro Perez Lara y Ana Patiño.”
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concerned about the health and whereabouts of their men. When letters did not arrive
from the United States, family members contacted Mexican consuls, railroad companies
and U.S. agencies inquiring about the their loved ones. On November 10, 1945, Carmen
Cervantes de Robles sent a letter to the Santa Fe railroad that anxiously requested
information about her husband’s accident. Earlier in the month, Robles received a letter
from her hospitalized husband, Hipolito, that she believed indicated some form of mental
derangement.100 Robles wanted to know the state of his health, when he would be
coming home, and if there would be any indemnity. According to the physician’s report,
Hipolito suffered from a skull fracture and two fractured ankles when he wandered into
the street, drunk, and was struck by an Army truck in late August. The company
physician assured Robles that her husband, although sometimes disoriented, would be
transported home following his full recovery.
While Hipolito was in the United States, Robles had to single-handedly care for
her children and family.101 Robles relied on her husband to send home remittances,
which would pay for food, clothing and other household expenses. Because of his
accident and hospitalization, Hipolito had not been earning a wage, and therefore, had not
sent home any money. By inquiring about compensation, Robles acted on behalf of her
husband, who was momentarily incapable of requesting compensation, and providing for
the welfare of her family.102
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María Ascunión Juárez dealt with a similar issue when her husband, a bracero for
the Great Northern Railroad, was involved in an accident that left him hospitalized in
July 1945. After six months in the hospital, Juárez wrote to Mexican President Camacho
to request his assistance in making the journey to visit her husband in Vancouver,
Washington. Juárez claimed that her family had been made “penniless” following her
husband’s accident, and that she believed that she had “a right to travel to be with [her]
husband.”103 Juárez staked her claim for assistance on the basis that she needed to “lend
a hand to her husband.” It may have also been possible that Juárez wanted the
opportunity to either request compensation on behalf of her husband in person, or find
work in the Vancouver area to help support her family while she tended to her husband.
The cases of Juárez and Robles reveal that braceros’ wives took an active role in securing
the welfare of their families and the rights of their husbands to injury compensation. It
was through their status as the wives of braceros, however, that they made these
claims.104
The children of railroad braceros recalled their fathers’ participation in the
program as a sacrifice made for family. María Menchaca was born in November 1942,
several months after her father, Antonio Ortega Estrada, had left for the United States as
an agricultural bracero for six months, and then as a railroad bracero for the duration of
Representative in Mexico, Records of the War Manpower Commission, RG 211, National Archives,
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103
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the war. With ten other siblings, Menchaca says that her father made the decision to
renew his labor contracts in order to provide for his family. Like Estrada, many of the
men in the municipality of Pénjamo, Guanajuato had joined the bracero program, leaving
behind mostly women and children. Mechanca recounts that women in the community
would form groups to help take care of children, while they tried to find extra work in
town just in case their husbands and brothers could not send home money.
The women were also made vulnerable to “mean people” in the community who
ridiculed braceros for leaving behind their families to fend for themselves. In the face of
public criticism, Menchaca knew that “[her] father gone to the United States in search of
a better life for his family.” Mechaca recalls Estrada telling her, “If I had the
wherewithal, I would not leave you all alone to suffer these injustices, and I would be on
the lookout for my family. But, like I have told you, well, it is necessary.”105 Estrada,
like other men in his community, risked ridicule and endured being away from his family
for the chance to provide them with a better life. In Menchaca’s eyes, “[her] father
suffered so that they would never want for food or clothing.”106 And she gave thanks to
God that the United States gave her family the opportunity to eat, and to live.107
Ernesto Espino spoke similarly about his father’s sacrifice as a railroad bracero.
As many former railroad braceros recounted, railroad work was hard labor, and very
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dangerous. Even more difficult that hard labor, Espino argued, was the separation from
family. Espino continued with conviction:
You didn’t just go to suffer through the cold and heat, the hunger, and the
hard work, no. You also suffered from separation. You can’t pay for it
with money. That is something that you don’t get paid to endure. That is
the type of sacrifice that counts.108
Separation, Espino argued, was the hidden cost of being a bracero. The physical work
may have been demanding, but the pain of being separated from family had greater
consequences. It was not just the bracero who suffered, but the family left behind in
Mexico as well. Espino recalls that his father’s brief visits home in between contracts
were filled with tears and happiness, because he brought home money but then had to
leave.109
Even though having a father that was gone for months at a time was difficult for
the family, Espino contends it was necessary to improve their lives. After the bracero
program, his parents moved to Ciudad Juárez, a town that bordered Texas, in order to
facilitate the legal process of becoming residents of the United States. “I am most proud
of my parents;” Espino states, “they left me an inheritance of self-sacrifice.” Like his
father, Espino works hard and “gives [his] life for this country.”110 Espino, however, is
not alone in his pursuit to demonstrate that braceros, and Mexican workers more broadly,
have made great sacrifices for the United States.
In 2002, a team of organizers, coordinators, and former braceros came together to
celebrate and remember the braceros. Luz Maria Ayala and several other women wrote a
108
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corrido that captured the story of the braceros. A corrido is a folk ballad—a narrative
song in verse—used to tell the stories and experiences of the people in an oral
tradition.111 In an interview conducted by the Smithsonian Institution, Luz Maria Ayala
sang a verse from the song, acapella and in Spanish:
I once was a bracero. I am here to tell you a history of fraud and injustice
that nobody can erase. The American government with the Mexican
government made an agreement to contract workers to help with their war.
Such a sad experience needs to remain in history, it’s another struggle of
the people that nobody can erase. They contracted millions to work on the
trains, to work in the fields, they called them braceros. We were soldiers
of the field and also of the railroad. We went looking for work, for a
better future. We left our country and family, leaving behind the woman,
sad and caring for the children, sad was the suffering. They transported us
like beasts in the infernal heat. We slept like animals, dying of hunger and
pain. In this photograph you can see. They stripped us naked to fumigate
us. We were soldiers of the field and also of the railroad. We went
looking for work, for a better future.112
Ayala’s voice conveyed the sadness and pain embedded in the words of the corrido. It is
through this corrido, Ayala explained, that the bracero experience of blood, sweat and
tears can be remembered.
111
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The corrido centers on a debilitating fracture in the soldier motif. The bracero
had been recruited as a soldier of the railroads and the fields to help the United States and
Mexico win the war. Yet almost immediately upon their recruitment braceros were
treated not as soldiers, but like animals. To remember a history of braceros as soldiers is
to elide the injustices faced by braceros as workers on the railroad and in the fields. If the
bracero soldiered, he did so for his family rather than for the U.S. war effort as publicized
by both the U.S. and Mexican states.
Conclusion
Total war demanded a mobilization of all available material and human resources.
Military campaigns abroad could not succeed without the full support of the civilian
population on the home front. The United States government recognized that the home
front, as the social and economic underpinnings of the war machine, extended beyond its
citizenry and borders to encapsulate the western hemisphere. The “U.S. home front” was
in fact the Pan-American home front. Efforts to mobilize the Pan-American home front
thus required the United States to orient its propaganda campaigns toward both U.S.
citizens and Latin American countries, especially Mexico.
Like U.S. railroad workers, railroad braceros were subjected to the propaganda
campaigns of the U.S. government and railroad companies. This propaganda aimed to
boost the morale and labor productivity of workers on the home front by relating railroad
work to warfare. The railroad soldier motif drew on the obligations of citizenship—labor
and military service—and the intricately related discourses of sacrifice and masculinity as
a way of demonstrating that railroad work was a form of soldiering. U.S. men deferred
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from military service, railroad companies argued, could still fulfill their obligation to
country by working on the railroads. The dangers of the railroad workplace and the
manly virtues of hard labor further helped to cement the relationship between railroad
work and warfare.
The railroad soldier motif also accommodated the broader wartime discourse that
promoted a moral exchange between combat soldier and the citizen-worker. Railroad
soldiering was not only a form of military service; it was also a moral obligation to help
the combat-soldier on the home front. The bond of nationalism shared between the U.S.
combat-soldier and the U.S. citizen-worker facilitated this moral exchange.
In contrast to U.S. railroaders, railroad braceros did not have pre-existing
networks that tied them to the combat-soldier. Transforming railroad braceros into
railroad soldiers thus required an emphasis on Pan-American unity as well as discourses
related to citizenship—sacrifice, obligation and masculinity. Railroad braceros
selectively appropriated themes from this martial rhetoric, such as sacrifice and
obligation, to make sense of their experiences. While the railroad soldier motif
privileged physical sacrifice, railroad braceros highlighted the separation from family as
their ultimate sacrifice. The oral history interviews further revealed the ruptures in the
wartime political culture. If the bracero had been recruited as a soldier of the fields and
railroad, the injustices of inhumane treatment and false promises negated the vision of
braceros as heroic soldiers.
In 1944, Ernesto Galarza, the Chief Division of Labor and Social Information at
the Pan-American Union, published a report on bracero morale. According to Galarza,
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braceros complained that there were “too many patriotic speeches and not enough
discussion on the problems.”113 The United States government and railroad companies
used the railroad soldier motif to boost the morale of workers and manage labor
production. This form of surveillance in the workplace, scholar Anthony Giddens
suggests, is a means by which the state and business regulates and circumscribes the
rights of citizens in order to control workers and their demands in the workplace.
Workers, Giddens continues, respond to surveillance through resistance and/or
withdrawal of production.114
As the next chapter reveals, the Mexican state and its citizen-workers contested
the governance of railroad companies, demanding the protection of workers’ health and
body based on their rights as Mexican citizens laboring abroad.115 Braceros felt that their
obligation as Mexican citizens to work hard for the Allied cause was overshadowing their
rights to good housing, food and medical care in the workplace.116 The Mexican railroad
soldier had begun to cultivate a new relationship between his obligation as a Mexican
citizen, and his rights as Mexican citizen laboring abroad.
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Chapter 5
Making Claims to Health Citizenship: Railroad Braceros, Mexican Consuls
and the Limits of Mexican Sovereignty
On July 14, 1945, a New York, Chicago and St. Louis Railroad work truck
carrying Mexican guest worker Hector Huerta Abelard and several other Mexican
workers was involved in a highway accident near Ripley, New York.1 Four hours after
the accident, Abelard visited the company doctor, who identified Abelard’s bruised
forehead and slight cut under the eye as only minor injuries. Abelard filed a health claim
with the New York, Chicago and St. Louis Railroad (commonly referred to as the Nickel
Plate Road) for his injuries and continued to work between July 15 and July 23, during
which time he complained to the foreman that he had been suffering from a headache.
According to the records of the Nickel Plate Road, the foreman sent Abelard to the
hospital in Erie, where x-rays indicated he had a slight skull fracture that had not
impaired his speech or hearing. The Nickel Plate Road offered Abelard $75 in settlement
for his claim, but he refused because he was allegedly still “unable to do track work and
suffer[ed] from spells of dizziness and temporary blindness.”2
In order to obtain a “reasonable settlement” for his injury, Abelard sought the
assistance of Mexican consul Ricardo B. Perez, the Mexican embassy, the Mexican
Ministry of Labor, and two attorneys in Mexico City.3 In early September, the Ministry
1
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of Labor contacted the Nickel Plate Road to inquire if Abelard’s health claim had been
settled and if he had received an indemnity.4 Under the auspice of Mexican consul Perez,
Abelard sought the medical attention of private physicians in Cleveland, who evaluated
and treated his injuries. In addition, a Mexican labor inspector visited Abelard to
document and assess his health claim against the Nickel Plate Road. With the assistance
of Mexican consul Perez, Abelard and the Nickel Plate Road agreed to a settlement claim
of $200.5
The Abelard indemnity case is of interest not only because it highlights bracero
agency in claiming rights to body and health, but also because it demonstrates that the
Mexican state had an interest in protecting the health rights of its citizen-workers
laboring abroad in the American workplace.6 This chapter examines the overlapping
interests of the Mexican state and railroad braceros to participate in the process of health
rights-claiming. On the one hand, railroad braceros demanded the protections guaranteed
to them through the labor contract. If braceros experienced an injury or illness, they
4
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stopped earning a wage and could no longer send remittances to their families. On the
other hand, the Mexican government sought to protect its citizen-workers laboring
abroad. The Mexican state’s interest in this endeavor, however, was inextricably linked
to its own political project to demonstrate its sovereignty, or authority, as a nation-state to
both its citizenry and the U.S. state. The ability of a state to protect its citizens abroad is
a key exercise of sovereignty.7
Both the Mexican government and the railroad bracero sought to maximize
circumstances for their own benefit. While the labor contract was infused with health
rights guaranteed to braceros on the basis of their Mexican citizenship, the international
agreement recognized the Mexican state as an equal partner in the administration of the
program. Both state and citizen-worker regularly relied on the legally binding nature of
these contracts and the broader wartime rhetoric of good neighbor relations in the course
of negotiating health rights.
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I argue that it was through the process of rights-claiming that railroad braceros
and the Mexican state practiced health as a right of Mexican citizenship. The struggles of
the state and citizen-worker to hold American railroads accountable for medical bills,
sanitary housing and accident compensation was indicative of their attempt to make
Mexican citizenship rights meaningful in practice, not just in written law.8 The Mexican
state not only exercised sovereignty over its citizen-workers (by offering protection), it
exercised sovereignty through them (by demonstrating power to the U.S.). And Mexican
workers negotiated the rules of the American workplace in such a way that augmented
state power. When railroad braceros garnered the assistance of the American public, they
underscored the limits of Mexican sovereignty.
I. Mexican Sovereignty and the Suspension of Bracero Recruitment
Under the terms of the railroad bracero program, Mexican railroad guest workers
were entitled to sanitary and hygienic housing facilities equal to that of domestic workers.
The qualification that the sanitary facilities and medical care be not “less favorable than
those provided by the Employer for domestic workers engaged in the same work at the
same place of employment for the same employer,” however, gave railroad companies
some flexibility in that housing and medical care was not standardized across railroad
8
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companies.9 Additionally, the railroad program did not establish a grievance machinery
for railroad workers who had complaints concerning violations by employers. This
proved to be a source of controversy and confusion in the first year of the program.
Railroad companies further sought to avoid potential conflict over comparability with
domestic workers’ treatment by ensuring that Mexican laborers lived and worked in
separate areas. Despite this tactic of separation, Mexican workers voiced complaints to
Mexican consuls and the Ministry of Foreign Labor regarding their poor living conditions
and limited access to medical care. By early August 1943, the situation had reached
critical mass.
The alarming increase in complaints from railroad workers, an estimated 400
within the first three months of the program, led Mexican consuls to initiate dialogues
with War Manpower Commission (WMC) representatives and Mexican officials in
Mexico. On August 5, 1943, Carlos Gutiérrez-Macías, Mexican consul in Salt Lake City,
Utah, wrote to the WMC chief Arthur W. Motley regarding multiple complaints from a
group of railroad braceros, who arrived July 22, to work for the Southern Pacific
Company and Western Pacific Railroad Company. These railroad workers presented
three grievances to Gutiérrez-Macías. First, the sanitary conditions at the labor camps
were “abominable, with an absolute lack of the most important necessary and important
facilities in most of them.” Second, no cooks were provided at these camps, which
means that they were forced to purchase their own groceries and cook their own meals in
the morning and when they returned to camp after ten hours of labor. Third, WMC
9
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representatives in Mexico advised these men that they would be working in a climate
nearer to that of Mexico, but instead they were sent to regions of extreme climate. These
conditions, Gutiérrez-Macías indicated, were causing many workers to request a
cancellation of contract and to be returned to Mexico.10
Earlier in June 1943, Gutiérrez-Macías had received similar concerns from a
group of twenty-three braceros employed by the Southern Pacific Railroad. These men,
stationed at Lucin, Utah, argued that they had been living under extremely unsanitary
conditions with no medical facilities, and no first-aid. They also did not have bathing
facilities, transportation to work, and kitchen facilities or a cook to prepare them meals
before and after work.11 The overwhelming number of complaints from railroad braceros
A War Manpower Commission labor camp inspection report offered a reason for the
overwhelming number of complaints from railroad braceros:
The Mexicans imported under the program are in sharp contrast to most of
the domestic workers whom we have found employed as track laborers.
They are better educated and more citified; they are conscious of their
contractual rights, and it was our observation, less easily satisfied than our
own native workers.12
While the inspection report does not outline a detailed demographic of braceros surveyed,
it does demonstrate that railroad braceros had a broad understanding of their contractual
rights. If U.S. railroad companies thought they would be able to take advantage of
Mexican guest workers, they were mistaken.
10
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Manuel Tello, official mayor of Mexico’s Foreign Affairs, declared that the
multitude of adverse reports documenting the poor treatment of Mexican track workers
had made the Camacho administration strongly consider denouncing the International
Agreement of the bracero program.13 The failure of the Santa Fe Railroad to reconcile
wage differentials between domestic workers and Mexican track workers in the San
Diego, California area served to compound the Mexican state’s frustration with the
administration of the program, and the lack of consideration on the part of employers for
the welfare of Mexican workers.14 Adding to these tensions was the eruption of race
warfare in Los Angeles known as the Zoot Suit Riots. The U.S. government’s inability to
thwart anti-Mexican violence made the Mexican public question the safety of braceros in
the workplace.15 U.S. ambassador George S. Messersmith highly encouraged U.S.
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Secretary of State Cordell Hull to send a high-ranking WMC official with knowledge of
the agreements to travel to Mexico City and participate in a discussion with Tello.16
The WMC, on the other hand, was concerned that the Mexican state did not have
a full understanding of Mexican workers’ daily experiences. The Mexican consuls, the
WMC presumed, were only transmitting information to the Ministry of Labor when
complaints were lodged. The WMC took it upon itself to inform the Ministry of Labor
and other Mexican officials of the many ways railroad companies provided proper
medical care and housing facilities. In one instance, the Southern Pacific submitted a
report on its care for two sick and injured workers—Antonio Cervantes and Daniel
Guerrero Vargas—to the WMC. On August 1, Antonio Cervantes visited the company
physician in Dunsmuir, California. The report stated, “our physician made careful
examination of the patient a few minutes later and attended him until the date of his
death.” The local management in Dunsmuir made contact with the family and secured
arrangement to have Cervantes’ body transported to Mexico.
The report then addressed the case of Daniel Guerrero Vargas, who arrived to the
Dunsmuir camp on July 28 with the symptoms of typhoid fever and was taken to the
Country Hospital at Lompoc. When it was discovered that Vargas did not have typhoid
fever, he was transferred to the Southern Pacific’s hospital where he was diagnosed with
“Rocky Mountain Fever,” a rickettsial illness caused by a bacterium carried by ticks, and
a light case of pneumonia. According to the Southern Pacific’s report, Vargas was
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recovering from his illnesses and would be able to return to work shortly.17 WMC chief
Arthur W. Motley hoped to assuage the Mexican state’s concerns over the poor treatment
of Mexican nationals by sharing with Mexican officials the Southern Pacific’s report
because it showed how, “our railroads are caring for Mexican nationals in cases of
sickness and death.”18
The Mexican state, however, remained unconvinced that its citizen-workers were
being afforded the proper treatment by railroad companies and on August 27, they
suspended the recruitment of track workers until a WMC representative agreed to enter
into further negotiations regarding wages and working conditions.19 The suspension
further included a restriction on the renewal of contracts, which meant railroad
companies would have to repatriate current Mexican contract-laborers when their
contracts expired.
The Mexican state’s action prompted immediate responses from other U.S.
agencies and institutions invested in the manpower situation. Director of the Office of
Defense Transportation (ODT) Joseph Eastman viewed Mexico’s suspension of
recruitment as a matter of serious consequence for the manpower situation, as military
and war production traffic was scheduled to progressively increase in the Western area of
the United States. The Mexican government, Eastman proclaimed, had overreacted to
workers’ complaints regarding rates of pay, and sanitary living conditions given “the fact
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that well defined procedures were set up under the auspices of the War Manpower
Commission for rectifying complaints that had merit.” Eastman insisted that U.S.
Secretary of State Cordell Hull use his “good offices…to persuade the Mexican
government to lift the suspension of recruitment without delay and therefore permit…the
prompt and satisfactory settlement of legitimate complaints by any individual Mexican
worker or group of such workers employed by the railroads in this country.”20
Eastman’s characterization of the three contracts governing the railroad program
as consisting of “well defined procedures” is indicative of most agencies’ and
institutions’ unfamiliarity with the everyday administration of the railroad program.
These contracts painted a broad stroke for the program, but did not initially provide
specific regulations for the program’s administration.21 Most striking is Eastman’s
reference to “legitimate complaints,” which insinuated that Mexican complaints more
often than not lacked merit. While Eastman did not define what he believed to be a
“legitimate complaints,” he did make it clear that the “well-defined procedures” framing
the program’s administration could easily be used to distinguish between an illegitimate
and legitimate complaint. From Eastman’s perspective, the number of (legitimate)
complaints was in reality quite low and the Mexican government’s suspension of
recruitment was seen as a precipitate action.
Eastman further expressed his deep concern over the Mexican government’s
seemingly hasty decision to suspend recruitment for a program that both countries
worked tirelessly to arrange for non-agricultural workers. When American railroad
20
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companies realized they were faced with a severe labor shortage at the onset of the war,
they had to convince the WMC, ODT and American labor unions that temporary
Mexican workers were the most reliable source of labor. The sentiments expressed by
Eastman captures the ways in which the Mexican government’s actions had ruptured the
notion of Mexican workers as the dependable labor supply for U.S. industry.22
Eastman’s plea to U.S. Secretary of State Hull resulted in a series of
conversations held in Mexico City during the second week of September 1943 between
representatives of the Mexican and U.S. governments including: Manuel Tello (official
mayor of the Foreign Office), Luis Padilla Nervo (official mayor of the Labor Ministry),
Adolfo Ruiz Cortinez (official mayor of the Ministry of Gobernacion), Alfonso de la
Huerta (inspector general of Mexican consulates in U.S.), Robert G. McGregor (secretary
of the U.S. Embassy), Arthur W. Motley (WMC), William G. MacLean (Department of
State), and Samuel B. Hough (RRB). Over the course of several days, these
representatives established a grievance machinery that was to be put into effect
immediately. The grievance machinery presupposed that most complaints made by track
workers would be settled in the area they occurred. Mexican consuls would be called in
to participate when questions arose or when complaints could not be settled. If an
understanding was not met locally, then the complaint would be referred to a Regional
Committee composed of representatives from the two governments. The Regional
Committee would be set up in each of the Railroad Retirement Board’s regions in which
non-agricultural Mexican workers were assigned. A Mexican consul, a WMC
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representative and a RRB representative would compose the committee. These
committees were to be established immediately at the headquarters of regions where track
workers were employed such as, San Francisco, Denver, Dallas, Kansas City, Chicago,
Minneapolis and Cleveland.23
Official mayor of the Labor Ministry Luis Padilla also confronted the U.S.
representatives about their practice of shifting accountability for violations of the
International Agreement from the U.S. government to the various railroad agencies
administering the program.24 Padilla asserted that the Mexican government had entered
into an international agreement with the United States government, not the railroad
companies.25 The fact that different U.S. agencies, institutions and companies were in
charge of the program’s operations did not mean that the Mexican government would
treat them as separate entities apart from the U.S. government. For the Mexican
government, Padilla argued, the violation of one agreement raised doubts about the
enforceability of the labor contract and the employer contract.26 In short, the Mexican
government held the United States government accountable for the poor treatment of
railroad braceros.
Although U.S. officials reported that the discussions regarding the reinstatement
of non-agricultural recruitment to be progressing satisfactorily, the Mexican government
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kept the suspension in place because the Foreign Office continued to receive complaints
of unsanitary living conditions, poor food and lack of access to medical services, as well
as complaints of racial discrimination.27 For instance, the Foreign Office received a letter
from thirty-eight braceros, employed by the Texas and Pacific Railway, detailing the
unequal treatment and racial discrimination experienced in Midland, Texas. The men
wrote, “it would be impossible, after what has happened to us, to work with the same
enthusiasm as that with which we began and it would also be impossible to remain longer
in [Midland].”28 The WMC allowed these men to be transferred outside of Texas. To
counter these claims of discrimination and poor working conditions, the October issue of
the Southern Pacific’s Bulletin sought to demonstrate to the Mexican government that
Mexican workers were being treated kindly and lived in comfortable housing.
Photographs depicted the Southern Pacific’s Mexican labor camps as having
“comfortable living quarters and recreation, [which] provide relaxation after hard day’s
work.” Mexican nationals were shown enjoying a game of cards while smoking
cigarettes, and indulging in a “hearty supper in the large dining room29” [Figure 5.1].
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Figure 5.1 “Mexican railroad workers enjoying themselves.” Source: Southern Pacific
Bulletin, October 1943, box 17, Ernesto Galarza Collection, M0224, Dept. of Special
Collections, Stanford University Libraries, Stanford, Calif.
By mid-October 1943, the WMC and other interested U.S. government agencies
were becoming increasingly frustrated with the suspension. ODT director Joseph
Eastman once again pressed the Department of State to convince the Mexican
government to reinstate recruitment on the basis of two facts. First, the United States had
provided Mexico with substantial aid to rehabilitate and improve their railway system
through the program known as the U.S. Railway Mission to Mexico.30 A major objective
of the Railway Mission was to facilitate the movement of much needed raw materials,
such as ore and iron, to the United States. “The railroads of this country,” Eastman
claimed, “have been cooperating wholeheartedly in assisting the rehabilitation program
and now quite naturally feel that the Mexican government should reciprocate by
providing badly-needed workers.” Second, the fact that Mexico and the United States
were allies in the war effort meant that each nation should contribute their resources for
the greater good. The U.S. railway labor shortage was a result of the American men
joining the armed services, therefore Eastman argued, “it is eminently proper…to insist
30
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that the Mexican government aid in filling our needs for workers as part of her
contribution to the common cause.”31 Both U.S. ambassador to Mexico George
Messersmith and Assistant Secretary of State for Latin American Affairs Adolf A. Berle
Jr. were quick to provide the Department of State and ODT with a different perspective
on the Mexican government’s decision to uphold the suspension.
An ardent supporter of the Good Neighbor Policy, ambassador George
Messersmith did not see Mexico’s decision as unreasonably obstinate. The Mexican
government, Messersmith noted, had already shown “a willingness to brave a certain
public sentiment in their own country” regarding the bracero program. Its decision to
suspend recruitment was an attempt to mitigate criticism from its citizenry that the
Mexican government was allowing the United States to take advantage of Mexican
workers. Messersmith asserted, “there is no point on which Mexican public opinion is
more sensitive than that of sovereignty and discrimination.”32 Most recent in the
Mexican public’s memory was the United States’ decision to forcibly remove an
estimated 500,000 Mexican and Mexican Americans alike during the Great Depression.
The Mexican public’s hostility toward the bracero program grew when they
learned of the harsh conditions endured by their fellow citizens laboring abroad. In one
instance, Mexican citizen Angel Arratia wrote an article entitled “How Mexicans are
being treated in the United States,” published in a Mexico City newspaper, El Monitor.
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Arratia described in very strong language, the ill treatment and sufferings of Mexican
nationals at the hands of U.S. employers. Mexican people, Arratia proclaimed, would not
forget the lack of courtesy, rights and justice showed to the bracero.33 In another case,
former railroad bracero Taurino Tallabas Campos (Pacific Fruit Company) was
interviewed for an article that appeared in El Heraldo, a newspaper in San Luis Potosí.
According to Campos, the railroad braceros were being treated like animals and slaves.
He claimed that railroad braceros were denied medical attention, undernourished, and
forced to work when sick. Railroad braceros, Campos indicated, left Mexico with the
hope of earning a wage and helping the war effort, but returned to Mexico maimed,
wounded, and demented.34
Messersmith and Berle aimed to show the WMC that these descriptions of
railroad braceros enduring wretched working conditions, discrimination and
infringements of their rights strongly influenced the Mexican government’s policy toward
the bracero program. By November 1943, Berle had become frustrated with what he
described as the rigid, and unsympathetic approach the Department of State and Office of
Defense Transportation had taken with the Mexican government. These two U.S.
agencies had yet again requested that Berle persuade the Mexican government—on the
grounds of economic imperialism and the Allied effort—to lift the suspension. Berle
responded,
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“we will do what we can. But short of conquering Mexico and
conscripting their nationals, I don’t see quite how we can do more than we
have already done….[The Department of State has], I think, been a little
unreal in not taking the Mexican government seriously, and in believing
that shortage is occasioned by our manpower policy and could be made up
without difficulty from Mexico.”35
In other words, the U.S. government’s policy of economic imperialism, where the
United States took advantage of the Mexican government without meeting substantial
resistance, was no longer an effective one. The Mexican government was now in a
position to leverage Mexican labor against the United States in order to protect its
workers abroad and to affirm its sovereignty (domestic and international). Both nations,
Berle suggested, needed each other, and in order to promote the war effort, the United
States needed to begin respecting Mexican sovereignty.
On November 20, 1944, the Mexican government lifted the ban on recruitment
with the promise that committees would resolve the Santa Fe incident and create a
regulatory mechanism for monitoring the cleanliness of railroad labor camps.36 The joint
Labor-Management Committee approved of recommendations to establish procedures
that enabled workers to report deficiencies in housing, commissary or other related
facilities to individual railroad management. In the event that a railroad company
neglected to take corrective measures, the railroad worker would report deficiencies to
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the Office of Defense Transportation, which would conduct investigations of complaints
and recommend the necessary steps to maintain adequate housing facilities.37
The WMC responded promptly to the reinstatement of recruitment by reassessing
railroad companies’ manpower situation. The recruitment quota of 10,600 Mexican men
(set by the Mexican government), the WMC predicted, would not satisfy the demands of
railroad companies for Mexican track workers. The WMC sent out a survey to railroad
companies requesting an assessment of labor needs and inquiring about the willingness of
railroad management to take on the responsibilities required by the program. Interested
railroad companies needed to read and consent to the six documents enclosed with the
survey—International Agreement, Individual Work Agreement, Contract to Employ and
Transportation Agreement, amendment to the Contract to Employ and Transportation, a
sample bond to be filed with the Immigration Service, and Regulation 6 of the WMC.38
The survey for application included questions that reflected the Mexican government’s
concerns expressed prior to and during the suspension period.
For example, the WMC requested that railroad companies describe the housing
and sanitary facilities for Mexican workers, with the stipulation that railroad labor camps
located in climates colder than Mexico have special provisions for well-heated living
quarters. In these colder climates, the WMC inquired about the possibility of advancing
money for the purchase of suitable clothing, especially on the day of their arrival. A
description was also necessary for the kitchen and dining facilities, and the means by
37
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which food was to be prepared in a manner desired by Mexican workers. The WMC
further required railroad companies to outline the hospitalization and sickness insurance
plans available to workers, and to comment on their willingness to enter into a
“gentleman’s agreement” to pay funeral expenses up to $130 and death benefits to family
members or heirs of the deceased in the amount of $150.39
The formal processes of redress and surveillance that the Mexican state demanded
be put in place made legible to both Mexican and U.S. states the poor treatment Mexican
guest workers experienced at the hands of American railroad employers. The Mexican
state had exercised its sovereignty to ensure grievance machinery and a system of
surveillance be put in place to protect the rights of its citizenry in a foreign territory. The
capacity of Mexican sovereignty, however, cannot be fully understood without taking
into account the active role Mexican workers played in making health rights-claims.
II. Claiming Rights to Workplace Health
Mexican track workers navigated the unfamiliar legal terrain of the railroad
program by corresponding with Mexican consuls and the Secretariat of Labor and Social
Welfare (STPS) in Mexico City to claim health rights in the American workplace. The
Mexican state in turn used the formal and informal processes of the railroad program as a
space to cultivate a new relationship with its citizenry laboring abroad; a relationship
based on reciprocity of obligation and rights. Relying upon the language of the Good
Neighbor Policy and the International Agreement, Mexican consuls and the STPS held
the War Manpower Commission and individual railroad companies accountable for
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unsanitary housing, poor food, inaccessible medical services and the denial of accident
compensation.
A key issue motivating the Mexican state’s and Mexican railroad workers’ claims
to health citizenship were the concepts of honor, and by extension, gender. The conflict
over American business culture and the expectations of the Mexican state for employers
to be accountable for workers’ rights stemmed back to the nineteenth century. As
historian Pablo Piccato notes in his study of the construction of the Mexican public
sphere in the nineteenth century, the concept of honor—of one’s reputation and selfworth—was central to how men acted and participated in the public sphere. Honor was
inscribed in social, material and political realms of Mexican society, and was especially
important in relations with foreign governments and businesses, a point made clear in
Julio Moreno’s study of American businesses in Mexico.40 The failure of a foreign
business or a nation-state to respect the sovereignty of Mexico and its individual citizens
was considered to be a slight against Mexican honor. The value that Mexican men and
society placed on honorable diplomacy is made clear in a series of cases where Mexican
consuls and other state agencies argued that the U.S. government and American railroads
were obligated to uphold the tenets of the individual work agreements and the
International Agreement.
When Mateo Melo Andrade and seven of his fellow railroad braceros first brought
their complaint of ill treatment experienced at the hands of their supervisor, consul
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Emilio Almada persuaded them to “continue working in the hope that the situation would
improve.” These men alleged that their supervisor ignored complaints about the poor
food quality, forced them to work in bad weather, and used foul and hurtful language.
When this ill treatment continued, Almada contacted chief engineer C.G. Grove of the
Pennsylvania. Almada wrote,
this letter is to call your attention upon the conditions under which my
nationals are working, and which surely are not of your knowledge, in
order that your Company takes the necessary steps to put an end to the
present state of affairs. By sending these men to work in the United
States, Mexico is contributing to win this war, which is also my country’s
war, and the tens of thousands of Mexican workers performing track and
agricultural jobs here, are well aware of this fact. To avoid further
difficulties and complaints, I will be grateful if you make…the foreman
and other persons in charge of the different camps where Mexicans are
working…realize, when necessary, that my nationals are hard working
persons, as they repeatedly have proved it; that they are now working for a
cause which is common to our respective countries, and that they are
entitled to equal treatment which is given to other workers in this
country.41
This letter, like that of many other consuls, conveyed a strong sense of
compatriotism. Through the use of the language “my nationals” and “my country’s war,”
Almada evoked a sense of shared national identity with workers and a sense of
paternalism for workers. As a nation, Mexico was contributing to the war effort not just
with its natural resources, but also with its workers. The Mexican consul, by virtue of his
association with the Mexican state, had a stake in the protection of Mexican workers’
bodies and rights. On the one hand, the consul desired that employers and the general
public in the United States treat his fellow Mexican citizens with respect. On the other
41
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hand, Almada’s diplomatic duties as a consul required him make sure that the U.S. state
and railroad companies complied with the International Agreement. The failure of the
Southern Pacific to fulfill its duty to provide Mexican workers with housing, consul
Almada insinuated, was an offense against not only the honor of the Mexican worker, but
the honor of the Mexican government as well. It was this notion of honorable diplomacy
that undergirded the larger concerns of Mexican sovereignty and citizenship. The
Mexican consul in Salt Lake City, Utah, Carlos Gutierrez-Macias, displayed a similar
sense of camaraderie when describing to the WMC the poor sanitary living conditions of
his “compatriots engaged in railroad work” stationed at Lucin, Utah. The “extremely
unsanitary conditions,” the consul argued, “contravene[d] the contract signed by every
individual worker and the War Manpower Commission….Based on the International
Agreement signed by our countries, I trust you will cause an immediate investigation into
the matter.”42
By invoking the International Agreement, these Mexican consuls called on the
WMC to not only uphold the terms of the agreement, but also to recognize the Mexican
state as sovereign. The Mexican state had agreed to the guest worker program in part
because it was framed as a binational effort, where a measure of reciprocity would
govern the terms of the program. To deny prompt investigations into worker complaints,
the Mexican consuls asserted, would violate the rights of Mexican contract-laborers and
Mexican sovereignty.
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The Secretariat of Labor and Social Welfare in Mexico City similarly received an
overwhelming number of complaints regarding poor living conditions and discrimination
from Mexican citizens applying for the program, Mexican guest workers still in the U.S.,
and from former Mexican guest workers who had returned to Mexico. For example, the
Railroad Retirement Board, an independent U.S. agency that oversaw individual railroad
companies’ administration of the railroad program, reported to the Mexican government
that it had received an estimated 1,753 individual complaints to date on January 29,
1944.43 Secretary of the Director for the STPS José Luis Merino Fuentes wrote to
Churchill Murray (WMC in Mexico City) expressing his concern over these complaints.
Echoing the sentiments of Mexican consuls, Fuentes wrote, “if the allegations [of
contract violations] are indeed true, then they constitute a lack of respect toward our
workers and a violation of the International Agreement. I urge you to conduct an
extensive investigation, and to present the results of these investigations to this
Secretariat, as well as the measures that have been taken to correct the anomalies
indicated.”44 The disrespect of Mexican citizen-workers, Fuentes demonstrates, was not
just of interest to Mexican consuls, but to the Secretariat of Labor and Social Welfare as
well. Fuentes’ request to have reports of the investigations sent to the Secretariat reveals
the Mexican state’s investment in the formal process of protecting its citizen-workers
laboring abroad, who would soon be returning home.
43
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In February 1945, the STPS received a petition from a Mexican recruit and a
STPS representative alleging that a U.S. Public Health physician had been disrespectful
during an immigrant medical inspection at the recruitment center in Querétaro.45 When
the Mexican recruit asked an STPS representative present at the recruitment center to
intervene on his behalf, the physician continued to be discourteous to both the STPS
representative and the Mexican recruit. WMC representative Churchill Murray assured
STPS officer Luis Trujillo Gurria that the War Manpower Commission “regarded the
conduct [of the physician] to be inexcusable for an employee of the U.S. state and
punish[ed] such conduct severely.” Murray further informed Gurria that the physician
had been “removed from his post and would return to the U.S. as soon as possible.”46
On November 14, 1944, ten braceros employed by the Southern Pacific submitted
a complaint to the STPS recounting their unsanitary living conditions and poor
treatment.47 These men, along with twenty other Mexican contracted railroad workers,
left Querétaro on September 26 for what they described as the city of Belmont, New
Mexico, approximately seventy-five miles away from El Paso, Texas and began working
on September 30.48 Within the first two days of work, these men began to experience
difficulties with their foreman Mariano, a man they described as being of Mexican
45
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nationality. The Mexican contract-laborers claimed that Mariano had instructed the camp
cook to deny these men food and access to their one toilet. Mariano’s boss intervened
immediately, promising the Mexican workers that if Mariano continued to act poorly
toward them, then he would have Mariano transferred. The Mexican workers wrote, “we
used this opportunity to ask the foreman supervisor to request from the company better
service regarding the issue of hygiene as more than thirty men had access to only one
toilet and one shower, and many of our fellow workers do not have beds, only haystuffed sacks.”49 The supervisor promised to bring these issues to the attention of the
company.
By October 15, a new foreman named Ramón was assigned to oversee the
Mexican workers. Ramón told the men he had orders to immediately return any workers
to Mexico who refused to heed his instructions. The new foreman, Mexican workers
alleged, used language “that [was] not appropriate to repeat” when instructing workers.50
When Mexican workers leaned against their railroad shovels to rest, Ramón crudely
informed them that they needed to set their shovels down and rest over by the truck.
Railroad labor, the men argued, was tiring and required workers to “stand up from their
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hunched working position to take in some air and to have a short rest.”51 The foreman
supervisor once again intervened, suggesting to workers that they could speak to railroad
management in El Paso if they were unsatisfied with their working conditions and wanted
to return to Mexico.
On October 17, the foreman supervisor transported fourteen of the men to El Paso
to meet with representatives of the Southern Pacific, who had papers for them to sign.
The following day, the fourteen men met with the division superintendent, the foreman
supervisor, Mexican consul Elías Colunga, and an interpreter. Consul Colunga advised
the men to not sign any paperwork until the investigations had been completed because
this paperwork released the Southern Pacific from the responsibility of upholding
Mexican workers’ contractual rights. Ten of the men visiting with the Mexican consul
mailed a letter of complaint to Mexico City requesting that the director of the STPS,
“please consider their petition, and to help [them] to access their rights guaranteed to
them through their labor contracts with the Southern Pacific.”52 Upon receipt of the
petition, STPS director Fuentes requested that Churchill Murray (WMC) launch an
immediate investigation of the camp in Belmont to secure the rights of Mexican workers.
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Mexican railroad workers’ acts of making a health claim and of requesting that
the Mexican state help to negotiate their health claims reveals a dynamic that embodied a
practice of Mexican citizenship. Regardless of the outcome of the health claim, the
process of redress tied the Mexican worker to the Mexican state, and vice-versa. The
Mexican state had offered its assistance to its citizen-workers laboring abroad, and in
exchange, it garnered both domestic and international sovereignty.53 A successful
outcome of a health claim—such as the improvement of sanitary living conditions—
served to reinforce the importance of Mexican citizen-state relations in protecting
workers’ bodies and health rights, and in the assertion of Mexican sovereignty.
The case of Mexican workers in Suisun, California demonstrates how the process
of redress, despite an outcome that did not favor a settlement, provided a space for the
practice of Mexican citizenship and for resistance against workplace discrimination. In
August 1944, the STPS received reports from its railroad workers at the Southern
Pacific’s Suisun camp that they were encountering difficulty securing their rights.
According to the workers, the poor treatment came at the hands of the foreman, Mr.
Rhiner, who denied their rights to food and medical care. As a result, at least six workers
had requested to cancel their contracts. Fernandez del Campo demanded that Murray
make an investigation of these “notorious acts and to eliminate the existing difficulties.”54
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Railroad braceros expected protection from the Mexican state in exchange for its participation in the
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manpower). See Cohen, Braceros.
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The Railroad Retirement Board sent representative James J. Thompson to inspect
the Suisun camp on October 11, 1944. During the investigation, Rhiner told Thompson
that two Mexican labor inspectors arrived at the camp on October 10 and began talking to
the Mexican men and cooks without introducing themselves to him. Rhiner claimed that
the two men “began abusing him, told him he was a rotten foreman, did not know how to
treat the men right and that he did not know how to run the camp.” The two Mexican
labor inspectors then visited the roadmaster’s office, where they identified themselves
and informed roadmaster J.J. Kennedy of the complaints filed by the Mexican track gang.
Rhiner explained to Thompson that war rationing made it difficult for the camp to
consistently serve meat, and that Mexican workers often demanded to be served food
several hours after the specified meal times.55
In regards to medical care, Rhiner stated that there was only one doctor for the
2900 population of the Suisun-Fairfield area, thus making it difficult for him to reach the
doctor. When the doctor was unreachable, Rhiner resorted to first aid techniques.56
Thompson’s report concluded, “I visited the camp, which appeared to be warm, clean and
satisfactory to me….From my observations it appeared to me that Mr. Rhiner was
courteous and very reasonable and very just; [he] answered every question asked of
55

The camp served the Mexican men fish, of which the men did not like the taste. The Mexican men were
served eggs instead. Mexican workers’ concern over food preparation and quality further reflects the
significance of women’s informal labor to the formal labor economy. At the onset of the Second World
War, railroad management’s employment policy for maintaining an efficient and loyal Mexican workforce
remained relatively unaltered from the turn of the twentieth century: hire unskilled workers, provide
incentives such as housing to encourage workers to bring their families, and minimize worker susceptibility
to unionism and social deviance.55 Mexican women played the role of cooking food for men and recreating patriarchal network in the foreign workplace. The railroad bracero program, however, did not
allow for Mexican men to bring families because of their temporary status. In the past, railroads hired
Mexican migrants who planned to settle in the U.S. and not return to Mexico. The complaints over poor
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him.”57 John D. Coates of the U.S. Employment Service (USES) found Thompson’s
report to “answer fully the questions raised” by the Mexican contract-laborers thus
clearing the allegations of mistreatment and contract violation against the Southern
Pacific.58 In spite of the failed health claim, Mexican consuls continued in their endeavor
to protect the health rights of its citizen-workers in the American workplace.
III. The Limits of Sovereignty and Braceros’ Appeal to Non-State Entities
On May 31, 1944, Mexican consul Ricardo G. Hill in New York wrote to all
eastern American railroads employing Mexican nationals requesting they, “please be kind
enough to advise your Claims Department that they are not to settle any injury claims of
Mexican nationals injured in the course of their employment, until I have personally had
an opportunity to see and explain to them their legal rights and remedies under existing
Federal and State Laws….Also, that I am to be notified as soon as your officials learn of
personal injuries and that I am to be furnished with a copy of the preliminary medical
report and progressive reports from time to time.”59
Believing that Hill’s letter required a unified response from American railroads
employing Mexican nationals within his territory, vice-president of the New York Central
L.W. Horning called a meeting for these railroads and their claims department
representatives to discuss what action should be taken. H.D. Barber, vice-president of the
57
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Erie Railroad, informed Horning that the Erie was conducting its business regarding
Mexican nationals through the Mexican consul in Cleveland, Ohio, and therefore, did not
see a reason why they too had to provide such information to Mexican consul Hill.60 J.F.
Deasy of the Pennsylvania Railroad also did not see the reason for such a meeting,
arguing, “railroads should be governed by the advice of their legal departments.”61
Despite the concerns of these railroads, a meeting was held on June 16 and June
21, 1944 between Mexican consul Ricardo B. Hill, claim agents, claim attorneys, and
railroad management of: the New York Central; Erie Railroad; Boston and Maine
Railroad; the Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad; the Lehigh Valley Railroad;
and the New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad.62 Consul Hill made it clear that
his interest was in “the welfare of the men through such rights as the Consul General
would have and conveyed by the treaty between Mexico and the United States.”63 For
this reason, he wanted all injuries occurring to Mexican nationals employed by the
railroads to be reported to his office so that he may survey the type of medical care these
Mexican nationals were receiving. Hill was concerned that injured Mexican nationals
might be forced to return to work against their desire to do so. The railroad
representatives explained, “under no circumstances was any man ever forced to return to
work when his injuries were such that it would not be advisable for him to work, but that
60
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on the contrary, the men for the most part if able to work desired to return so that they
could earn their regular wage.”
In response to consul Hill’s request for injury reporting, the railroad
representatives stressed, “it would involve a tremendous amount of work for railroads
and also would flood his office with reports of no particular consequence and it would be
difficult for both the railroad offices and his office to handle these matters on a basis of
practicality and sift out of them those cases which might need some attention.” For this
reason, the railroad representatives asserted that the best way to handle injury cases was
for consul Hill to immediately contact the head of the Claim Department of the involved
railroad in the event that he received a complaint from Mexican nationals. No medical or
accident reports were to be initially sent to the Mexican consul, unless requested for a
specific worker by the consul. According to a memorandum outlining the meeting
minutes, consul Hill “finally assented [to this plan] and seemed to be satisfied to try out
such a scheme.”64 This schematic for handling injury claims, however, placed the
responsibility on the Mexican workers to report their injuries, even when they did not
have a complaint, to the Mexican consul assigned to their area.
Consul Hill’s request to have railroad companies report injuries and accidents
involving Mexican nationals reflects the Mexican state’s broader concern for the welfare
of its workers laboring abroad. In August 1944, the Mexican state requested that the
settlement of injury claims be made only through Mexican consuls, instead of individual
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railroad companies.65 The Mexican government wanted not only the right to negotiate
compensation claims with employers; they also wanted to participate in the mediation of
their citizen-workers’ health rights. Not surprisingly, this request met with resistance
from railroads. The Southern Pacific firmly declined the Mexican state’s request stating,
“it is impractical…and if acceded to it would be…not only inconsistent with our own
rights to deal with our employees directly or through their attorneys for settlement of
such claims, but also an infringement upon the rights of the Mexican employees
themselves…and we feel that we have no right, legally or morally, to say to a Mexican
employee that he must deal only through a Mexican consul.”66
William G. Maclean of the U.S. Department of State clarified the response of the
Southern Pacific and other railroad companies reporting, “the railroads object only to the
forcible injection of consuls into the settlement of accident cases. The precedent which
the railroads feared to have established was that an outside organization handle all
damage cases against the railroads.” At stake in the decision, railroads argued, was
ensuring equal representation for domestic workers. MacLean noted that railroads feared
domestic workers would insist upon the forcible intervention of “a union or some other
powerful organization.”67 The Southern Pacific’s response sought to protect its right as a
business to conduct accident claims on its own terms. The involvement of Mexican
consuls in an injury case, the Southern Pacific asserted, was at the discretion of its
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employee. In spite of American railroad companies’ resistance to grant Mexican consuls
control of the compensation claim process, the Mexican state continued to stake its claim
in protecting the health rights of its workers in the American workplace by requesting
railroad employers to pay hospital and doctors fees, and compensation for time lost. The
Mexican state’s interests in railroad guest workers laboring abroad are best demonstrated
through a series of cases, which reveal the dynamics of health rights-claiming as a
practice of Mexican sovereignty and citizenship, and a mode of resistance.
When Luis Juárez Mendoza suffered an occupational injury on March 23, 1945,
the Southern Pacific sent him from the labor camp in Hinkley, California to the hospital
in Los Angeles to recuperate. STPS secretary to the director Fuentes requested that the
WMC make sure that Mendoza received “proper medical attention, and once restored, the
repatriation could proceed.”68 For the STPS, it was vital that the WMC and the Southern
Pacific uphold the International Agreement. Mendoza’s restoration [restablecer],
however, was equally important to the STPS. If Mendoza returned to Mexico injured and
unable to work, then it would require the Mexican state to support a once-productive
citizen for the rest of his life. Similar logic can be seen in the case of Manuel Fernandez
Olivarez, a contract-laborer for the Pennsylvania Railroad in the Columbus division.
On November 14, 1944, Olivarez visited assistant medical examiner for the
Pennsylvania F.W. Koepf because he was suffering from weight loss and loss of appetite.
After hearing rales in his left chest, Koepf referred Olivarez to the Tuberculosis Clinic
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where the doctor reported that Olivarez was suffering from a moderately advanced case
of active tuberculosis. Koepf suggested that Olivarez be sent back to Mexico at the
earliest opportunity.69 The Pennsylvania requested the right from the USES to cancel
Olivarez’s contract, given that his illness “rendered him unable to work.”70 Olivarez,
however, did not desire to return to Mexico; rather, he wished to stay in Columbus for
treatment at the nearest hospital.71 Mexican consul Ricardo B. Perez intervened on
Olivarez’s behalf writing,
Since this man does not wish to return to his homeland ill and unable to
work, requesting that he be permitted to remain in this country and be
interned in an institution for treatment of his serious illness, it is our
opinion that the Pennsylvania Railroad Company is morally responsible
for the welfare of this man in view of the fact that he was given a thorough
medical examination in Mexico and was accepted as a physically sound
railroad track laborer. We further suggest that the Pennsylvania Railroad
Company explore the possibilities of placing this Mexican national in an
institution for the treatment as he has requested.72
Consul Perez’s efforts to secure medical care for Olivarez were thwarted by the
Pennsylvania when, according to railroad management, Olivarez “contacted the office in
person and of his own free will and accord stated that in view of his physical condition he
had not been able to work for the past 30 days and was now willing to return to his home
in Mexico.” According to railroad records, Olivarez, “in his own handwriting [and] in
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the Mexican language, prepared and signed a waiver of appeal” in the presence of
railroad management, a USES representative and a U.S. Civil Service Commission
representative. The waiver released the Pennsylvania of its obligation to provide
Olivarez with medical care. Olivarez was returned to Mexico on December 20, 1944.
Mexican railroad workers, however, did not always make claims while employed.
In several instances, workers filed claims following the expiration of their labor contract
and their return to Mexico. On March 24, 1945, former railroad bracero Ramón Lira
González walked into the employment bureau of the STPS to file a claim against the
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad. González arrived to his place of employment in Guarard,
Ohio on September 9, 1944. Within the first few days, González began to experience
severe stomach pains.73 The foreman, González alleged, “did not pay any attention to his
complaints.”74 González decided to seek out a local physician in Gurard, who diagnosed
him with a stomach ulcer. After a week of treatment from the local physician,
González’s condition worsened and he was admitted to the hospital, where he was
confined and treated by the same physician for more than four weeks.
When released from the hospital, González made several inquiries with the
Baltimore and Ohio regarding payment for his hospital bills and the procedure for
canceling his contract. González spent more than two weeks soliciting the attention of
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the Baltimore and Ohio in this matter before he decided to pay for his own way home
with the help of his family in Mexico. “The nature and conduct of [the Baltimore and
Ohio],” González explained to the STPS, “is completely inhumane and in violation of the
labor contract.” González presented himself at the employment bureau to make these
injustices known to the STPS and to request that the STPS “use its influence and, if
possible, to obtain a reimbursement from the Baltimore and Ohio for the money he
spent.”75 By filing a claim with the STPS, González not only demonstrated his agency,
he held railroad companies accountable.
The labor contract was a tangible transaction of exchange that rested on the
principles of consent and self-ownership. As historian Amy Dru Stanley has explained,
“in order to surrender rights and accept duties, parties to contracts had to be sovereigns of
themselves, possessive individuals entitled to their own persons, labor and faculties.”76
González, like all railroad braceros, exchanged his labor for both a monetary value and
protections to his body and health in the workplace. In making a health claim, González
asserted his health rights not only as a Mexican citizen, but also as a Mexican guest
worker with rights to his individual body. By requesting the assistance of the STPS in his
health claim, González acknowledged the Mexican state’s interest in protecting the health
rights of Mexican citizens.
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Mexican railroad workers also gained assistance in making their claims from
labor unions in Mexico and in the United States. For instance, the STPS received a letter
from the Syndicate for the Railroad Workers of México (Sindicato de Trabajadores
Ferrocarrileros de la República Mexicana) in Mexico City in support of Rafael Cadena
García. On January 20, 1944, García fractured his leg while employed by the Atchison,
Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad. García returned to the camp in Duncan, Arizona where,
according to the Syndicate, “he remain[ed] unable to do work because of his injury, and
unable to earn a wage. ” The Syndicate continued, “this Mexican national is enduring
great hardship, for which we believe he is entitled to better medical attention and wages”
during his period of recovery. “We are requesting this Secretariat to use its influence to
intervene in this case,” the Syndicate concluded, “to attain all of the benefits justly
belonging to Rafael Cadena García.”77 The historical record, unfortunately, has not yet
yielded the outcome of this case.
The grievances of Mexican guest workers also received the attention of American
labor unions. On October 24, 1944, John D. Coates of the USES informed Churchill
Murray of a strike in Weehawken, New Jersey involving seventy-five Mexican guest
workers employed by the New York Central. The Mexican workers filed a list of
grievances in which they claimed that “prompt medical attention was not being given
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[to] injured workers, and that company employees taking injured [Mexican] workers to
company doctors were making a charge of $3 to $4 per trip.” A conference was held at
the Mexican consul’s office, where railroad employees, U.S. labor union representatives,
Mexican workers, and the Mexican consul of New York were present to secure terms that
addressed their grievances.78 The U.S. Department of State records suggest that the New
York Central addressed all of the grievances.
Mexican workers who suffered from illness or injury faced mounting medical
debt as they spent time recuperating without earning a daily wage. In one case, Nicolas
Dirico-Flores was confined to his bed in the Pennsylvania Railroad’s Waynesville, Ohio
camp on May 24, 1945. Company physicians initially diagnosed Flores with acute
appendicitis coupled with pneumonia and moved him to the McClellan Hospital in Xenia,
Ohio (15 miles northeast of Waynesville). Within the next few days, physicians
identified Flores’ illness as spinal meningitis. Flores returned to work on July 3 with a
hospital bill of $359.20.79 Flores “desired the railroad to pay” and enlisted the assistance
of the Mexican Embassy to intervene on his behalf, who requested that the Pennsylvania
pay the entirety of Flores’ medical bills.80 Despite these requests, the Pennsylvania was
able to authorize semi-monthly pay roll deductions of $30 from Flores’ paycheck until
78
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his payment was made in full because Flores had signed a waiver form. As a trackman
for the Pennsylvania, Flores was paid $0.65 per hour, he worked on average eight hours a
day, six days a week, for a total of $31.20 per week, not including deductions. This
meant that the pay roll deductions would be taking away more than half of Flores’
monthly earnings. When Flores’ labor contract expired on September 28, 1945, he owed
a balance of $117.17, a cost that the Pennsylvania absorbed and then applied for a
reimbursement from the WMC.81
Much like Flores and other Mexican guest workers, Carmelo Napoli Reale did not
fully understand the legal ramifications of signing paperwork handed to him by his
employer. On March 21, 1945, Reale wrote to the Pennsylvania Railroad to request
compensation for an injury he had endured almost two years prior, in December 1943.
According to Reale, he was unloading ties from a railroad car at Wheeling, Virginia when
he slipped on a creosoted tie. Foreman Charles took Reale to the hospital where the
physician determined he had broken several of his ribs and strained his back. Reale
explained,
When I returned to work the Boss…made me sign four papers and asked
me wether [sic] I wanted money, damages or work. I replied that I wanted
light work….For months I have suffered pains and I have not been able to
work. I have not received a fair deal from the Pennsylvania Railroad and I
am appealing to you at Philadelphia because physically I am unable to
work. I have family and five persons to keep.
While Reale did not make his choice of taking light work over money or damages
explicit, it would appear that he decided to continue working because he needed to earn
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an income to support his family in Mexico. However, Reale only worked for another two
weeks before the company physician decided that he was not capable of performing work
and his contract was terminated.82 His request for damages two years later suggests that
he believed the Pennsylvania should have allowed him to choose both work and
compensation. Reale’s misunderstanding of the verbal and written transactions he had
with his boss upon his return to work had left him without compensation and without an
able-body to earn wages in Mexico.
Mexican railroad workers’ practice of claim-making, however, did not always
involve the Mexican state. In several instances, Mexican railroad workers’ garnered the
assistance of U.S. community groups in the prosecution of their health rights claims. The
U.S. community groups interested in the plight of the bracero varied widely, from
individual members of the community, local community organizations, and faith-based
groups. Inspired mostly by the wartime good neighbor rhetoric, these community groups
either responded to bracero requests for assistance or initiated assistance programs of
their own accord. For example, members of the community in Sparks, Nevada reported
seeing braceros employed by the Southern Pacific and Pacific Fruit Express walking the
streets “lonely and dejected.” The Sparks Community Civic Association decided to help
the Mexican guest workers. Their inability to speak English and to cultivate a support
system, the Community Civic Association argued, resulted in homesickness and low
morale. The Civic Association believed that the lack of recreational facilities in labor
camps caused boredom among the workers, leaving them “no place to go except to the
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local bars where they become involved in trouble and result in incarceration.” To
mitigate the situation, the Civic Association offered to donate materials, such as
magazines, books, newspapers and literature in Spanish, for a recreation room and to
furnish volunteer directors, who would give advice, write letters, and arrange
entertainment. Because braceros carried the news of good-treatment or bitter resentment
when they returned to Mexico, the Civic Association contended, the cultivation of a
positive environment for Mexican nationals would be, “sowing the future seeds of
friendship for the [Southern Pacific and Pacific Fruit Express], for this city, [and] for this
country.”83 The Southern Pacific allowed the Civic Association to carry out their plans,
as long as they accepted full responsibility for its costs.
When railroad braceros’ place of employment was in an urban center, members of
the surrounding community demonstrated interest in the welfare of braceros. For
instance, railroad braceros laboring in the New Jersey cities of Plainsboro and West
Trenton were greeted warmly by the Y.M.C.A., and faith-based organizations. In April
1944, the pastor of Princeton Community Church and the president of the Walker-Gorden
Corporation (Borden Milk) contacted the Mercer County Y.M.C.A. to inquire about
establishing a summer recreation program for Plainsboro residents and the 150 railroad
braceros employed by the Pennsylvania Railroad. Similar to the Community Civic
Association in Sparks, these community members believed that braceros felt lonely and
homesick in their new environment. They wanted to provide a welcoming environment
that would allow railroad braceros to interact with the community and learn English.
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After receiving positive feedback from railroad braceros, the Y.M.C.A. decided to pursue
a recreational program with the assistance of the Princeton Rotary Club and Princeton
University faculty members. The recreational program included English classes, movie
nights, and sports. Over 100 railroad braceros participated in the Y.M.C.A. program.
The program met with so much success that it continued the following year as well.84
After hearing about the success of the 1944 recreational program, Trenton
Attorney George Bohlinger contacted the Mercer County Y.M.C.A. in the spring of 1945
to inquire about creating a similar summer program for the 177 railroad braceros
employed by the Reading Railroad in West Trenton. Using the Y.M.C.A.’s 1944
Plainsboro recreational program as a model, a diverse group of community members
designed the 1945 program. These individuals included: George H. Bohlinger (Trenton
attorney), Senator Wesley Armstrong (Senator of Mercer County and member of Ewing
township committee), Francis Lore (President of Ewing Township Y.M.C.A.), Charles
Knight (West Trenton resident and member of Y.M.C.A. Board), Dr. John MacKay
(President of Princeton Theological Seminary, who also aided in 1944 recreational
program), Donald Stuart (of Princeton Film Center—regarding CIAA films in Spanish),
Edwin G. Applegate and C.K. Blanchard (both of the New Jersey State Health
Department and members of Pennington Y.M.C.A. Board—regarding contacts for
language teacher). These men decided on the activities the program would offer, and the
program administration.
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Before creating the recreational program, the committee surveyed the braceros to
determine their interests. It was discovered that the 177 braceros originated from Jalisco
and had an average age of 30; most were farmers and had no experience working the
tracks; most had little, if any, education; and most had never been to Mexico City.85 The
braceros showed interest playing volleyball, soccer, softball and swimming, watching
films, participating in dances, learning how to speak English, and learning how to write
in Spanish. Like the 1944 program, the West Trenton recreational program was called
“Play Nights,” and they took place on Friday evenings at 7 pm during the months of July
and August. The published flyers read “Play Nights for residents of West Trenton and
Men of Reading Railroad Camp at Winner Manufacturing Company Field.” The flyer
included a list of activities in English and Spanish.86 It was the fostering of good
relations by the West Trenton and Plainsboro communities that encouraged railroad
braceros to seek their assistance in making health claims.
Braceros’ decision to solicit the assistance of these community members, rather
than the Mexican state, speaks to the limits of Mexican sovereignty. The Mexican state
did not have enough economic resources to station consuls in all of the locations where
braceros worked. Moreover, Mexican consuls were hand-picked by the Mexican
president, a procedural system that historian Gilbert Gonzalez has demonstrated led to
favoritism and an apathy among some consuls to effectively carry out their
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assignments.87 By garnering the support of American community groups, railroad
braceros demonstrated their agency and self-interest in protecting their individual bodies.
Moreover, they engaged in a practice of Mexican citizenship that did not require an
interaction or exchange with a Mexican state-based organization.
While on duty sometime in early July 1945 at the Pennsylvania’s Plainsboro, New
Jersey camp, Antonio Feliciano Ramirez claimed he had injured his left eye and back. In
a review of Ramirez’s claim, superintendent of the Pennsylvania S.B. Jones stated, “since
we could find no evidence of this man being injured, we anticipate taking no further
action in this case.” Ramirez was sent back to camp “as fit for work,” where he refused to
return to the tracks because of his physical condition. The Pennsylvania promptly filed
the convincing paperwork to request Ramirez’s contract termination. Ramirez returned
home in late August 1945. 88
Despite his repatriation, Ramirez remained intent on obtaining compensation for
his injury. Prior to his departure, Ramirez had solicited legal counsel, with the support of
the Pan American Union, for his compensation claim against the Pennsylvania and left a
written request asking his friends to help him secure compensation. As an organization
that promoted unity, peace and economic trade in the Americas, the Pan American Union
took great interest in the struggles of Mexican workers.89 At Ramirez’s request, the legal
counsel interviewed him, with the assistance of a Zapotec interpreter, at the Plainsboro
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camp sometime during the month of August.90 The legal counsel submitted an official
statement to the Pennsylvania in 1946 outlining the injustices made against Ramirez by
the Pennsylvania. They accused the Pennsylvania of misrepresenting Ramirez’s physical
condition in an effort to avoid their responsibility of paying compensation. Based on
internal correspondence between the Pennsylvania, USES and company physicians, the
legal counsel discovered that the Pennsylvania had “ignored the diagnosis of a competent
physician.” Dr. Dean’s medical examination, conducted on July 12, 1945, revealed an
abrasion over the left cornea and tenderness of the back joints. A week later, Dr. Dean
noted that Ramirez’s left pupil was severely dilated and advised the Pennsylvania against
sending Ramirez immediately back to Mexico, which the Pennsylvania blatantly
disregarded.
Jones used the investigation report of track supervisor J.P. Zearly to bolster his
argument that “no evidence” of Ramirez’s injury had been found. “Upon questioning
regarding his alleged claim of injury (sic),” Zearly wrote, “[Ramirez] does not remember
the date or time or place it occurred….My observation reveals that he (Ramirez) is either
slightly demented or greatly faking.”91 The legal counsel declared Zearly’s statement to
be a great prejudice against their client, whose language barrier (Zapotec) made it
difficult to communicate with the Spanish-speaking interpreter provided by the
Pennsylvania.
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Most striking was the legal counsel’s discovery that the injury report written by
Zearly, and submitted to Jones on July 13, 1945, referenced Dr. Dean’s medical report.
The legal counsel requested that the Pennsylvania make a settlement for Ramirez “in
accordance with the provisions of the New Jersey statutes covering such cases.
Compensation should be given to Ramirez for time lost from work as a result of his
injury as well as compensation for costs he incurred in obtaining medical assistance by a
private physician.”92 By denying Ramirez a thorough and fair examination of all the
relevant facts regarding his injury claim, the Pennsylvania had circumvented their
obligation under the International Agreement to provide Ramirez with the same
guarantees afforded to domestic workers with regard to occupational disease and
accidents. By May 3, 1946 the Pennsylvania Claims Department and Ramirez had
reached an agreement for a settlement in the amount of $250.93
It was through the process of negotiating health claims that Mexican guest worker
rights became meaningful in practice. Moreover, this process made braceros reconsider
their relationship with the Mexican state while abroad. A Mexican worker no longer
needed to practice a citizenship that required a direct exchange with Mexican state
agencies. Yet the legality of a bracero’s health claim remained rooted in a guest worker
contract that protected his health rights on the force of his Mexican citizenship.
Much like Ramirez, Felix Tapia Montaña recognized the value of the Plainsboro
community network in staking his health rights claim. After an eight-hour day of work
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on June 30, 1945, Montaña began to experience severe stomach pains. The camp
supervisor took Montaña to the Princeton Hospital where he underwent an emergency
appendectomy. Because the Pennsylvania classified Montaña’s appendicitis as a nonoccupational illness, Montana was responsible for the medical bill. The eleven-day
hospital stay cost $80.60, and the operation and post-operative care provided by the
surgeon cost $100. According to the Pennsylvania, Montaña signed a statement in
English and Spanish authorizing pay roll deductions for the $180.60 medical bill.

Figure 5.2 This photograph of Felix Tapia Montaña accompanied the article printed in the
New York Post entitled “Mexican Stages One-Man Strike.” Source: New York Post, 21
September 1944
When Montaña received a paycheck with deductions of $45 on August 10, he
began “a one-man strike,” refusing to work for the purpose of paying hospital and doctor
fees94. Four weeks into Montaña’s one-man strike, the New York Post printed an article
on Montaña entitled, “Mexican Stages One-Man Strike Against the Pennsy.” The
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newspaper article was admittedly a sympathetic human-interest story that captured the
struggles of Montaña and his fellow railroad workers [Figure 5.2]. The article described
Montaña as a thirty-year-old man, who “came to the U.S. to work on the railroad last
February 13, motivated, like hundreds of his countrymen, by a combination of patriotism
and the promise of higher wages.” In his home state of Zacatecas, Montaña earned ten
pesos a day ($2.75 U.S.), but in the United States he earned $5.20 U.S. a day ($0.65 per
hour), not including deductions.95 Montaña is quoted in the New York Post as saying,
“why should I work here for nothing?” Contrary to the Pennsylvania Railroad’s report,
Montaña affirmed to the New York Post that when he signed the papers presented to him
by railroad representatives, he assumed they were “‘receipts’ for medical services.”96
The publicity of Montaña’s case garnered the attention of the U.S. State
Department, the Pan American Union, two U.S. senators and the Mexican embassy.97
These interested groups demanded the Pennsylvania provide information on the medical
care services offered to all its Mexican railroad workers. This, however, was not the first
time community members had voiced interest in the health of Mexican railroad workers.
Several weeks before the Felix Tapia Montaña article was printed, Dr. John MacKay,
President of Princeton Theological Seminary, wrote to the Surgeon General Dr. Thomas
Parran of the U.S. Public Health Service and chairman of the WMC Paul McNutt
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regarding “the policies of the government for providing medical care for Mexican
nationals employed by railroads.”
Dr. John MacKay and several of his colleagues had participated in creating the
1944 summer recreational program for the Pennsylvania railroad braceros in
Plainsboro.98 Through their interactions with railroad braceros, these members of the
Princeton Theological Seminary became aware of braceros’ struggles to pay for medical
services and gain accident compensation.99 John D. Coates (USES) lamented the
untimely publication of the New York Post’s story, stating that it was “exceedingly
unfortunate” that it came out so soon after receiving inquiries from Dr. Parran, McNutt
and members of Princeton’s Theological Seminary. He urged Pennsylvania’s vicepresident Deasy to “do anything [he could do] to bring about a satisfactory adjustment.”
Coates further contended,
while we realize that Mexican Nationals are not exempt from paying for
medical expense, there is nevertheless a limit as to what should be
expected of them and they should receive as much consideration as the
average worker in the same type of employment on the same wage rate.
We therefore question whether the charge of $190 could not have been
reduced considerably by appealing to the surgeon for special consideration
and by also obtaining a minimum rate at the hospital.100
In light of the political and social outcry that followed the New York Post article,
the Pennsylvania received authorization from the USES to cancel Montaña’s labor
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contract on September 25, and on October 3, Montaña left Plainsboro for Mexico.101
Montaña left an unpaid medical bill of $135.60, a cost paid by the Pennsylvania. In a
similar case involving a Mexican worker from Pennsylvania’s Plainsboro camp, Aurelio
Olvera García endured an appendectomy around the same time as Montaña and signed a
form that allowed pay roll deductions to be made until he paid the $190.25 medical
bill.102 On September 12, 1945, García presumably followed Montaña’s example by
refusing to work. The Pennsylvania also requested to have García’s labor contract
terminated.103 The strong responses of Mexican workers regarding medical bills and pay
roll deductions made the Pennsylvania and the USES uneasy about maintaining stability
among the Mexican men. John D. Coates suggested that it was “desirable to do
everything possible to give priority to the Plainsboro camp workers and repatriate them at
the earliest possible date. Any undue delay [would] add to the present discontent and
provoke further criticism.”104
In addition to the Princeton Theological Seminary, the American Friends Service
Committee (AFSC), a Quaker organization, also had an interest in the Mexican guest
workers employed in the Pennsylvania and New Jersey railroad labor camps. The
AFSC’s mission was to provide support underprivileged and marginalized peoples,
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especially regarding social justice issues. The AFSC sent a brief report to Senator James
E. Murray, member of the Education and Labor Committee, in order to call his attention
to “the difficulties that the Mexicans are encountering in the settlement of just
compensation claims for injuries sustained through accidents.” After presumably talking
with Mexican workers, the AFSC discovered that the men were being “charged excessive
fees for medical care, of heavy deductions from pay checks to cover hospital and doctors’
bills, and of other severe and unusual penalties for illness.” The AFSC argued that these
conditions were cultivating a “misunderstanding [that may well] be projected into the
future with deplorable effect on our good neighbor relations. That such should be a byproduct of the generous and loyal cooperation of Mexico’s workers in our war effort is
something that no citizen of the United States can be happy about.” In order to remedy
this situation, the AFSC requested that the Education and Labor Committee of the Senate
launch an immediate investigation of the medical care services provided to Mexican
railroad workers. These investigations, the AFSC contended, would determine why
Mexican railroad workers had been deprived of adequate medical care, and how such
health rights could be provided without delay.105
Conclusion
As Mexican railroad workers experienced injury and sickness in the American
workplace, the interests of the Mexican state and the Mexican worker in protecting the
bodies and health rights of Mexican workers paralleled each other. They both relied on
their citizen-state relationship—where the Mexican state was expected to protect its
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workers, and guest workers participated in the bracero program as part of the Allied war
effort—to negotiate Mexican guest worker health rights. The impulses guiding the
Mexican state, however, were intricately tied to their pursuit of domestic and
international legal sovereignty.
By seeking to protect its citizens laboring abroad, the Mexican state under the
administration of President Camacho made its own claims about its “person” as a
sovereign nation. On the one hand, Mexican state wanted to prove to its citizenry that it
was a legitimate revolutionary state by protecting its citizen-workers laboring abroad
(domestic). On the other hand, the Mexican state wanted to balance the power dynamic
in its diplomatic and economic relationship with the United States (international legal).
In short, the Mexican state used these moments to exercise sovereignty over its citizenworkers abroad, and to exercise sovereignty through its workers.
Nonetheless, it was the common pursuit to protect the bodies and health rights of
Mexican workers that enabled the Mexican state, together with its citizen-workers, to
practice and articulate health as a crucial component of Mexican citizenship. Mexican
citizenship in the railroad program embodied a set of practices between state and citizen
that emerged as Mexican railroad workers encountered illness and injury in the foreign
workplace. Both the Mexican government and the individual worker reacted to the
administration of the railroad program, to the management practices of railroad
companies and to the lack of respect shown by American agencies and institutions for
Mexican sovereignty and citizenship rights.
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Mexican citizenship was thus shaped not just by the political project of the
Mexican government (‘from above’), but also by the health claims made by individual
Mexican workers (‘from below’).106 In this way, the experiences of the Mexican people
while abroad profoundly shaped the development of the modern Mexican state.

It was

through the process rather than the outcome (success or failure) of negotiating health
claims health as a right of citizenship was practiced. In several cases, the Mexican
worker also looked beyond his relationship with the Mexican state to stake his claims to
protections of body and health. The Mexican worker leveraged his status as a Mexican
citizen to garner the support of American community groups, who themselves were
interested in supporting the spirit of the Good Neighbor Policy and the emerging
discourse of human rights. While this process of claims-making did not directly involve
the Mexican state, it did rely on the rights conferred to railroad braceros vis-à-vis their
Mexican citizenship.
Railroad braceros navigated the parameters of the railroad bracero program for
their own benefit. They relied on the transnational administration to stake their health
rights claims in two nation-states. In this sense, railroad braceros were not “stateless.”107
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They received direct protection from the Mexican state, and used their status as “good
will” braceros to garner the assistance of U.S. community groups. It was precisely this
transnational character of the railroad bracero—benefitting from the protection of two
states—that made the guest worker an unstable legal category in U.S. immigration policy.
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Conclusion

At the end of World War II, the U.S. railroad industry petitioned for an extension
of the bracero program. With the staunch support of railroad labor unions, the United
States denied the petition arguing that the demobilization of the home front—the decrease
in war transportation and the return of male labor (veterans)—no longer necessitated
foreign labor to support railroad maintenance. The dismantlement of the railroad
program began in August 1945 and came to a close in March 1946 when the last labor
contract expired.1
The termination of the railroad bracero program, however, did not necessarily
mean the end of a former railroad bracero’s migrations to the United States.2 Some
railroad braceros returned to Mexico and reapplied for a labor contract in the agricultural
bracero program, which had been renewed at the behest of agribusiness.3 Other former
braceros continued to work for U.S. railroads “sin papeles” (without papers). Recall
railroad bracero Bernardino Vilchis César who argued that “for five years of service” on
the U.S. railroads he deserved some compensation. Following the conclusion of the
railroad program, César returned to the United States and worked for the railroads until
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1947.4 Others were like José Soto who did not return to Mexico after their contract
expired and remained employed by a U.S. railroad, in Soto’s case until the mid-1950s.5
A significant consequence of the wartime Bracero Program was the rise in
unsanctioned, or “illegal,” labor migration.6 Historians such as Mae Ngai have described
the U.S. state’s dependence on Mexican workers as “a kind of imported colonialism,” a
legacy of America’s conquest over Mexican territory in 1848.7 It was through the space
of immigration law that the U.S. state harnessed a hegemonic relationship with Mexican
migrant workers, and naturalized the racial construction of the illegal alien as
“Mexican.”8 The International Agreement of the railroad bracero program mandated that
if upon contract expiration the worker remained in the United States, the U.S.
government would “consider the continued stay…to be illegal from an immigration point
of view.”9 This legal provision placed the U.S. state in the position of power to define a
worker’s immigration status as illegal. The U.S. state, however, was not the only
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political agent with the power to construct illegality through the space of law. U.S.
railroad companies too held great influence in identifying former braceros as illegal.
U.S. railroad companies bore the responsibility of locating railroad braceros who
had fulfilled their contracts, but failed to report to their railroad employer for repatriation.
At stake in repatriation was the immigration bonds companies had posted for each
worker. The U.S. Immigration Service would reimburse an employer’s bonds only after
U.S. Immigration officials at the U.S.-Mexico border had cleared the former railroad
bracero. For instance, in 1947, the Pennsylvania Railroad had $49,000 in immigration
bonds being held against them. In an effort to reduce the bonds, the Pennsylvania
launched a campaign to locate the braceros, who had chosen not to repatriate. The
Pennsylvania placed wanted posters in the areas surrounding former bracero labor camps
in an effort to gain assistance from the community in “apprehending” their former
contract laborers [Figure 6.1]. The poster read “Mexican contract workers formerly
employed on the New York Zone of the Pennsylvania Railroad still in the United States
as deserters. If apprehended notify Mr. R.R. Nace….” The photographs included the
name of the bracero, their social security number, the date of desertion, and the date and
point of entry.10 The wanted poster associated the bracero’s act of remaining in the
United States with criminality and illegality.

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
10 Wanted Posters, box 1493, Pennsylvania Railroad Collection, Engineering Department, vol 8, Hagley
Library and Archive. For more on the Pennsylvania Railroad’s outstanding bonds, see box 18766, File
56135/686-A, Records of the Immigration and Naturalization Service, RG 85, National Archives,
Washington DC.
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Figure 6.1 Pennsylvania Railroad wanted poster for “deserters.” Source: box 1493,
Pennsylvania Railroad Collection, Engineering Department, vol 8, Hagley Library and
Archive.
The Pennsylvania’s use of the term deserter in its wanted posters was consistent
with the broader efforts of U.S. railroad companies to transform railroad braceros into
railroad soldiers [see chapter 4]. Desertion is a term used by the military to describe
someone who leaves service without permission and with no intention of returning.11
While the U.S. state defined the act of remaining in the United States beyond contract
expiration as illegal from an immigration point of view, the Pennsylvania Railroad
equated this action with one of the most egregious acts of cowardice a soldier can
commit—desertion. If the novelty of guest worker illegality was not enough to
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
11 My examination of the archival resources indicates that the term “deserter” was used interchangeably
with “AWOL” (absent without leave) during the active years of the railroad bracero program.
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criminalize the railroad bracero, the railroad soldier turned deserter offered a more
tangible construction of the Mexican worker as illegal and criminal in popular
imagination.
An equally profound consequence of the railroad bracero program was the
creation of a guest worker health policy that preserved the functionality of America’s first
large experiment with a contract labor program. The guest worker health policy, this
dissertation has argued, simultaneously guaranteed health rights to guest workers and
created a loophole to deny them. The United States’ capacity to extend health rights to
Mexican guest workers that labored in its service allowed the program to succeed in its
most straightforward goal—to recruit Mexican labor with the support of the Mexican
state. Without the promise of protections to body and health in the American workplace,
the Mexican state refused to support and participate in the program. While the U.S. state
had the capacity to extend health rights, it was the railroad employer that retained the
authority to discern how, and to whom, workplace health benefits were to be distributed.
This loophole in the legal framework of the program institutionalized workplace health
discrimination against railroad braceros. Mexican guest workers were vulnerable to
discrimination because of their deportability and lack of familiarity with railroad injury
culture.
U.S. railroad companies’ powerful legal system for minimizing costs paid in
compensation enabled employers to deport a railroad bracero for filing a health claim.
Railroad employers used industrial medicine and the medical authority of physicians to
measure a bracero’s ability, disability, behavior, and injury. Through the production of
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official railroad and physician reports, railroad employers had the power to mediate a
worker’s access to health care and accident compensation, and to render the history of
bracero injury invisible. Unlike railroad employers, the Mexican state and its railroad
braceros aimed to make visible, and to stake a health rights-claim in, injury and illness.
The guest worker health policy was a space of law where the Mexican state and its
citizen-workers resisted U.S. power and workplace health discrimination.
At the same time, the U.S. state was not alone in its endeavors to establish its
power and authority. The Mexican state not only exerted sovereignty over its citizenworkers laboring abroad by offering protection and assistance in prosecuting health
claims; it exerted sovereignty through its citizen-workers by demonstrating to the U.S.
state that it had the authority and resources to protect the bodies and health of its citizens.
The railroad bracero program was equally important to the development of the Mexican
and U.S. nation-states and their capacities for regulating guest worker health across
borders.
If the struggles of the railroad bracero to overcome workplace health
discrimination seem familiar, it is because the tension of the railroad bracero program’s
health policy—balancing humanitarian concerns with the demands of global capitalism—
continues to be a cornerstone of U.S. immigration policy, and embodies a central
challenge posed by the era of globalization. In the past decade, the polarizing debates
over U.S. immigration reform have broadly focused on how to secure a future flow of
immigrants, increase border enforcement, and create a legal pathway to citizenship for
the nearly 12 million undocumented immigrants residing in the United States. Despite
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labor and immigration rights groups’ demands for an overhaul in the H-2 Guest Worker
Program, detailed plans for guest worker reform remain absent in the current U.S
immigration reform bill known as the Border Security, Economic Opportunity and
Immigration Modernization Act (S. 744, May 7, 2013). The absence of guest worker
program reform is not surprising given that disputes over how to create a less exploitative
system in the past several years have either delayed or stalled the progress of immigration
reform.12 The Southern Poverty Law Center argues that the H-2 program not only
subverts the power of U.S. workers, but also legalizes the exploitation of non-citizen
workers. It is, many scholars have contended, a modern day form of slavery.13 Among a
host of other issues, guest workers are denied medical benefits for occupational injuries,
live in dismal conditions, and have no access to legal resources.14
Much like in the railroad bracero program, the H-2 program’s legal framework
enables employers to discriminate against guest workers. Scholars and policymakers
have identified the (agricultural) bracero program as an important case study for
examining how bracero policies have shaped the H-2 program and broader immigration
policies concerning Mexican immigration.15 The lessons from the bracero program,
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
12 David Nakamura, 28 March 2013, “Dispute Over Guest-Worker Program Puts Immigration Talks at
Risk of Delay,” Washington Post, accessed April 4, 2013.
13 Mary Bauer, February 2013, “Close to Slavery: Guestworker Programs in the United States,”
http://www.splcenter.org/get-informed/publications/close-to-slavery-guestworker-programs-in-the-unitedstates, accessed March 2, 2013; Gonzalez, Guest Workers or Colonized Labor: Mexican Labor Migration
to the United States.
14 Other issues faced by guest workers include: inability to change employers in the event of mistreatment
or discrimination; cheated out of wages; held captive by employers who seize their documents; subjected to
human trafficking and debt servitude.
15 Many scholars make the argument that the agricultural bracero program informs the continuing debates
over U.S. immigration policy. See Deborah Cohen, Braceros: Migrant Citizens and Transnational
Subjects in the Postwar United States and Mexico (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2011);
Erasmo Gamboa, Mexican Labor and World War II: Braceros in the Pacific Northwest, 1942-1947
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scholar Vernon Briggs contends, can inform how policymakers construct more effective
guest worker policies in the future.16 This scholarship, however, has yet to consider how
the Bracero Program, either agricultural or railroad, can inform the debates over how to
eliminate workplace health discrimination in the H-2 program.17 The under-examined
railroad bracero program holds great value for interrogating the roots of guest worker
health discrimination. Unlike in the agricultural industry, the health benefits and
protection extended to guest workers and U.S. citizen-workers in the railroad workplace
were at an acceptable standard. It is through the railroad bracero program that we can
more clearly identify and assess the loopholes in guest worker policy that legalize
workplace health discrimination.
Historian Cindy Hahamovitch asserts that non-citizenship status makes guest
workers vulnerable to discrimination and mistreatment. While Hahamovitch suggests
providing guest workers a legal pathway to citizenship as a solution for exploitation,
historian Donna Gabaccia more broadly contends that laws and policies that continue to
view immigration as a domestic problem will fail. “Because immigration is an important,
continuous, and contentious relationship between the United States and rest of the
world,” Gabaccia argues, “immigration policies might better be debated from a global

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
(Seattle: University of Washington Press, 2000); Ronald Mize, Consuming Mexican Labor: From the
Bracero Program to NAFTA (Toronto: University of Toronoto Press, 2011).
16 Vernon Briggs Jr., “Guestworker Programs: Lessons From the Past and Warnings for the Future,”
Cornell University ILR School, year 2004, http://digitalcommons.ilr.cornell.edu/hrpubs/38.
17 Medical and public health scholars have looked at the importance of migrant health policy. See Jose
Angel Fuentes, "The Need for Effective and Comprehensive Planning for Migrant Workers," AJPH 64, no.
1 (January 1974): 1-10; Louise S. Ward, "Migrant Health Policy: History, Analysis, and Challenge,"
Policy, Politics & Nursing Practice 4, no. 1 (February 2003): 45-52; George L. Harper, "A Comprehensive
Care Program for Migrant Farmworkers," Public Health Reports 84, no. 8 (August 1969): 690-96.
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rather than domestic perspective.”18 Granting guest workers a pathway to U.S.
citizenship—while useful for solving the issue of deportability—might be too constrained
by its domestic purview. To consider workplace health discrimination from a global
perspective is to make visible the dynamic political, economic and social processes—
capitalism, sovereignty and citizenship—that shape the distribution of health benefits to
all non-citizens laboring in the American workplace.
The era of globalization has brought to the fore the plight of the transnational
worker, and raised important questions about citizenship and the boundaries of the
nation-state. The transnational worker who claims health rights across geopolitical
borders, scholars argue, reveals the shortcomings of citizenship as a category.19 That
U.S. economic citizenship is tied to health benefits, old age pensions and other social
benefits generates an important question that informs both the U.S. immigration and
healthcare reform debates—what entitlements can be extended to immigrants, migrants,
guest workers, and undocumented individuals given that they remain non-citizens?20
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
18 Donna R. Gabaccia, Foreign Relations: American Immigration in Global Perspective (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 2012), 1.
19 Michael Peter Smith and Matt Bakker, Citizenship across Borders: The Political Transformation of El
Migrante (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2008); Kim Rygiel, Globalizing Citizenship (Vancouver:
UBCPress, 2010); Han Entzinger, "Open Borders and the Welfare State: The Immigration/Welfare
Paradox," in Migration Without Borders: Essays on the Free Movement of People ed. Antoine and Paul de
Guchteneire Pecound (UNESCO Publishing, 2007).
20 Alan Derickson, Health Security for All: Dreams of Universal Health Care in America (Baltimore:
Johns Hopkins University Press, 2005); Jonathan Cohn, Sick: The Untold Story of America's Health Care
Crisis--and the People Who Pay the Price (New York: HarperCollins, 2007); Alan Derickson, "Take
Health from the List of Luxuries: Labor and the Right to Health Care," Labor History 41(May 2000): 11787; Alain C. Enthoven and Victor R. Fuchs, "Employment-Based Health Insurance: Past, Present and
Future," Health Affairs 25, 6 (November/December 2006): 1538-47; Richard Epstein, Mortal Peril: Our
Unalienable Right to Health Care? (New York: Basic Books1997); David Mechanic, "The Managed Care
Backlash: Perceptions and Rhetoric in Health Care Policy and the Need for Reform," Milbank Quarterly
79, 1 (2001): 35-34; Jonathan Engel, Doctors and Reformers: Discussion and Debate over Health Policy,
1925-1950 (Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, 2002); Colin Gordon, Dead on Arrival: The
Politics of Health Care in Twentieth-Century America (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2004);
Lawrence R. Jacobs, and Theda Skocpol, Health Care Reform and American Politics: What Everyone
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Scholar Han Entzinger argues that the national welfare state can only function if the
boundaries between insiders and outsiders are drawn, because the state is limited in its
fiscal resources to support all of its citizenry, let alone non-citizen immigrants, through
government-sponsored programs.21 In 2009, the economic crisis and rising costs in
healthcare led the state of Massachusetts to drop nearly 30,000 legal immigrants, who
had been in the state less than five years, from its subsidized healthcare program
(Commonwealth Care). The decision saved Massachusetts nearly $150 million. The
Massachusetts Supreme Court ruled nearly two years later that the 2009 state budget was
unconstitutional because it violated the state’s equal protection clause by discriminating
on the basis of national origin.22 Massachusetts’s initial decision to drop legal
immigrants—the health insurance program did not cover undocumented immigrants—
demonstrates the vital roles citizenship status, and even national origin, can play in
determining access to healthcare.

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
Needs to Know (New York: Oxford University Press, 2010); Robert M. Sade, "Medical Care as a Right: A
Refutation," New England Journal of Medicine 285, no. 23 (December 2, 1971): 1288-92; Timothy
Stoltzfus Jost, Health Care at Risk: A Critique of the Consumer-Driven Movement (Durham: Duke
University Press, 2007); Ronald Numbers, Almost Persuaded: American Physicians and Compulsory
Health Insurance, 1912-1920 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1978); Beatrix Hoffman, The
Wages of Sickness: The Politics of Health Insurance in Progressive America (Chapel Hill: The University
of North Carolina Press, 1999).
21 Han Entzinger, “Open Borders and the Welfare State: The Immigration/Welfare Paradox,” in Migration
Without Borders: Essays on the Free Movement of People, ed. Antoine and Paul de Guchteneire (UNESCO
Publishing, 2007), 119-38; Michael Katz, The Price of Citizenship: Redefining the American Welfare State
(New York: Metropolitan Books, 2001). Scholars have argued that the U.S. health care system is based on
a system of rights and rationing. See Hoffman, Health Care for Some; Lawrence R. Jacobs, Theda
Skocpol, Theodore Marmor, and Jonathan Oberlander, "The Oregon Health Plan and the Political Paradox
of Rationing," Journal of Health Politics 24, no. 1 (1999): 161-80; David Mechanic, "Rationing Health
Care: Public Policy and the Medical Marketplace," Hastings Center Report 6, no. 1 (February 1976): 34-7.
22 Abby Goodnough, “Massachusetts Cuts Back Immigrants’ Health Care,” 31 August 2009, New York
Times, accessed September 1, 2009; Jess Bidgood, “Massachusetts Health Plan Extended to Immigrants,” 5
January 2012, New York Times.
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An even greater concern in the healthcare debate is who should burden the
medical costs of non-citizens, legal or undocumented, who are unable to pay for services
rendered. While the federal and state governments continue to dispute where guest
workers and other non-citizens fit into healthcare reform, hospitals are taking matters into
their own hands. In the spring of 2013, two Mexican workers employed by one of the
nation’s largest pork producers lay unconscious in an Iowa hospital following a car
accident. Both men had health insurance through their employer, but neither had entered
the United States legally. The latter called into question the likelihood that the health
insurance provider would cover medical costs. After consulting family members in
Mexico, the hospital placed the comatose men on a private plane back to their homes in
Veracruz, effectively deporting them without consultation from a federal or state
agency.23 The medical repatriation of these men, unfortunately, is not unique. It is as an
example of many non-citizen workers’ encounters with the U.S. healthcare system, and
of the oversights in U.S. immigration policy regarding non-citizen health.24

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
23 David Pitt, “Deported While Unconscious: American Hospitals Quietly Deport Hundreds of
Undocumented Patients,” 23 April 2013, Talking Points Memo, accessed April 25, 2013,
http://talkingpointsmemo.com/news/deported-while-unconscious-hospitals-deport-undocumentedpatients.php.
24 For a few other striking examples, see Deborah Sontag, “Deported in a Coma, Saved Back in U.S.,” 8
November 2008, New York Times; Deborah Sontag, “Immigrants Facing Deportation by U.S. Hospitals,” 3
August 2008, New York Times. For more on the U.S healthcare system and its treatment of non-citizens,
see Leo R. Chavez, Estevan T. Flores, Marta Lopez-Garza, "Undocumented Latin American Immigrants
and U.S. Health Services: An Approach to a Political Economy of Utilization," Medical Anthropology
Quarterly 6, no. 1 (March 1992): 6-26; Leo R. Chavez, "Undocumented Immigrants and Access to Health
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Scholars and policymakers argue that a globalized economy requires the evolution
of citizenship away from a concept tied to the nation-state and toward a status that
embodies the transnational or global citizen. Transnational citizenship would extend
rights across borders, and by its very nature, challenge the sovereignty of the nation-state.
Scholars have contemplated that if transnational citizenship is not based on ties to a
nation-state, what governing body would protect the transnational citizen? How would
transnational citizenship, and its enforcement, affect state-sovereignty? Who would be
responsible for distributing social and health benefits to the transnational citizen?25
These are all fundamental questions that the United States and the world continue
to grapple with as they participate in an increasingly globalized economy, and craft
immigration policies to regulate non-citizen access to social and health benefits. As the
United States continues to debate immigration and healthcare reform, it is necessary to do
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so from a global perspective and consider how guest workers’ and non-citizens’ ongoing
struggles for workplace health benefits involve a complex and dynamic set of interactions
between states, business enterprise, and workers that are informed by capitalism,
sovereignty and citizenship.
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Appendix 1 Variables included in Railroad
Retirement Board Reports (inclusive)
Feb 44 to Jun 44

Jul 44 to Jan 45
left point of
recruitment

Feb 45 to Feb 46

X

lost prior to delivery
delivered to
employer at border

X
lost prior to
delivery
delivered to
employer at border

-

-

delivered to
employer
transferred after
service with original
employer +/-

contracts renewed

contracts renewed

contracts renewed

contracts expired
and not renewed

contracts expired
and not renewed
contracts
terminated prior to
expiration

contracts expired
and not renewed

reported missing
missing and
subsequently
returned to work or
Mexico

X

X

X

X

still missing
contracts terminated
for missing workers

workers missing

workers missing

X

X

deaths
total contracts
terminated
termination
rescinded

deaths

deaths

X

X

X
contracts in effect
at end of period

X
contracts in effect at
end of period

X

X

unemployed 7
consecutive days

X

X

numbers of
complaints

number of
complaints

X

number involved in
complaints
request for
termination by
employer
request for
termination by
worker

numbers involved
in complaints

X

X

X

X
charged against
quota
repatriations
reported by
immigration

X
charged against
quota
repatriations
reported by
immigration

left MX city
in transit at end of
week

-

total in service
previously missing
and terminated, now
repatriated

-

X

contracts terminated
prior to expiration
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